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ABSTRACT

Troubled Adolescents in the Family System:

Solutions in Brief Family TheraPY

Adolescence is a time in the life cycle which is often associated with conflict in the

family system. This practicum involves the application of a Structural/Brief Family

Therapy approach with adolescents and their families in an out-patient mental health

clinic. Family context including life cycle and developmental stage is viewed as an

important area in the understanding of adolescents. The intervention is applied to a range

of presenting problems and family forms. The purpose of this practicum was to learn

the skills to successfully work with this population and to find out if Minuchin's

Structural Family Therapy in combination with de Shazer's Brief Family Therapy was

found to be effective. Evaluation instruments included The FAM-III General Scale, a

Problem Checklist, a Hopelessness Scale, the Brief FAM, client feedback, a termination

summary and various self evaluation methods. The evaluation instruments support the

use of this approach with the identified population. Two case examples are presented to

illustrate this approach and discuss the results of the evaluation.
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INTRODUCTION

In my five years experience as a child and family services social worker, a large

percentage of families presented with and identified their adolescent as the probiem.

Through my involvement with these troubled adolescents, it became clear that their

families had a significant role in the presenting problem. The number of these families

served became so large that I began to wonder if any family did not have problems with

its teenager. Preto (1989) and Minuchin (197a) would agræ that one of the most

common precipitants of problems in families is the transition time of adolescence. It is

a time in the family life cycle in which families seek help or are referred by an external

system such as courts, schools and physicians (Preto, 1989). It is important to note that

although it is common to have problems during the adolescent stage of the family life

cycle, only about twenty percent of non-patient adolescents report serious trouble in this

period of life. Therefore it is not typical or "normal" for adolescents and families to

experience high levels of conflict (Fishman, 1988; Garbarino, 1986; Hatl, 1987).

For the purpose of this practicum, troubled adolescents will include all adolescents

who are identihed as the problem by the family or others when they request or are

referred for therapy. All of these adolescents present with various issues which can be

viewed on a continuum from internaJizeÀ symptoms such as being withdrawn, to

externalized symptoms such as violent verbal and/or physical outbursts against family

members or others.

According to Gaúarino (1986), in order to understand adolescence you must

understand the contingencies of social context. Understanding troubled adolescents

means understanding the mix of circumstances surrounding troubled youth in troubled

families. Consistent with this thinking, Carter and McGoldrick (1989) argue that context

is important in order to understand individuals and families. "The family is more than

the sum of its parts. The individual life cycle takes place within the family life cycle,
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which is the primary context of human development" (Carter and McGoldrick, 1989, p.

4). Furthermore, Garbarino's and Carter and McGoldrick's understanding of context fits

within systems theory. Systems theory views a problem as a systems problem and not

the problem of one individual (Hall, 1987).

Families are systems that operate through patterned sequences of interaction

(transactions). These patterns underpin the system and its structure (Minuchin,1974).

The structure provides a framework and influences the development of each individual.

You cannot see the structure of a family. It becomes visible to the therapist through the

process of interaction of family members. A structural assessment provides a framework

that provides a "theoretical link between the symptoms family members present and the

observable interaction" (George Enns, unpublished paper, p. 13).

Steve de Shazer's model of Brief Family Therapy is based on systems theory.

According to de Shazer et al (1986), most complaints start and are maintained in the

context of human interaction. Solutions to complaints are found in changing interactions

in the context and constraints of the situation.

De Shazer's model of Brief Family Therapy fits with the structural theoretical

framework in the following way. Minuchin's structural framework is a way to view and

construct a hypothesis regarding troubled adolescents and their families. It is also a way

to teach family therapy interns the skills of assessing a family by looking at transactions,

interactions and patterns - the context. Context is the connection to de Shazer's Brief

Family Therapy model. Although de Shazer does not openly say he utilizes context in

his model it could be argued that he has been influenced by his education, experience and

other well known brief therapists such as Haley, Weakland, Fisch, etc. @ryan Woods,

Personal Communication, Sept., 1990). These influences have effected the way he works

and utilizes context, only he is so practice and experienced as a therapist that, on the
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surface, it looks as if he does not utilize context when it is a fundamental characteristic

of his approach.

In short, Minuchin's structural framework fits with the de Shazer model of Brief

Family Therapy. Context is an integral part of both paradigms. This is not to say there

are not many differences between these two approaches. These differences are not the

focus of this practicum.

In summary, although it may appear that most adolescents have difficulty during

this stage of the family life cycle, only about twenty percent report serious conflict.

Therefore those who do present with troubles, should be taken seriously and not just

passed off as a phase associated with a stage of life. Context is an important area in the

understanding of adolescence and a key factor in the treatment of troubled adolescents

and their families. Salvador Minuchin's structural paradigm provides a framework for

assessment as well as an intervention. The combination of the structural paradigm with

Steve de Shazer's model of Brief Family Therapy is the treatment of choice because they

both look at context. In addition, the Brief Family Therapy Model focuses upon

strengths and is solution oriented.

My interest in troubled adolescents in the family system follows from my work

experience, my own family of origin issues and my education. Through these various

experiences I have come to believe that families have a powerful impact on individuals'

emotional health.

Objectives of This Practicum

1. To increase my knowledge of the dynamics of troubled adolescents and their

families.

2. To increase my knowledge and skill in the structural (Minuchin) assessment and

intervention of troubled adolescents and their families.
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3. To increase my knowledge and skill in the application of Steve de Shazer's model

of Brief Family Therapy with troubled adolescents and their families.

4. To increase and practice my clinical skills in working with families in a

supervised setting.

5. To learn more about the adolescent stage of the family life cycle and how this fits

within a structural assessment and brief family therapy intervention.

6. To learn if the combination of Minuchin's Structural Paradigm and de Shazer

model of Brief Family Therapy is effective with troubled adolescents and their

families.
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Oreanization of the Practicum Report

This report is organized into eight chapters. The report begins with the previous

introduction which identifies the client population (adolescents and their families) and the

reasons for utilizing the structural/brief approach with this population. The introduction

also outlines the practicum objectives. Chapter One provides the literature review on

adolescence in a family context, discusses what is normal and abnormal conflict, as well

as discusses why a family context is important. Chapter Two provides the literature

review on Salvador Minuchin's structural family therapy. Chapter Three discusses the

literature review on Steve de Shazer's brief family therapy and provides a summary and

synthesis of the two approaches.

Chapter Four, Practicum Methods, Procedures and Evaluation Instruments,

reports on the setting, clients, personnel, duration of the practicum, method of

evaluation, the instruments and how these are applied, and ends with the educational

benefits. Chapter Five, The Application of the Integrated Approach, introduces the nine

families involved in the practicum. As well, it includes one case example to illustrate

the structural/brief approach and discusses the results of the evaluation, including the

results of the measurement instruments. Chapter Six, Further Application of the

Integrated Approach, provides a second case example which also illustrates the approach

and discusses the evaluation results. This chapter includes a brief summary of what I

learned from these two case presentations. Chapter Seven, Common Findings, reports

on the commonalities that I found amongst the nine families involved in this practicum

and links these findings to the literature review. The final chapter (Chapter Eight) is the

conclusion and provides overall ståtements of the major findings of this report.
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CHAPTER ONE

LITERATTJRE REVTEW

Overview of the Changing Family Life Cycle

Superimposing the Family Life Cycle Framework on individuals and families is

a way to add depth to the clinician's view (Preto, 1989). Symptoms and dysfunctions

are viewed in relation to "normal" functioning over the period of time of the family life

cycle. Therapy is viewed as aiding the re-establishment of the family's developmental

process (Preto, 1989). Problems are framed along a continuum of tasks that the family

has moved along in the past, the present, and towards the future.

According to Carter and McGoldrick (1989), family stress is often greatest when

the family changes from one developmental stage to another. They believe that

symptoms are likely to appear when there is a dislocation or intemrption in the course

of the family life cycle.

Relationships between family members go through stages as they move along the

life cycle. The family as a system has different properties from other systems. You can

only become a new member through marriage, adoption or birth and can only leave by

death and even that is debatable. With no way to leave the family and no apparent

alternative way to function available, pressures can build and in the extreme lead to

psychosis (Preto, 1989).

The main value in families is in the relationships, which are irreplaceable. If a

parent leaves or dies, another person can be brought in to fill a parenting

function, but this person can never replace the parent in his or her personal

emotional aspects (Carter and McGoldrick, 1989, p. 6).

In Carter and McGoldrick's (1989) view, family is made up of the emotional

system of at least three or more generations. This emotional system is present at any

given time and it is not restricted to family members of a given household or one nuclear
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family. For example, a nuclear famiiy living in one home is reacting to the emotional

subsystem of the past, present, and possible future relationships within the three

generational system @reto, 1989).

Peopie cannot alter whom they are related to in the complex web of family ties

over all the generations. Obviously family members frequently act as if this were

not so - they cut each other offbecause ofconflicts or because they claim to have

"nothing in common" - but when family members act as though family

relationships are optional, they do so to the detriment of their own sense of

identity and the richness of their emotional and social context (Carter and

McGoldrick, 1989, p. 7\.

Family process is not linear but it does exist in the linea¡ dimension of time.

There is no unifying task from a multi-generational view. For example, three or more

generations accommodate life cycle transitions all at the same time. Things that occur

in one generation have an effect on relationships at other levels.

There is evidence that stress which occurs around life cycle transitions often

creates disruptions in the life cycle which produce dysfunctions and symptoms (Hadley,

1974; Walsh, 1978; Orfanidis, 1977 cítet in Preto, 1989). The flow of anxiety in a

family is viewed as both vertical and horizontal (Carter, 1978, cited in Carter and

McGoldrick, 1989).

The vertical flow in a system includes patterns of relating and functioning that are

transmitted down the generations of a family primarily through the mechanism of

emotional triangling (Bowen, 1978). It includes all the family attitudes, taboos,

expectations, labels, and loaded issues with which we grow up. One could say

that these aspects of our lives are like the hand we are dealt: They are the given.

What we do with them is the issue for us (Carter and McGoldrick, 1989, p. 8).
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The horizontal flow includes the anxiety produced as the family moves through

time. It includes the development¿l life cycle changes and unpredictable events such as

an unexpected death of a family member, illness or the birth of a handicapped child.

Families will appear dysfunctional given enough stress on the horizontal axis.

Even if the horizontal stress is minimal but the vertical axis is loaded with stress, the

family will experience significant disruption.

In Carter and McGoldrick's view (1989), the degree of stress where the vertical

and horizontal axis meet is the key determinant of how well the family will manage the

various transitions through life. To a degree, all change is somewhat stressful, but when

the developmental stress (horizontal axis) intersects the trans-generational stress (vertical

axis), there is a large increase in anxiety in the system.

Families characteristically lack time perspective when they are having problems.

They tend generally to magnify the present moment, overwhelmed and

immobilized by their immediate feelings; or they become fixed on a moment in

the future that they dread or long for. They lose the awareness that life means

continual motion from the past and into the future with a continual transformation

of familial relationships (Carter and McGoldrick, 1989, p. 10).

V/ithin the past generation, there have been many changes in the patterns of the

family life cycle which have changed the meaning of family. For example, child rearing

used to consume adults for their entire life span, now it occupies less than half the time.

The middle-class American family which Carter and McGoldrick (1989) discuss is more

or less mythological. This view of the family is created by existing patterns and by

"ideal" standards of the past by which families compare themselves.

As a clinician, it is important to recognize these changes and to assist families to

stop comparing their structure and life cycle changes with that of a 1950's family.
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Overview of Adolescence in the Family Life Cycle

Change in the family structure and organization required to deal with the tasks of

adolescence is so fundamental that the family itself is changed from a system that protects

and nurtures young children to one that prepares adolescents for the responsibilities and

commitments of the adult world (Preto, 1989). This family transformation involves

profound changes in relationship patterns across generations. These changes may be

initiated by the adolescent's physical maturation but often parallel and exist at the same

time as other changes in the family, such as parents entering mid-life and grandparents

entering old age.

All of these changes take place within the larger social context. In the past the

family was the major economic unit. Its main purpose now, in North America, is to

provide an emotional support system with external systems taking on the role of teaching,

employment and setting limits (Preto, 1989).

Adolescence often demands structural changes and re-negotiation of roles within

families, sometimes involving three or more generations (Preto, 1989). Adolescents'

demand for more independence and autonomy initiates changes in relationships across the

generations. For example, young children may question their position in the family,

parents may re-negotiate their marriage and/or redefine their relationship with

grandparents. Adolescents' demands are sometimes so strong they serve as catalysts for

bringing forward emotional issues and setting triangles in motion @reto, 1989). In

attempting to meet the demands of the adolescent, unresolved conflicts may be brought

to the surface between parents, and between parents and grandparents. Triangles may

involve the mother, the father, and the adolescent; a parent, a grandparent, and the

adolescent; a sibling, a parent, and the adolescent; or the adolescent's peers/friends, a

parent, and the adolescent (Preto, 1989).
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As conflicts arise at this stage in the family life cycle, efforts to resolve the issues

"often repeat earlier patterns of relating in the parents' family of origin.... There

appears to be a reciprocal chain reaction of meeting and making demands across the

generations that is precipitated by the adolescents of the younger generation" (Preto,

1989, p.256).

During this same time families are also adjusting to new demands of the other

family members who may also be entering new stages of the family life cycle. In many

families with adolescents the parents are approaching mi¿ãle age and may be focusing

on mid-life issues such as marriage and careers. The "normal" stress exerted on the

family by an adolescent is exacerbated when parents are dissatisfied and feel forced to

make changes in themselves (Preto, 1989). At the same time, grandparents may be

experiencing retirement, moving, illness and death. These changes in turn call for a

change in relationship between the parents and grandparents. Often the stress of these

various changes is transmitted both up and down the generations.

Tasks of Adolescence

The origins of this family transformation are the adolescent's developmental tasks

that begin with the rapid physical growth and sexual maturation during puberty.

As a result of sexual maturation, moves toward solidifying an identity and

establishing autonomy from the family (which are really lifelong developmental

processes) are accelerated during adolescence .... To establish autonomy they

need to become gradually more responsible for their own decision-making and yet

feel the security of parental guidance (Preto, 1989, p. 257).

In an attempt to reduce the conflicts during this time, families will often use

solutions that worked in earlier stages of the family. Pa¡ents may emotionally withdraw

to avoid conflict, make even more demands in an attempt to gain control or blindly
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accept or reject the adolescent. In turn the adolescent will act in such a way as to try

and win their own way.

Sexuality

Puberty not only involves change in the physical self, but also signals the

beginning of the psychological transition from childhood to adulthood (Hopkins, 1983,

cited in Preto, 1989). There has been a general trend towards earlier maturation for both

males and females called the "secular trend" (Preto, 1989). These physical and sexual

changes effect how adolescents see themselves and how they are perceived by others.

"Coping with this upsurge in sexual thoughts, feelings, and behaviours is a major task

for all family members" (Preto, 1989, p. 258). Parents who are comfortable with their

own sexuality appear more able to accept the heightened sexuality in adolescents. If

information is openly shared in the home there is greater likelihood of setting realistic

limits and tolerating minor violations. This context provides adolescents with an

environment in which they can express this new part of their lives (Preto, 1989). If this

context is not present and the parents try to deny, reject or ignore the adolescent's

growing sexuality, the development of a positive sexual self concept is diminished (Preto,

1989). "The probability of increased feelings of alienation between adolescents and their

parents is greater and risks of premature, excessive, or self-endangering sexual activity

are increased" (Preto, 1989, p. 259). The parents' own experiences influence the way

they set expectations and limits as well as the extent to which they include adolescents

in decision making. In general, parents who had a positive experience at home and with

peers are more likely to provide a positive experience for their own children versus those

parents who were rejected, abused and neglected (Preto, 1989).

Additionally, as the adolescent's sexuality emerges the possibility of an increase

in incestuous impulse arises between the adolescent and the opposite sex p¿uent.
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Increased conflict could develop due to the energy and unacceptability of these urges

(Preto, 1989).

The same sex parent tends to become more competitive with the adolescent. In

psychoanalytic theory, they compete for the attention of the opposite sex parent (Freud,

1962; Blos, 1962, cited in Preto, 1989). Another view is that they compete over their

differentviews of appropriate gender roles (Preto, 1989). According to Hopkins (1983,

cited in Preto, 1989) adolescents are more stereotypical in their view of sexuality and this

sexuality is expressed more than in any other age group. Following this thought further,

it makes sense that there would be conflict with the same sex parent and the adolescent,

as the parent serves as the primary role model during childhood. "Much of the conflict

between parents and adolescents reflects differences in the way each generation interprets

the stereotypes and double standard about sexual roles that exist in this society" (Preto,

1989, p.259-260).

Identitv

"Identity refers to a person's private view of those traits and characteristics that

best describe him or her" (Preto, 1989,p.260). Identity undergoes its largest change

during adolescence. Our undersunding of this process has been based on the work of

Freud and Erickson. "Freud focused on sexual drives and on the process of

individuation (Blos, 1962), while Erickson (1968) identified adolescence as a period when

individuals experience an identity crisis, which when resolved, leads to commitments to

sociopolitical conceptualizations and occupation" (Preto, 1989, p. 260).

One a¡ea these theories neglect is the role that gender differences play in the way

both sexes structure their identities. The few studies that exist in this area report that

females generally rely more on relationships and connections they make while males

place more emphasis on individuation and separation (Chodorow, 1974; Gilligan, 1982,

cited in Preto, 1989). According to Broverman et al. (1970, cited in Preto, 1989), most
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developmental theories, based on the studies of men, assume the male pattern is the

norm, which creates a double bind for women because traits that charactenzn, the concept

of ideal women' are different from those that describe the 'ideal adult'. "The 'ideal

aduit' is seen as having more of the traits that charactenzæ the 'ideal man'. This

inconsistency in role expectations makes gender consolidation especialty diffrcult for

females during adolescence when this process seems to be accentuated" (Preto, 1989, p.

260).

The changes which occur in adolescent identity formation can be the source of

conflict in families. The adolescent's new found ability in intellectual functioning

increases his feelings of mastery and creativity (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, cited in Preto,

1989). These ideas and attitudes act as catålysts for other family members to make

changes.

Gender is an important part of identity formation. The same sex parent-child

relationship has a powerful effect on this process. Adolescents' views of who they are,

are strongly connected to their feelings of being male or female. Relationships with the

opposite sex parent are equally important, as they validate adolescents' sexual identities

and model to a degree their future relationships with the opposite sex (Preto, 1989). "fn

their attempt to provide positive role models, parents often te¿ch ideals about sexual roles

rather than communicate to their children the value of their own experience" (Preto,

1989, p. 26r).

In short, parents tell their children "Do as I say, not as I do". Inevitably,

inconsistencies arise which give rise to conflict when the adolescent challenges these

differences (Preto, 1989).

Autonomy

Adolescents need to spend time away from their home to learn to become more

self-reliant and independent. In this process, relationships with peers become stronger.
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Adolescents need acceptance and nurturance to develop separate identities. At the same

time they need encouragement and permission to be more responsible for themselves.

"Autonomy does not mean disconnecting emotionally from parents, but it does mean that

an individual is no longer as psychologically dependent on parents and has more control

of making decisions about his or her life" (Preto, 1989, p. 262).

Uncertainty in knowing how to hnd this balance between nurturance, ffid

encouragement to be more responsible, are common for parents of adolescents (Preto,

1989).

Families who encourage adolescents to participate in decision making, but in

which the final decisions are made by the parents, are more likely to move toward

autonomy. On the other hand, families which do not encourage participation in decision

making and self-responsibility tend to encourage dependency and less self-assurance in

the adolescent (Newman & Newman, 1979, cited in Preto, 1989). Interestingly, the

same conditions which build independence also build closeness between parents and

children (Newman & Newman,1979, cited in Preto, 1989).

The parents' tolerance for their adolescent's move to autonomy will be

compromised if they have not achieved emotional autonomy from their own parents. In

addition, if the parents have unresolved conflicts between themselves, they will have

more difficulty accepting their adolescent's move towards autonomy.

Attachment. Separation. and Loss

As adolescents become more involved with peers outside their home, their

decreasing involvement at home is often experienced as a loss by other family members.

The move from childhood to adolescence is a loss for the family - the loss of the child

(Preto, 1989). Parents often feel this change as a void because they are no longer needed

the same way by the adolescent and their caretaking relationship needs to change (Preto,

1989).
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The task of separation is more difficult when the parents are unable to provide

support. In these situations, parents can be overwhelmed and respond by trying to

control the adolescent or just giving up control. Attempting to control adolescents and

lock them within the family at a time when they should be separating may result in

symptomatic behaviour. Families which become overwhelmed may just give up and as

a result seek a solution by premature separation. This type of separation may lead to a

permanent cut off in the family. For these adolescents there is increased risk for a

variety of difficulties including self-inflicted and other infiicted violence (Preto, 1989).

The parents and other children in the family are also effected by the expulsion of the

adolescent as they try to sort out their own transitions (Preto, 1989).

"All change implies the acceptance of loss" (Preto, 1989, p.266). Some parents

experience depression with the loss of the dependent child. The adolescent must also

learn to de¿l with the changes in themselves and their relationship with their family.

Loss in the parents' history can complicate this stage. Studies have found

connections between early loss and development of symptoms later in life (Orfanidis,

1977; Walsh, 1978, cited in Preto, 1989; Aiken, 1985).

Sex, ethnicity, race, social class, place of residence, education, and support

network all have u ,irong influence on the family life cycle (Preto, 1989).

Families handling the tasks of adolescent experience transformations in structure

and organizations, which are initially disruptive and create confusion. Most

families, however, adjust to the changes without major difficulty and move on in

the life cycle, but some, unable to make the transition, become symptomatic. In

therapy, unlocking the system to allow movement becomes the goal (Preto, 1989,

p. 281).
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What is Normal and Abnormal Conflict in Adolescence?

Many professionals who work with adolescents view adolescence as a stage of life

which is normally stormy and stressful (Garbarino, 1986). Ga¡barino (1986) traces the

root of this view back to the work of psychologist G. Stanley Hall (1844 - 1924). Hall

was influenced by the work of Darwin and biologist, Ernest Haeckel. In Haeckel's view,

the biological development of an individual repeated the principal stages of the evolution

of the species. Hall utilized this idea and made a comparison between the stages of

human development with the stages of human evolution. In Hall's view, adolescence is

a time when the adolescent struggles to balance the humane impulses of the civilized

person with the more primitive impulses of the savage. The struggle to balance these

two impulses results in the normal storm and stress of adolescence (Garbarino, 1986).

Hall's theory of adolescence did not gain wide acceptance but it did begin the argument

that human behaviour was influenced more by biology (genetics) than by environment -

the nature versus nuture argument. Hall's idea that adolescence was normally a time

of stress and storm also remained and continued to influence theories of adolescent

development.

Sigmund Freud's psychoanalytic view of adolescence is one of the theories

influenced by Hall. Freud's theory has had a major influence on how various mental

health professionals deal with adolescents. Freud's view is different from Hall's but they

shared the common view that adolescence is a stormy and stressful time and that this is

based on biological influences.

Anna Freud saw adolescence as a developmental disturbance which is the result

of the reawakening of libidinal impulses that involves the movement from latency to

puberty (Garbarino, 1986). In her view, teenagers experience conflict as they try to

balance what behaviour society dictates as acceptable, with their oedipal impulses. In

childhood, defences such as rationalization, projection and repression keep these oedipal
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impulses from awareness and therefore the child escapes the turmoil which is felt in

adolescence. As the child moves into adolescence, these defences become more

inappropriate as they cannot deal with the powerful sexual drives that arise in

adolescence. As a result, teenagers must throw out their old systems and build new

ones. This whole process results in the ups and downs and rebellion of being a normal

adolescent.

This 'period of upheaval' is a healthy, normal expression of development, but

during it adolescents will reject their parents (in response to the unacceptable

desire to possess the opposite sex parent) and enter into a series of intense but

brief romantic involvements with their peers (as they learn to accept and adapt to

their new-found sexuality). Parents and other adults will perceive this behaviour

as 'rebellion'. This provides a theoretical explanation for the stereotyped view

of adolescents as being necessarily 'rebellious' (Garbarino, 1986, p. 8).

According to Anna Freud's psychoanalytic view, the storm and stress of

adolescence which comes in the form of conflict with parents is a normal and necessary

part of development. In fact, if this upheaval is not present, it is viewed as abnormal

(Freud, 1958, cited in Garbarino, 1986). This view in turn removes the support for the

idea that acting out behaviours are indicators of family conflict, psychopathology or

disrupted development. This in turn may influence our view that the behaviour can be

cast off as just a phase, when, in fact, it could represent a 'real' problem.

Having stated all this, research has found that adolescents are not normally

rebellious (Garbarino, 1986). Research by Westley and Elkin (1956, cited in Garbarino,

1986) and by Douvan and Adelson (1966, cited in Garbarino, 1986) demonstrates that

adolescents do not go through major turmoil and conflict. Garbarino (1986) adds further

that psychiatrists and psychologists have a limited view of what the normal adolescent
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is like because they normally see only those adolescents who have come to their attention

due to some form of distress.

An extensive study on normality in adolescence was done by Daniel Offer and

Colleagues (Offer, 1969, Offer and Offer, 1973, 1974, 1975; Offer et al 1981, cited in

Garbarino, 1986). Offer identified three main patterns of growth in the adolescents that

he studied. Only one of these patterns fits with the stress and storm theorist's view.

This pattern only accounted for approximately twenty-one percent of the adolescents in

the study with the remainder going through adolescence with little turmoil. The

twenty-one percent is large enough to show that there certainly are many troubled

adolescents, but there are not enough to claim that the stress and storm is a typical

adolescent pattern.

Another study by Rutter et al (1976, cited in Garbarino, 1986) examined a sample

group of teenagers in Great Britain. They found only a small difference in

psychopathology from childhood to adolescence and a low incidence of parent-teen

conflict. They also found approximately the same percentage of adolescents experienced

turmoil as in the studies by Offer - twenty-two percent.

In a study of college students they found only twenty-two percent stated they were

rebellious as adolescents (Balswick and Macrides, 1975, cited in Garbarino, 1986). In

another study, little evidence was found for the normal stress and storm reported by other

theorists @andura and rJ/alters, 1959, cited in Garbarino, 1986). Studies of other

non-clinical populations support the view that conflict and turmoil is not the normal or

typical developmental pattern for adolescence (Grinker et al, 1962; Hamburg etaI,1974;

Oldham, 1978; Vy'einer, 1982, cited in Garbarino, 1986).

In summary, the average adolescent does not go through a stage of turmoil as a

normal part of growing up. No developmental stage is free from conflict and stress.

Adolescents have no monopoly on this aspect of the human experience. The previous
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section on the family life cycle does indicate a degree of disruption and confusion which

is normal and to be expected as families adjust and adapt to various transitions.

However, this is not the same as what Garbarino calls turmoil and, therefore, the degree

and intensity of the difficulty should be taken into consideration.

It is helpful to view the adolescent within the family life cycle framework. If the

difficulty appears to be the result of the family not adapting to developmental change

which persists over a period of time this may indicate that the family is "stuck" and may

need therapy to move on in the life cycle. Troubled adolescents are not just in a

developmental phase and therefore should be taken seriously.

\{hy a Family Context?

When a child reaches adolescence, it means the family must adjust its patterns of

interaction and authority to include a 'new' individual (Garbarino, 1986). What is new

about the adolescent includes a change in cognitive competence, reproductive ability and

stature. This new individual does cause disequilibrium in the family for a period of time

while they work out and adapt to their new relationships (Hall, 1980, cited in Garbarino,

1986). The adolescent's increase in cognitive ability means that the family will have to

accommodate to, and use a different level of reasoning in order to adjust to the teen's

new abilities. In this sense, being a parent to an adolescent is different from being a

parent to a child.

The changes that occur in the adolescent effect the relationships in the family.

For example, the adolescent has more 'power' than as a child. This power includes:

physical power to retaliate if treated physically by a parent, power to leave the family,

power to hurt themselves or others, power to influence conflict in the home, power to

make comparisons between their parents and others, power to embarrass parents and

power to help others or themselves. This increased power can be a destructive force
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especially when the parents and/or adolescent seem inflexible and unmotivated to

negotiate and reach some compromise (Garbarino, 1986).

Another change in the adolescent which effects family relationships is the

adolescent's growing contact and relationships with others outside the family. The family

must adjust to these other contacts and their influence on the adolescent. This change

can cause difficulty for parents who expect a degree of social isolation (Garbarino,

1986).

When the adolescent begins to become .ore inuólved with others outside the

family, some parents feel rejected (Dreyfus, 1976, cited in Garbarino, 1986). This

feeling of rejection may be felt more severely as a result of the parents' own relationship

needs and or historical backgrounds (Pelcovitz et aI, 1984, cited in Garbarino, 1986).

In this situation there may be a rift in the family with regards to power and nurturance.

This rift is unfortunate because it comes at a time in the adolescent's life when she needs

family/parental support (Garbarino, 1986). On the other hand, if the parents are facing

a mid-life crisis, they may feel the need for support from their adolescent (McMorrow,

1977, cited in Garbarino, 1986).

In,all, there are many changes which require an adjustment in interaction and

relationships. From this perspective, it is easy to see why many parents find the period

of adolescence the most difficult (Pasley & Gecas, 1984, cited in Ga¡barino, 1986).

There is no 'right way' in terms of finding a balance between how much freedom parents

should allow and how much control is required. According to Baumrind (1979, cited in

Garbarino, 1986), it is unwise to give adolescents total freedom, as if they are

independent persons when they still are dependent, financially and socially on the

parents. This line of thinking follows from the idea that adolescents lack the limits they

would have if supporting themselves and, therefore, would develop unrealistic views of

their future. This is an example of how the larger social systems influence the family.
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It is also an example of how parental behaviour is understood within the context that it

occurs in.

The way a family reacts to the adolescent's increased independence depends partly

on the family structure (Garbarino, 1986). There is more conflict in families which are

authoritarian or permissive than in what Garbarino (1986) calls authoritative homes.

In the authoritarian family, the parents are in charge and there is no room for

negotiation. In this type of family there will be more conflict @dwards and Brauburger,

1973, cited in Garbarino, 1986). In authoritarian homes adolescents a¡e less likely to

identify with their parents and will likely be resentful towards them (Flacks, 1971, cited

in Garbarino, 1986). Receiving little acceptance from the family the teen may seek this

from others outside the home. In their efforts to find attention and acceptance, they may

become antisocial or disruptive. Authoritarian parents who are unable to adjust to the

adolescents' needs for nurturance and independence, will likely find the period of

adolescence full of conflict. This pattern can develop into a cycle where "the teenager's

wild behaviour seems to justify the parent's harsh treatment, and vice versa" (Garbarino,

1986, p. 15).

In the permissive home, the adolescent is in charge. Parents that are overly

detached, overly indulgent or overly protective all ht within the permissive style of

parenting. Children who feel catered to in this way may feel resentful towards their

parents when they reach adolescence and begin to have more contact with others outside

the home (Garbarino, 1986). Parents who are too close make the adolescent feel

smothered and this can also produce conflict when the adolescent starts to have contact

with others outside the home. Lack of direction in the permissive home may cause

problems, with the adolescent feeling rejected.

In the authoritative family parents negotiate with the children "to a degree

appropriate to the child's development and in ways that enhance further development"
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(Garbarino, 1986, p. 15). In North America authoritative parents have the best

relationship with their children (Baiswick and MacRides, 1975; Devereux et al, 1969;

Scheck etaI, L973; Baumrind,1975, cited in Garbarino, 1986).

These families do well because they are more practiced at negotiating. When the

child reaches adolescence, the parents are more equipped to deal with the adolescent's

increased cognitive abilities, yet at the same time allow the teen some control and

autonomy.

Parents that are flexible will likely fair better with adolescents. It is difficult to

understand a family as an outsider looking in because "so much of family life is bound

up in what special meaning members attach to each other and their behaviour"

(Garbarino, 1986, p. 16). Therefore we should be careful about making any conclusion

about a family without first having tried to get an insider's view.

As well, it is important to acknowledge the special bond that exists between a

parent and child. Children need to know they are loved and loved unconditionally.

It is difficult to say exactly how to parent an adolescent in any specific way. Both

parents and adolescents need suppoft.

To increase the probability that adolescents will make a successful transition to

adulthood, adolescents need stable, supportive, and protective relationships with

their parents .... Parents do not determine what their adolescents will become.

The most caring and wise parents do not always succeed in producing competent,

caring, and wise offspring (Garbarino, 1986, p. 17).

Having stated this, there is no other social system that has more influence on

development than the family (Garbarino, i986).

In summary, there are many changes in the adolescent which require adjustments

in interactions and relationships within the family. Family structure plays an important

part in how the family will react to these changes.
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CHAPTER TWO

SALVADOR MINUCHIN . STRUCTIJRAL FAMILY THERAPY

Structural Family Therapy is a treatment model based on systems theory

(Cotapinto, t982). The model's distinctive features are the emphasis on structural

change as the goal of therapy and the therapist's role as an active change agent in this

process. The following is a discussion of the basic principles of the model.

The Family

"The family is conceptualized as a living open system" (Colapinto,1.982, p. 116).

The parts in every system are interdependent in ways that transcend individual functions

within the system. The famity structure is the set of invisible rules directing interactions

within the family system (Minuchin, 1974). Interactions are part of transactions which

form patterns over time. As an open system, the family is both influenced and effected

by the environment. Therefore, a family's structure is influenced not only by their

members, but also by society at large. As a living system, the family is constantly

changing and evolving. This living system is regulated by the interplay of change and

homeostasis (Colapinto, 1982). "Homeostasis designates the patterns of transactions that

assure the stability of the system, the maintenance of its basic characteristics as they can

be described at a cerüain point in time; Homeostatic processes tend to keep the status

quo" (Jackson, 1957, 1965 cited in Colapinto, 1982, p. 117). Complementarity is the

term used to describe transactions between individuals when the family is in a state of

homeostasis.

Change is the re-accommodation of the system to a change in developmental need

or in environmental circumstances. Birth, onset of adolescence, moving away from

home, and marriage are examples of changes in development in the family life cycle.

An unexpected death, illness, loss of a job or a promotion are events which call for

changes in patterns.
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Boundaries are the rules which define who participates and how (Minuchin,

t974). Bounda¡ies serve to protect the differentiation of the system. "Every family

subsystem has specif,rc functions and makes specific demands on its members; and the

development of interpersonal skills achieved in these subsystems is predicated on the

subsystem's freedom from interference by other subsystems" (Minuchin,I9'74, p. 53-54).

In order for the family system to function properly, the boundaries must be clear so

subsystem members can perform their functions without too much interference yet be

flexible enough to allow contact between various members of subsystems and others

(Minuchin, 1974).

According to Colapinto (1982), homeostasis and change are a matter of

perspective. If you view the family process over a brief period of time, you would likely

see the homeostatic mechanism operating and the system in equilibrium. If you view the

process of the family over a longer period of time, you will see the evolution of change

as different system patterns become apparent. Taking an even larger view covering the

entire family life cycle of a system you would likely frnd homeostasis again in the

various transitions and sudden re-accommodations as the system adjusts to these changes

and tries to maintain or recover equilibrium.

The paradox of family evolution is their attempt to remain the same but in order

to do this, they must accommodate which moves them into something different

(Colapinto, L982). This process stops when the family does not change to developmental

or environmental demands. Thus the family does not make new rules for transactions

and becomes stuck in its old patterns of interaction.

When families get stuck in their development, their patterns of transactions

become stereotypical (Colapinto, 1982). The homeostatic mechanisms described earlier

exacerbate the system as the system tries to rigidly follow the same pattern. When there

is any movement away from this stereotypical pattern, the family quickly moves to keep
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the status quo. Various dysfunctional patterns develop as a result of rigidly following

this pattern such as triangulation, where a child is used within a parental relationship

difficulty or intergenerational coalitions that overthrow various natural hierarchies

(Colapinto, 1982). These dysfunctional patterns serve the pu{pose of avoiding open

conflict. This avoidance contributes to a level of equilibrium, but at the cost of

preventing differentiation and growth.

Enmeshed families are families in which there is a high level of conflict

avoidance. These are families whose members Uecome very close and boundaries

become unclear. The strong ties within these families reduce the possibility of conflict.

This kind of system can become overloaded and lack the resources to accommodate and

change. At the other end of the continuum is the disengaged family system which

develops overly rigid boundaries. Distance between members becomes excessive and as

a result communication is difficult with the protective function of the family also being

reduced (Minuchin, 1974). The rigidified pervasive style of the enmeshed and

disengaged family is dysfunctional. Enmeshment and disengagement are largely

determined by the context. For example, it is appropriate for a parent and an infant to

be more enmeshed. Families that become stuck have a narower view of themselves as

individuals and as a family (Colapinto ,lg82). This narrow construction of their reality

leaves large portions of their potential resources unused and unavailable because they

cannot see the resources that they have. Most families fall somewhere in the larger

"normal" range between enmeshed and disengaged (Minuchin, 1974).

This fits with the family life cycle view and Garbarino's view, that the majority

of adolescents and their families are able to adapt to the various developmental transitions

and move on in the family life cycle without serious difficulty. It further adds to the

belief that context is helpful in understanding. As well, Minuchin's structural paradigm

is helpful in understanding patterns of transactions (structure) and therefore provides a
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framework for understanding adolescents who do have diffrculty. In addition,

Minuchin's view that families who do become stuck have narrower views of their

potential resources is similar to de Shazer's beliefs about families and points to

congruence between these two models. This congruence is important because this

practicum involves the applicaúon of an integrated structural/brief approach.

The Presenting Problem

The problem is conceptualized as part of the family structure of transactions.

Therefore the problem needs to be put into perspective by looking at the family context

(Colapinto, 1982). The therapist tries to find the function and position of the problem

behaviour by looking at the system as it supports the symptom (Colapinto, 1982). The

therapist also interprets the structure of the family's perceptions in relation to the

presenting problem. One of the principles of structural family therapy is that there are

resources in the individuals and the family but these resources are not apparent to the

individual or family. In addition, there is systemic support for this "blindness".

The "real" presenting problem for the structural family therapist is the interactions

around the identified concern. One of the main elements of this view is the systemic

support of the problem. The model's emphasis is on what maintains the problem and not

what causes the problem. There is no claim of a causal path between the system and the

problem (Colapinto, 1982). "Thus, instead of a simplistic, one-way causal connection

the model postulates an ongoing process of mutual accommodation between the system's

rules and the individual's predispositions and vulnerabilities" (Colapinto, 1982, p. 120).

The structural family therapist is focused on the current systemic support of the

problem. "The model shares with other systemic approaches the radical idea that

knowledge of the origins of a problem is largely irrelevant for the process of therapeutic

change" (Minuchin & Fishman, 1979, cited in Colapinto, L982, p. 120). In addition,

elaboration and discussion of the history of the problem may hinder the process of
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therapy by increasing the family's focus on the problem and therefore increasing and

strengthening their view of what appears unchangeable.

This view is congruent with de Shazer's view that change can occur without

knowing the person's past (Literature Review, p. 31). De Shazer's beliefs about

expectations of change (Literature Review, p. 35) is also congruent with Minuchin's

belief that elaboration and discussion of history may hinder the process of therapy

because it reinforces the client's expectations that things will not work out. Both these

ideas fit with this practicum's focus on an integrated structural/brief approach which is

oriented towards the expectation of change (solutions) and is focused on the present and

the future.

The Process of Therapeutic Change

The structural family therapy model looks for solutions by altering the structure

of the family which hts with the model's basic axiom that problems are the result of

dysfunctions in the family structure. Change is therefore the process of assisting the

family to alter its stereotypical patterns. The presenting problem is a part of these

patterns.

This process takes place within the context of the therapeutic system which offers

a chance to challenge the family's rules (structure).

The privileged position of the therapist allows him to require from the family

members different behaviours and to invite different perceptions, thus altering

their interaction and perspective. The family then has an opportunity to

experience transactional patterns that have not been allowed under its prevailing

homeostatic rules. The system's limits are probed and pushed, its narrow

self-definitions are questioned; in the process, the family's capacity to tolerate and

handle stress or conflict increases, and its perceived reality becomes richer, more

complex (Colapinto, 1983, p. 121).
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The main source used to expand the family's reality is the family itself. As

discussed earlier, the structural family model believes that the family system blocks its

own view of potential resources within its own system. The restructuring initiated by the

therapist alters the system so these resources can be released. At the same time the

therapist uses these new resources so the system can change (Colapinto, L982). "The

model is not just a cluster of techniques with specific indications, but rather a consistent

way of thinking and operating, derived from the basic tenet that human problems can

only be understood and treated in context" (Colapinto, 1982, p. I2l). To make this

point more clear, Colapinto (1983) states that the model's tenets provide direction in the

solution of a problem that otherwise may seem incapable of justification which goes far

beyond the practical application of techniques. It requires a change in attitude and

perception. For example:

If the therapist fînds the client to be disgusting ("undermining", "a bitch",

"disqualifying") chances are that he will not join that person --- regardless of the

techniques used. In order to join (or to challenge, for that matter) the therapist

needs to actually see the best of his client, rather than pretend that he has seen

it. The structural paradigm represents the glasses that facilitate such a perception

(Colapinto, 1983, p. l2-L3).

This approach is congruent with the brief approach which builds on the client's

strengths. As well, the brief approach views the therapist's attitude and the way he sees

the family and their situation as important because this influences the family's

expectations of change, cooperation and the impact of the therapist.

The Therapist's Role

The therapist's role is paradoxical in the sense that she must be supportive of the

individuals and families while against the transactions that have brought the family into

therapy in the first place. The therapist must develop a working relationship which
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requires a degree of accommodation but only to a point that the therapist still maintains

an element of power. This balance of accommodation and challenge is achieved through

a process of probing, advancing and withdrawing.

According to Colapinto (1982) the therapist meets with the family having first

constructed an initial hypothesis built from minimal intake information. Starting in the

first session, as the therapist is joining the family, the hypothesis is tested, expanded and

corrected. The therapist's attention is focused at information at the process level and

away from content. People can convey information through process, which is often more

accurate than verbal information. The therapist pays attention to what is said mostly as

a way of ìearning the ìanguage of the family which will later be used to construct

metaphors that will fit with the family and help enlist their cooperation. As the interview

proceeds a map or description of the family begins to emerge in the therapist which

depicts alliances, hierarchies and patterns.

This initial role of the therapist is consistent with the structural/brief approach

utilized in this practicum.

The therapist is looking at how the systern maintains homeostasis so that he can

disrupt this pattern and push the family into equilibrium at a broader higher level. The

therapist is also looking for strengths that will provide a direction for their questions and

challenges.

Structural family therapy has mostly grown out of, and has been practice in the

context of the family, where one of the children is identified as the problem (Colapinto,

1982). As the client population of this practicum is families who identify their adolescent

as the problem, this particular model is appropriate.
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Goals and Function of Therapy

According to Colapinto (1982) the main goal of structural family therapy is the

restructuring of the family's transactional rules. This restructuring enables the family

to mobilize some of its own previously underutilized resources which improves their

ability to cope. From the point of view of homeosLasis, once the constricting set of

transactional rules is outgrown, dysfunctional behaviours, including the presenting

problem, lose their support in the system and become unnecessary. Therapy ends, once

the famity can maintain these changes without the challenging support of the therapist.

There is no ultimate cure in structural family therapy, as the model emphasizes

changes and constant growth as fundamental features of the family system. According

to Colapinto (1982), structural family therapists limit their involvement with the family

to the minimum required to set in motion the family's own resources. This is congruent

with the brief approach (Literature Review, p. 41).

In summary, Minuchin's structural family therapy places emphasis on the

structural assessment of the family by looking at interactions, transactions and patterns

(the context). This assessment is critical when developing tasks that f,rt the family and

move it in the desired direction. The brief family therapy approach provides a means

with which to utilize this information to promote positive change.
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CÍIAPTER THREE

STEVE DE SHAZER. BRIEF FAMILY THERAPY

Brief therapy should not be viewed in terms of time frames or number of sessions

but as an approach which is focused on solutions for human problems (de Shazer, Kim

Berg, Lipchik, Nunnally, Molnar, Gingerich, Weiner-Davis, 1986). According to de

Shazer et al (1986), most complaints start and a¡e maintained in the context of human

interactions. Solutions to complaints are found in changing interactions in the context

and constraints of the situation. "The task of Brief Therapy is to help clients do

something different, by changing their interactive behaviour and/or their interpretation

of behaviour and situations so that a solution (a resolution of their complaint) can be

achieved" (de Shazer et al, 1986, p. 208). An intervention only needs to open the way

to a solution which according to de Shazer et al (1985) can be done without knowing

what is maintaining the complaint or without knowing the person's past. All that is

required is that the client do something different.

Brief therapy may be more appropriately called efficient therapy as "Therapy

should be as efficient and effective as possible, and brief therapy is built around ways

of knowing when therapy is hnished" (De Shazer cited in Sykes Wylie, 1990, p. 29).

Solution oriented does not just mean finding the answer or way to solve a problem, it is

an indirect approach which creates a context for change that focuses on the clients'

strengths and resources and builds on these to initiate new behaviour and solve problems.

According to de Shazer the key to brief therapy is "Utilizing what the client

brings with him to meet his needs in such a way that the client can make a satisfactory

life for himself" (de Shazer, 1985, p. 6). Knowing what life would be like without the

problem is viewed as more important than knowing details of the problem or complaint.
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Principles of Brief Therapy

Complaints

De Shazer (1985) makes some assumptions about the construction of complaints.

These assumptions help the therapist construct solutions. One of these assumptions is

that "Complaints involve behaviour brought about by the client's worldview" (de Shazer,

1985, p.23). People behave in a certain way because of their beliefs (worldview). For

whatever reason they feel they are making the right (best, logical, or only) choice.

When people do this, everything outside these beliefs or worldview is lumped together

and excluded. It is like a horse wearing blinders. They have a limited view of the

choices available to them.

The second assumption is based on the idea that people will continue to follow

the same behaviour over and over because they have excluded other possibilities based

on their worldview or belief system. As a result of their worldviews, people can respond

to a given complaint in habitual ways; they do not remake the decision because they see

the complaint as the same and therefore respond in the same old way. In this way an

unhelpful pattern develops.

The therapist constructs the complaint and potential solution out of the same

information as the client but with a focus on solution. This difference in emphasis causes

the therapist to construct a therapeutic problem different from the complaint. This

difference leads to solution. The therapist is able to do this because of the difference in

emphasis. Once the therapist recognizes the pattern, any behaviour which is outside the

person's worldview might make enough difference by moving the person out of rigidly

following a certain choice to provide a solution.

Construction of Solutions

Another assumption de Shazer (1985) makes is that the client will generate further

changes once the therapist stårts a minimal change towards solving the complaint. De
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Shazer (1985) calls this change in the system the ripple effect. This ripple effect means

that only a small change is required to produce differences in behaviour which can lead

to inordinately large differences in the system. Asking the client about what life would

be like without the complaint is a way for the therapist and the client to gain ideas about

what to change. Just the suggestion of a different or new view may be enough to provide

a solution.

Wholism

The concept of wholism is an imporønt part of brief therapy. This concept is

based on systems theory as applied to people and their problems. In systems theory a

family is not just a group of individuals. "A human system is more than the sum of its

parts. It is not only the individuals included in the description but also the relationships

between and among the individuals" (de Shazer, 1985, p. 105).

The concept of wholism allows the therapist to minimize and on the other hand

utilize the complexity of the system so solutions can be constructed. A change in one

part of the system will lead to changes in the system as a whole. For a solution to work,

only a fit is needed, otherwise the solution would need to be as complicated as the human

system and the problem system. Following this line of thought, solving the client's

complaint does not necessarily mean seeing the whole family. As de Shazer (1985)

states, the person who has the most pressing complaint is the one who most wants to

work towards having something different happen. The interactional view suggests that

"interaction between members of a social system is seen as the primary shaper and

determinant of ongoing behaviour" (Weakland, 1983, cited in de Shazer, 1985, p. 107).

Therefore a change in any one member of a family will lead to changes in behaviour of

the other members in the system.
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Maps

Conceptual maps explain how to construct problems and solutions. These

conceptual maps are descriptions of what is going on in therapy. Having more than one

description or map as Bateson (1979) suggests "leads to a bonus of some sort: an idea

which is of a different class than the class of descriptions (maps) used" (de Shazer, 1985,

p. 50). The therapist makes two maps or more if working with a team behind a one way

mirror. One map is of the clients' interpretation of their complaint. The second map

is of how the therapist sees the client's interpretation. The difference between the two

descriptions or maps provides the therapist with information which may lead to a solution

and provides the framework for designing the intervention.

The Concept of Fit

"It is the fit between the therapist's description of the complaint pattern and form

and the map of the intervention which seems central to the process of initiating

therapeutic change" (de Shazer, 1985, p. 60). If the intervention does not fit, then it is

likely that the therapist will not initiate new or different behaviour and the client will

remain stuck in her complaint. The intervention can be constructed in the same

description or map used to describe the interaction between the various parts of the

system. As well, it takes into consideration the context of the complaint which helps

give the therapist an understanding of what the behaviour means. The concept of fit is

that the intervention is based on the same interactional and contextual description or map

of the complaint as interpreted by the therapist with the exception that the therapist's map

has constructed a problem with a solution in mind. The therapist should look for the

simplest explanation that fits without taking into consideration the complexity of the

problem.

In this approach the actual complaint or problem is the client not the family or

individuals. This approach allows the therapist to minimize what can be very complex
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situations. If a therapist tries to match the complexity of the problem when thinking

about the problem this can lead to further confusion instead of solution.

A therapeutic intervention only needs to f,it the constructed problem in such a way

that a solution develops. In this sense other interventions can also fit the constructed

problem and also reach a solution but this approach does not tell you anything of these

other interventions or how they fit. In this way this approach is general and not specific.

Cooperating

In therapy, change is an interactional process involving both therapist and client.

It is not something done to clients, it is something done with clients. De Shazer (1985)

views therapy as a cooperative endeavour that involves the therapist and client jointly

constructing a problem which can be solved.

Resistance

If the therapist decides that the client's behaviour is resistant then they are

unlikely to see any cooperative behaviour. Likewise if the therapist sees the client's

behaviour as cooperative then they are unlikely to see any resistant behaviour. Brief

therapy assumes cooperating instead of resistance. De Shazer (1990) views resistance

as only a concept and that the concept of cooperating is much smoother and faster in

therapy and therefore more efficient. What cooperation means for a particular situation

or how it will fit depends on the client's response in that particular context.

Expectations of Change

"Expectations states theory" (Berger et al, 1974, cited in de Shazer, 1985) is a

theory of how interactional situations start and maintain patterns as well as about how

these patterns change. For a situation to fit within this theory it must meet two

conditions. One, the situation has to have a task or goal and two, those involved need

to be working together to reach this task or goal. De Shazer's model involves a

cooperative relationship between client and therapist working towards solving a
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complaint. In this sense the model hts expectation states theory. Brief therapy is both

collectively oriented and task oriented. Having a goal means the client has some

expectation that there will be a positive change. When clients attend therapy they may

have tried to solve the problem several times without success. Each failed attempt to

solve the complaint maintains their expectation that things will not work out. They feel

stuck. In this \.vay their behaviour reinforces what they see happening.

Change in these expectations will happen when there is a change in the situation.

This change in the situation alone does not promote change as the process as described

above generates maintaining the same old expectations of attempts and failures. A

therapist can intervene and promote change in behaviour with different outcomes which

develop new and more successful expectations in the client. These new expectations are

also self maintaining and the client has a better chance of developing a more satisfactory

pattern.

There are ways a client could behave in the future without the complaint.

Predicting just how the client would behave is difficult if not impossible to do. Rather

than aiming for a specific way of behaving without the complaint, expectations can be

made out of any successful or satisfactory change. Any change has the potential of

starting the ripple effect which will lead to expectations of more success and so on. The

therapist reacts to any change as an indicator that things are going in the right direction

for the client. The type of change does not seem to matter even if it is not related to the

complaint. Any change may be enough of a change to make a difference and be part of

the solution. This is how the therapist uses change to create a new set of expectations

that will be part of a successful solution.

At the start of therapy a resolution of a specif,rc complaint may be the explicitly

stated goal. Applying this approach to solving problems means that not only would that

stated goal be the focus but so would other behaviours in that same class of behaviour.
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As a result, a speciflrc change is diff,rcult to predict. The therapist's goal is a change in

the context which will achieve what the client expects to change as a result of reaching

the stated goal.

Future Made Salient to the Present

Change is viewed as not something that might happen but as inevitable (de

Shazer, 1985). Cooperation and the expectation of change can be promoted by

connecting the future to the present. When the future is linked to the present and a

positively constructed goal is established, behaviour in the present can be reconstructed

and used as paft of attaining the goal. The past, particularly past failures, are not helpful

while past successes can be used to construct solutions.

Constructing Solutions

One way to project the client into the future is to ask what would life be like for

them and others when the problem is not present. In this way the client constructs their

own solution. This information is used to guide the course of the therapy. Clients are

able to make descriptions of what their life would be like. Once they have this picture

they can do something different so their idea of the future without the complaint can

become a reality (de Shazer, 1985). The more versions explored of what the future

would be like the more clues and chances of success. De Shazer (1985) refers to this as

the crystal ball technique.

Constructing Problems and Goals

When a client attends therapy the nature of the problem and the possible solutions

are subject to redefinition (de Shazer, 1985). For this reason in solution focused therapy,

goals are very important. Without goals there is no end to therapy and the therapist and

client could end up following the same unsuccessful pattern that the client has followed.

Often clients have difficulty stating specif,rc goals. When this occurs it is the therapist's

role to define the problem in a way that a goal or vision of the future emerges which
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does not include the complaint. The crystal ball technique is a way to create this vision.

"What one expects to happen colors or 'determines' what is happening and what is going

to happen" (de Shazer, 1985, p. 93). According to expectations states theory,

expectations help determine what will happen in the future, therefore altering what one

expects will change behaviour. When a goal is made the client expects that things will

change and improve. This expectation affects their present behaviour. This makes the

future salient to the present. Setting the goal and achieving the goal effects what

happens. Having the client describe what the future will be like without the problem is

important to the solution and success. The concept of "fit" can easily be achieved when

the client rather than the therapist constructs his image of the future. Part of the

therapist's task therefore is to help construct and clarify the client's expectations since

these expectations are not created when the complaint is generating itself.

Application of the Model

The f,rrst interview starts with a brief introduction and an explanation of what will

happen in the session. The therapist then asks about the complaint with the intention of

gaining as clear a description of what happens as possible. The more details about the

pattern of the complaint, the more potential interventions and goals (de Shazer, 1985).

This leads to the next stage of the interview which is the exploration of the

exceptions to the rule, that is, when and why the complaint does not happen. This stage

often overlaps with the exploration of the complaint. If the client mentions an exception

it should be explored shortly after it is mentioned. Exploring exceptions helps create the

expectation that things can be different and helps lead the therapist and family into a

discussion of goal setting. Specific goals are an important part of this approach.

After the goals have been established, the therapist focuses on what life would be

like without the problem (solutions). In this way there is a focus on discussion of

potential solutions throughout the interview. This helps the clients distance themselves
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from the problem and look at their own and others' behaviour. This solution talk also

helps the therapist decide what tasks should be assigned.

fntermission Consultation Break

At this point there is a brief break in the session. The break is used by the

therapist to design a therapeutic message (the intervention) (de Shazer, 1985). The

intervention should take into consideration the type of relationship between the therapist

and client. De Shazer (1988) divides the general term, client into three labels, "visitor",

"complainants", and "customers" as a way to assist the therapist in deciding what type

of intervention or task to assign.

Visitors are clients who seem to have no complaint and have attended therapy

because someone told them to attend. If there is no complaint, therapy cannot begin and

it would be unhelpful for the therapist to intervene, no matter how obvious the problem

may appeff. Any intervention that is assigned would likely be rejected and sets up a

resistant relationship. In this type of client, therapist relationship, the therapist should

give the visitor compliments but no task in the hope that the client will find the session

a positive experience and return in a future session with a complaint.

Complainants are clients who attend therapy with a complaint and expect some

type of solution as a result of attending. The distinction between this type of client and

a visitor is that the complainant can be assigned a task with which they will cooperate.

In this type of client, therapist relationship an observational or thinking task can be

assigned.

Customers are clients who not only identify a complaint but also indicate they

want and are willing to try something different about the complaint. In this type of

client, therapist relationship an observational and behavioral task can be assigned with

a degree of confidence that the client will do the task.
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When a therapist is seeing a family, various members may be described as

visitors, complainants or customers. The tasks assigned for each person needs to take

into account the different types of client/therapist relationships. This view of the

clienltherapist relationship is atl in an attempt to find tasks that fit with the client and

assists in building a cooperative working relationship with the family.

If the therapist is working with a team behind a one way mirror the break is used

to consult the team to design this therapeutic message. The advantage of working with

a team is that the therapist will hear many interpretations or maps which can be used to

construct solutions. The break builds an attentiveness which heightens the client's

receptiveness to the therapist's direction (de Shazer, 1985). The message the therapist

constructs is made up of two main parts: compliments and clues (therapeutic

tasks/suggestions).

Comnliments

After the break the therapist starts by delivering the compliments. The

compliments are based on what the therapist sees in the client that the client is already

doing which is useful or helpful to the client. Compliments are not necessarily connected

to the complaint and are provided with the intent of assisting the client to view her

situation in a more flexible way. This is a cooperative move which lets the client know

the therapist clearly understands the client's problem and agrees with her. This is a more

focused continuation of a solution orientation which has been initiated and followed

throughout the session and helps the client move into a frame of mind which allows her

to consider trying something different - the task or suggestion.

Clues

Clues are tasks or suggestions that the client can do that may lead towards a

solution. These tasks or suggestions need to "fit" in such a way that a solution will

evolve. De Shazer (1985) has created a number of what he calls formula first session
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tasks that "fit" for a variety of complaints. The therapist may use these if appropriate

or construct their own tasks based on the situation in an attempt to find a fit. Once the

therapist returns to the session and presents the message to the family, the session is

ended.

Second and Subsequent Sessions

As the complaint has already been discussed in the f,rrst session, little or no

discussion of the complaint is promoted in the second or subsequent sessions. The

therapist's first task is to focus on what the client has done that is useful or helpful to the

client. This question can be asked in many ways. Asking if things are better, the same

or worse is one way to get this information. If the client says better the therapist

explores what is better. The therapist then shifts from the client's possible view of

seeing these differences as just happening, to implying that the client made them happen.

This is done by asking how the client was able to get these changes to occur. When the

client reports things are better, then the first session task "fits". The therapist's goal is

then focused on preventing a relapse and the continuation of these changes. This will

promote the ripple effect and lead in the direction of a solution. If the client reports

things are worse or the same, then the first session task did not "fit" and no change

which will lead to a solution occurred. The therapist's goal then continues from the first

session to search for exceptions or differences that may lead to solutions.

When things are reported as better, the time interval between sessions is

increased. This is an indirect way of telling the client that, since things are better he

does not need to attend as often. Until the client reports things as better the length of

time between sessions remains uniform. V/hen the therapist believes things have changed

enough to continue a solution pattern, therapy is usually terminated.

De Shazer's (1985) model defines therapy as cooperative, oriented towards the

expectation of change (solutions) and is focused on the present and the future. This
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approach utilizes the creativity and resources clients had before they came to therapy.

De Shazer (1986) believes clients already know what to do to solve their problems, they

just do not know they know. The therapist's job is to assist the client to create a new

use for knowledge they already have.

Summar.v and Synthesis

In summary, the average adolescent does not go through a stage of turmoil as a

normal part of growing up. Troubled adolescents are not just in a developmental phase

and should be taken seriously.

Context is a common theme throughout the literature. It is a key factor in

understanding human problems. As Garbarino (1986) strates, although the family is not

all determining, there is no other social system that has as much influence on

development. This is a major reason for a focus upon the family as well as a family

assessment and intervention.

The family life cycle adds depth to the view of the therapist. Problems are

framed along a continuum of a constantly changing family system just as the structural

and brief model view the family. The family emotional system is made up of at least

three generations and is reacting to ail three at the same time (Carter and McGoldrick,

1989). The relationships within the family are seen as irreplaceable. Symptoms and

dysfunctions are viewed in comparison to "normal" functioning over the period of time

of the family life cycle. Problems occur when there is an intem¡ption or dislocation in

development.

The main purpose of the famiiy in North America is to provide an emotional

support system. Emotional support is an integral part of the balance of control and

suppoft provided by parents during the stage of adolescence in the family life cycle.

There are many changes for adolescents, such as changes in the development of their

sexuality, identity, autonomy as well as attachment, separation and loss issues. As a
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result of these changes, there are changes in the structure and organization of the family

which are at minimum disruptive to the family's equilibrium. Most families are able to

adapt and move on in the life cycle but some are unable to make the various transitions

and develop troubles. This points to family context as important to understanding

troubled adolescents and their families. Further, it points to family therapy as the

treatment of choice for the identified population of this practicum.

There are many similarities between Minuchin's structural model of family

therapy and de Shazer's brief family therapy model. Both a¡e based on systems theory,

both look at strengths and build on them, both do not require a history of the problem,

both are brief models in the sense that they are solution oriented, both see clients as

having the resources to solve their complaints, but not utilizing these resources, and both

see context as a key factor. The problems start and are maintained in the context of

interactions. The structural and brief model both see the attitude and perception of the

therapist as very important. These are not just techniques. They are a way of thinking

about problems. For example, you need to truly believe in the strengths you see in the

family alrd its members or these intervention models will not work. In both models there

is no ultimate cure; they see the family system as constantly changing and evolving. As

well, in both models, therapy ends once the therapist believes the family can continue a

solution pattern without the support of the therapist.

The solutions are found in changing interactions that help the client do something

different in behaviour and/or their interpretation of behaviour. The main difference is

one of emphasis. The Minuchin structural model looks at what maintains a problem and

promotes conflict. The resolution of this conflict is seen as growth producing. Avoiding

conflict produces a level of equilibrium but at the cost of preventing differentiation and

growth. The brief model states that change can occur without knowing what maintains

the complaint and it does not promote conflict. It seeks strengths and exceptions to the
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application of the combination of the two models with the emphasis on seeking

building on strengths.

The structural famiLy therapy model as applied in this practicum was used

primarily as a framework to understand a given family by doing a structural assessment.

The brief family therapy model was utiiized as the method of promoting change. The

two approaches are congruent and compliment each other to enable the therapist to

understand or make sense of the problem in such a way as to allow for effective

interventions with individuals and families.

44
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CHAPTER FOUR

PRACTICTJM METHODS. PROCEDIIRES AND EVALUATION INSTRT]MENTS

A Clinical Internship in Family Therapy

As discussed in the introduction, the focus of this practicum is on three main

areas: (1) adolescents, (2) skill development, and (3) the effectiveness of the

structural/brief family therapy approach. To this end, an evaluation package was

designed which included a family assessment measure, a. problem checklist, a

hopelessness scale, a brief famity measure, a client feedback form and a termination

summary. As well, a number of procedures were employed to assist in the assessment

of the therapist's skill development.

Setting

The setting was the MacNeill Clinic in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. My interest in

this setting has to do with its attempt to meet the emotional needs of children and youth

within a family context. For many years, the setting has had a family therapy internship

program which has a reputation for quality supervision. The training is systemic,

primarily involving a structural/brief family therapy approach.

The MacNeill Clinic is a multi-disciplinary, out-patient, mental health setting.

It is divided into four teams: Early Childhood (age 0 - 5), Mid-Childhood (age 6 - I2),

Youth and family (age 13 - 18), and a Young Offender Team. Each team specializes in

the various developmental needs of the age range covered by the team. The Young

Offender Team is mostly involved in court ordered assessments and runs groups for

adolescent sex offenders. The MacNeill Clinic's mission is to assist children up to the

age of eighteen with a variety of problems related to social, emotional and behavioral

issues, as well as to assess and treat problems of cognitive growth and development.

There is no fee for service, and clients attend on a voluntary basis.
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This practicum involved being a family therapy intern on the Youth and Family

Team.

Clients

The client population of this practicum was composed of adolescents who were

identified as the problem by their family or others when they requested or were referred

for therapy. All of the adolescents presented with a range of troubles which included

elements of parent-adolescent conflict, adolescent "negative" behaviour involving violent

verbal and/or physical outbursts, drug and alcohol abuse, self-destructive behaviour,

def,rance, delinquencies, running away, truancy, poor academic functioning, suicidal

thoughts, weight gain, sleep disturbances, personality changes, incest, depression,

self-imposed social isolation, and uncommunicativeness. In all cases, family therapy was

the treatment of choice for the adolescent and their family. A total of nine families were

seen. All of the families were assigned at weekly youth and family team meetings.

Personnel

During the internship the majority of the clinical supervision was split between

George Enns and Bryan Woods. George Enns is the director of the family therapy

internship program and director of the youth and family team. Bryan Woods is a

member of the youth and family team.

Overall, the practicum experience was supervised by my advisor, Ruth Rachlis

of the Faculty of Social Work and the other members of the practicum committee, Don

Fuchs of the Faculty of Social Work and Bryan Woods as the external member from

MacNeill Clinic.

Duration

This practicum ran on a full time basis from September to December 1990.
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Evaluation

Post Intervention Assessment

The fïrst instrument utilized was the FAM-III (Family Assessment Measure) as

developed by Skinner, Steinhauer and Santa-Barbara (1983). As the FAM-III is

protected under copyright laws, permission was obtained to use this instrument (see

Appendix A for letter of permission). The second instrument was the adapted version

of the Morrison Centre Problem Checklist (Trute, Campbell & Hussey, 1988). As this

checklist is not covered by copyright laws, permission was not requested for its use. The

third instrument was an adapted version of the Hopelessness Scale for Children

(Corcoren & Fisher, 1987) called the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents - HSA.

Permission was obtained to use this instrument from the author Alan E. Kazden (see

Appendix B for letter of permission). The fourth instrument was the Brief FAM as

developed by Skinner, Steinhauer & Santa-Barbara (1983). The fifth and sixth

instruments were the adapted version of the Children's Home of Winnipeg Client

Feedback Form and a Termination Summary, both initially developed for the Children's

Home of Winnipeg study completed by Trute, Campbell & Hussey (1988). This

measurement package and feedback from the families was designed to provide supportive

evidence of change occurring as a result of the intervention.

Evaluation Procedures

The FAM-III, the adapted version of the Morrison Centre Problem Checklist and

the Hopelessness scale for adolescents were administered just prior to the first session.

Of the nine families involved, four completed these same instruments at the end of the

last session. Another four fàmilies were mailed the post measures and these were

returned within two months of the last contact with the family. One family which I only

saw on two occasions declined to complete the post measures. Administration of these

instruments allowed me to make pre and post intervention comparisons. As well, after
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the first session, these instruments were used to compliment my assessment of each

family.

Each family was informed in the last session that someone other than the therapist

would be contacting them by telephone to obtain feedback about the service they

received. In each case the mother was contacted. Trute, Campbell & Hussey (1988)

recommended that someone other than the therapist should collect the data in order to try

and reduce bias. They also stated that telephone surveys have a higher response rate than

mail and is less reactive than in-person interviews. According to Skinner, Steinhauer and

Santa-Barbara (1983) mothers provided the most accurate information in the families that

they studied in the process of developing the Family Assessment Measures. Within a

two month time span all of the families were contacted by telephone by a person other

than the therapist or clinic st¿ff to complete the Brief FAM and the adapted version of

the Children's Home of Winnipeg Client Feedback Form.

It is important to solicit feedback from clients because it acknowledges their view

as they are the ones experiencing the service. It also provides their unique perspectives

of the services. Measures of satisfaction are subject to "response biases such as

acquiescence, social desirability, or cognitive dissonance resulting in distortion of

reports" (frute, Campbell & Hussey, 1988, p. 49). Despite these response biases, client

feedback is still valuable in showing the acceptability and adequacy of the service

(I-ebow, 1982, cited in Trute, Campbell, Hussey, 1988).

After all the previous information was gathered the therapist completed the

Termination Summary.

fnstruments

FAM-IrI (The Famil-v Assessment Measure)

The FAM-III is an instrument used in clinical evaluation which has three scales:

the General scale which examines the level of health/pathology from a systems
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perspective; the Dyadic Relations scale which focuses on relationships between specific

pairs; and the Self-Rating scaie which focuses on the individual's perception of his/her

functioning in the family. The general scale (see Appendix C) was the instrument

utilized in this practicum.

The general scale is composed of fifty items which can be divided into nine

subscales. The first seven subscales measure the following variables: 1) TASK

ACCOMPLISHMENT: refers to the family's ability to organize itself to achieve basic,

developmental, and crisis tasks; 2) ROLE PERFORMANCE: refers to the allocation,

agreement and carrying out of various roles within the family; 3) COMMUMCATION:

the means of accomplishing adequate exchange of information which leads to

understanding necessary for task accomplishment; 4) AFFECTIVE EXPRESSION: the

ability to communicate feelings appropriately and effectively; 5) AFFECTIVE

IIñ/OLVEMENT: the degree and quality of family members' interest in one another;

6) CONTROL: the process by which family members influence each other in order to

maintain family functioning and adapt to change; and 7) VALUES AND NORMS: the

influence on the family of the broader culture and family context (Skinner, Steinauer and

Santa-Barbara, 1983). In addition to the above seven subscales, there a¡e two

response-style subscales which measure social desirability and denial (see Appendix D

for the FAM Interpretation Guide).

The FAM-III scale was an appropriate instrument for this practicum for the

following reasons: it looks at family context, assists the therapist by providing an

"insiders" view of the family, distinguishes between healthy and pathological families,

and can be used with individuals twelve years and older. As the FAM-III distinguishes

between strengths and weaknesses, it could be a useful tool in formulating the

intervention tasks which focus on solutions and strengths. As well, the Family
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Assessment Measure is based on Canadian norms for both clinical and non-clinical

populations (Trute, 1985). The FAM-III:

provides an important compliment to a clinical assessment by giving a

comprehensive overview of family functioning, by providing an objective and

independent verification of the clinical assessment, by identifying areas of

potential difficulty that warrant further assessment, and by providing quantitative

indices of family health/pathology that may be used as a baseline for evaluating

the course of the therapy (Skinner et al, 1983, pp. tOl-tO+¡.

The FAM-III general scale has a reliability coefficient of 0.93 for adults and 0.94

for children. The reliability scores of the subscale for adults range from 0.65 to 0.87

and for children 0.60 to 0.87.

A disadvantage of the FAM-III general scale is that it was not designed to

measure a specific approach to therapy such as the structural/brief approach. As well,

although the FAM-III general scale does measure the overall level of health of a family,

it is not designed to measure a specific therapeutic goal.

The Problem Checklist

The Problem Checklist (see Appendix E) was designed for the Morrison Centre

for Youth and famity Services in Portland, Oregon. It is a list of family concerns and

is used to record different levels of satisfaction in family members that may be useful

clinically (frute, 1985). The checkiist is helpful in the assessment of therapeutic impact.

A problem checklist is also useful on intake to help identify family concerns that may

need immediate attention that might normaiiy not be identified by family members at the

start of therapy. Problem checklists also provide an index of goal attainment on a

pre/post or time series basis (Trute, 1985). The main weakness of the Problem Checklist

is its generalizability and empirical strength ffrute, 1985). Checklists provide a measure

of specif,rc areas of concern and according to Trute (1985) have been identified as having
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merit in evaluating short term interventions. Thus, the Morrison Problem Checklist hts

with the Brief Therapy model of intervention.

The Hopelessness Scale For Adolescents - HSA

The Hopelessness Scale for Children (Corcoran & Fisher, 1987) was designed by

Alan E. Kazdin. It is a seventeen item instrument created to measure hopelessness,

which is defined as negative expectations about oneself and the future. An adapted

version of the instrument called the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents (see Appendix

F) was included in my package of measures because I believed the context of the families

I would be seeing partially creates a situation where the adolescent feels he has no

control and therefore has a level of hopelessness. As well, there is empirical evidence

for a relationship between family dysfunction and increased risk for suicide in adolescents

(Spirito, Brown, Overholser and Fritz, 1989). The instrument only takes a few minutes

to complete and was originally designed for children aged seven or older.

When the instrument is scored, it provides you with a number from one out of

seventeen. The higher the score the higher the level of hopelessness. Norms in the

original scale were based on a relatively small clinical population of American children

age five to thirteen. The mean score they obtained was 5.2 with a standard deviation of

3.2. I altered the way the scale was administered, and I made a number of changes in

the wording of the questions in the scale so it would be more appropriate for the age

range of the client population in this practicum (12 - 18 ye¿rs). As a result, I cannot

report anything other than the face validity of the instrument.

The Hopelessness Scale is appropriate for this practicum because of the client

population, it is easy to administer and, as with the problem checklist, will provide an

index of goal attainment on a pre/post or time series basis.
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One of the disadvantages of the scale is that it does not point to a specific problem

other than a general indication of a level of hopelessness which can be associated to

higher risk levels for attempted suicide or other self-destructive behaviour.

The Brief FAM

The brief scale of the Family Assessment Measure is a shorter version of the

general scale (Skinner, Steinhauer and Santa-Barbara, 1983). It only has fourteen items

(see Appendix G) as compared to the general scale which has fifty items (see Appendix

C). The brief FAM is not broken down into various subscales as in the general scale

(see Literature Review, p. 49). When the brief FAM is scored it provides you with a

general indicator of family functioning. As with the general scale, the brief FAM has

a mean of fifty and a standa¡d deviation of ten. Scores of forty to sixty indicate that the

family is within the normal or average range. Scores of forty or less indicate a degree

of famity strength, while scores of sixty or above indicate problems in family

functioning.

The brief FAM is appropriate for this practicum, because of the client population,

it is easy to administer, only takes a short time to complete, and will be useful as a

follow up measure of the therapist's impact on the family.

The main disadvantage of the brief FAM is that it only provides a general

indicator of family functioning and therefore does not indicate specific areas of strength

or weakness.

The Client Feedback Form

The Client Feedback Form (see Appendix H) is an altered version of the Client

Feedback Form used in the Children's Home of Winnipeg study completed by Trute,

Campbell and Hussey (1988). It has nine questions. The first six have four possible

answers to choose from. The last three are open ended; they ask what the therapist did
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that worked, what the therapist did that did not help, and if they have any other

comments or suggestions.

The Termination Summary

The Termination Summary (see Appendix I) is completed by the therapist. It

asks: (1) What were the key interventions tied to the change in the child or family? (2)

Were there any important life circumstances that could have positively or negatively

affected the outcome? (3) Were there any circumstances tied to the agency's setting or

it's procedures which could have affected the progress of the case? (4) How would the

therapist assess change as a result of her clinical intervention on the seven subscales of

the FAM-III general scale? (5) Would the therapist assess the major presenting problems

as better, unchanged, or worse as a result of the therapy (Trute, Campbell & Hussey,

1988)?

Educational Benefïts

Supervision and evaluation was primarily provided through weekly individual

meetings with each of my supervisors at MacNeill Clinic. This included live supervision

of sessions and review of video tapes of sessions on my own and with the supervisors.

With the exception of one home visit, virtually every session with each family was

videotaped. A midterm and a final evaluation were provided in meetings with both

supervisors.

In addition, I participated in a family therapy seminar once a week. This

involved various therapists conducting Frrst session family assessments in front of the

team. Prior to the interview the case was presented to the team and a hypothesis

developed. After the family was gone, the team and therapist who conducted the

interview met to discuss the case and provide feedback to the therapist on how they

conducted each phase of the interview as well as the therapist's effectiveness at assessing

and intervening with the family (see Appendix J for Therapist Feedback Outline). As



an intern, I completed two assessments in front of the team. This process allowed

to learn how various therapists work in addition to the two separate styles of

supervlsors

As well I kept a daily journal of my experience which included issues,

connections and questions related to my development as a therapist. I returned to

Winnipeg every two or three weeks to discuss the contents of this journal, and review

my progress and videotapes of sessions with Ruth Rachlis.

54
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CHAPTER FTYE

The Application of the Integrated Approach

Introduction

During the internship I worked with a total of nine families. Four of these

families were intact families, two were blended families, one was a recently separated

family and two were single parent families. The number of children living at home in

each family ranged from one to four. The age of the identifred patient ranged from

twelve to seventeen. Five of the identif,red patients werc male, and four were female.

All of the families were referred by the mother except one, which was referred by a

school social worker. The families came from a range in socio-economic background.

The number of sessions per family ranged from a low of two to a high of eleven. All

of the sessions took place at the clinic, except one in which the stepfather was terminally

ill and could not leave home due to his illness.

The table on page fifty-six provides a brief summary of client information for all

nine of the families seen during this practicum. It includes family form, number of

children living at home, onset of problem, age and gender of the identified patient, length

on the waiting list, number of sessions as well as the assessed outcome of therapy.

The following is a list of the presenting problems as initially described by the

referral source with the numbers corresponding with the families listed in Table I (p. 56);

(1) unhappy, moody, volatite and concerns regarding suicidal thoughts, (2) conflict over

household chores and theft, (3) unhappy, overly sensitive and beginning to abuse alcohol,

(4) personality change, withdrawn, suicidal thoughts, (5) recently diagnosed as epileptic,

school performance dropping, diff,rculty sleeping, (6) behaviour problems worse since

stepfather diagnosed with life threatening cancer, (7) exceptionally bright but chronic

underachiever at school, (8) mother concerned over recent separation and effect on her

children, and (9) unhappy, uncommunicative, withdrawn, skipping school.
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Of the nine families involved in this practicum two case examples were selected

to illustrate the structural/brief approach and discuss the results of the evaluation. The

presentation of Family One is included in this chapter, while the presentation of Family

Two follows in Chapter Six.

Details of the seven other families are included in appendices K through Q. Each

of these appendices includes a description of the family constellation, a description of the

presenting problem, and what I learned from the family rather than the details of the

case. In addition, each appendix, with the exception of Family Eight, includes the pre

and post FAM-III profiles, a table of the outcome results of the Family Problem

Checklist and a table of the outcome resuits of the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents.

Family Eight declined to complete the post measures.

In all nine families the names of the family members have been changed to

preserve confidentiality.

Case Presentations

Prior to the frrst session with a family, I would review the intake information and

construct a genogram. As well, I would hypothesize what I thought was going on in the

family by attempting to answer a list of questions (see Appendix R - Problem

Formation).

The first contact with a family was by telephone to make an initial appointment

and explain what to expect, including pre measures, videotaping, use of the team, time

involved, etc. All of the family members were requested to attend when possible, with

the exception of very young children.

The first session was used to complete the assessment by testing out possible

hypotheses of what may be going on in a particular family, looking for strengths and

possible solutions. Each of the first sessions followed the first interview format which

was previously discussed in the Literature Review, p. 38-41.
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This format included starting the interview with a brief introduction, and an

explanation of what was to happen in the session. This introduction was followed by a

social or engagement phase and was an important step in beginning the joining process

which continued throughout the process of therapy. A clear description of the problem

was then obtained from each family member. Questions were then asked which were

aimed at understanding the family's logic by discussing how they understood why the

problem exists. Further questions were asked in order to obtain a process description

of the behaviour pattern in the family with regard to the problem. These questions

explored the family's structure, its attempted solutions, "stuckness" and its approach to

problem solving. The next stage of the interview was aimed at gaining a clear behavioral

description of when and what people are doing when the problem does not happen (the

exceptions to the rule). At any time during the interview, when an exception was

mentioned, it was explored before continuing on with this first interview format. The

last set of questions were called the "miracle" questions. These were aimed at gaining

a clear description of how people would behave differently if the problem did not exist.

The last two sets of questions helped people step back from the problem and look

at their own and others' behaviour. The answers to these questions helped the therapist

to determine what tasks to assign that would "f,rt" with the client's description of the

interaction between various members of the system and would build on the family's

strengths. Clients' motivation levels were then checked by asking on a scale of one to

ten how willing would they would be to follow some suggestions that I migh[ make, and,

on the same scale, how important it would be that they see the problem resolved. This

helped in determining what cooperation might mean for each of the individuals in the

family and was helpful information when designing the tasks.

At this point there was a brief break in the session which was used by

therapist to consult the team or, if working alone, to think about the family with

the

the
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goals of outlining the famiiy's strengths which were to be delivered as compliments, and

designing the tasks.

After the break the therapist delivered the compliments to each family member.

The compliments were based on what the therapist saw the client as already doing which

was useful or helpful to the client. As well, the therapist often described the family's

definition of the problem and its attempted solution before suggesting a number of tasks

which would build on the family's strengths and direct the family towards trying

something different. Once these therapeutic messages were delivered the session ended.

The initial contract was usually made for five or fewer sessions, with the

understanding that further sessions could be contracted at the end of that time.

Second and subsequent sessions were used to build on the information gained in

the assessment and strengths found in the first session. The focus changed from

exploring the problem to exploring what the client had done that was useful or helpful,

highlighting the family's strengths and developing potential solutions. At the point of

termination, the family was invited to return to the clinic at any time in the future.

Families that were to continue on in therapy were made aware, prior to the final session,

that they would be transferred to another therapist and were briefly introduced to this

therapist in the final session.

Family One was selected for presentation because I had a partial record of many

of the comments from my supervisor and thought this record would help demonstrate the

learning process of developing knowledge and skills in family therapy and illustrate what

I had learned and how. This case example also demonstrates the process of therapy and

the critical variables to change problems. This family was the first one that I saw during

the practicum experience.
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Family One: Starting Where the Client Is At

Figure I: Genogram: Family One

The Problem

This was a self-referral by the natural mother, Linda. She was concerned about

her seventeen year old daughter, Betty, who was unhappy, moody and volatile at home.

She was physically aggressive with her younger sister, Maureen, and oppositional with

her mother. Linda was also requesting help for her whole family stating they needed to

improve their communication skills and learn new ways to resolve problems. The

previous year Betty had diff,rculty in school, was often physically ill and gained twenty

to thirty pounds in weight. She did not feel good about herself. She spent all of her

time watching television and had no close friends. The mother was worried about her

daughter having suicidal thoughts.

This was a natural single parent family consisting of the mother, Linda, age 43,

who was currently in her second year of full time university. Linda had three children:
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inCathy, age 27 was married and resided away from her mother, Betty, age 17, was

grade twelve and Maureen, age 13, was in grade seven.

First Session

For the first interview I met with Linda and Betty to complete the evaluation

instruments and do an initial assessment. Due to a misunderstanding, the youngest

daughter was not present for this interview.

Linda described her husband Ken as easy going and well liked by everyone. They

supported their family by operating a farm. In i983, at age 38, Ken died suddenly from

a heart attack.

I asked how they coped when Ken died. Linda stated that after all the years the

tears still came, although she believes not as much as for her children. Linda believed

that some of Betty's difficulties were the result of the death of her husband and Linda

becoming preoccupied with running the farm. Betty agreed that this was when the

problem started. Betty was age nine when her father died. She became tea¡ful when she

told me that she could not remember anything about him. She remembered keeping busy

with school, gymnastics and skating.

In January 1984, Linda began living common law with Mark, a close friend of

hers and her deceased husband's. Betty openly objected to this man attempting to take

charge and discipline her, and was quite angry at her younger sister for accepting her

mother's partner "as if he were their father". This relationship ended approximately

three years later. She described feeling like she needed "building up" after this

experience and attended counselling.

In the fall of 1987, Linda returned to high school to complete grades eleven and

twelve. Some time during this same year Betty met her first boyfriend. He was killed

in a car accident approximately four months after they started to date.
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In 1989, the family moved to the city so they could all attend school. Linda

began first year university. At this time the problems with Betty became more severe.

She did not like the school in the city and did not think she "fit in". Around the middle

of the school year, Betty went back to the farm community where they previously resided

to complete her grade eleven. She resided with extended family. Over the course of the

year she missed a lot of school and did poorly academically.

Over the summer Betty decided she wanted to return to the city and try attending

a different high school. She had met a few girlfriends and appeared to have been doing

much better at school. They attributed this change to her new school having fewer

cliques and a more transient population.

At times the mother felt overwhelmed. She believed that Betty had not dealt with

the death of her father or boyfriend. In the not too distant past, Linda started seriously

dating Glen and believes this may be the cause of some of their problems. She continued

to worry about the amount of time Betty watched television, her unhappiness, and the

conflict between her two youngest daughters.

Assessment

The pattern in this family involves a hierarchal role reversal with Linda abdicating

her role as parent and Betty filling this position. The generational boundary between the

mother and daughter appeared to be diffuse. The mother's belief system or world view

included seeing herself as a follower and nurturer. In her marriage she was the nurturer

while her husband was the disciplinarian. Linda was uncomfortable with tension and

conflict and made her decisions based on whether her children would agree or disagree

with her. The mother had tears in her eyes when she stated that she did not like being

yelled at. She stated that f,rghts made her feel defeated. She dealt with issues by getting

"preoccupied" as a way of avoiding
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Betty had good social skills and was able to assert herself. She was self conscious

of her appearance which was appropriate for her age and developmental stage. Her

world view included seeing herself as incompetent, withdrawn and a loner. She saw her

mother as not taking charge and being taken advantage of by others. As a result Betty

felt obligated to take charge and fill the parenting role.

Betty was stuck in this pattern with her mother and this trapped her at home. It

kept her from going through the age appropriate developmental process of separating

from her family. Being trapped at home and therefore unable to separate made her angry

and upset. It also made her feel isolated and lonely. She tried to hide these feelings by

watching television and avoiding life. She was the disciplinarian and did not believe her

mother would take charge. "My mother won't take charge, she just won't".

The information from the fìrst interview all pointed to unresolved grief on the part

of the mother, and her seventeen year old daughter. I initially assumed this was the

reason for Betty's unhappiness. These issues needed to be further assessed.

When they were asked what was different when things were going better, the

mother said that Betty was out more often with others, that she watched less television,

and that they talked more. Betty stated that she was more active when things were going

better, that she was more involved with social activities at school, and that her mother

went out more often and had more fun.

We set a five session treatment contract with the goals of encouraging the mother

to take more of a leadership position within the family and to encourage Betty to be more

involved with peers and activities away from home.

I told them that I saw two people who appeared to have a very inaccurate image

of themselves. The mother was a capable, bnght, determined individual who had many

personal strengths which helped her cope with the events in her life, yet she saw herself

as a follower and nurturer. She presented as soft spoken and sensitive. Betty had
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exceptional sociai skills and was able to assert herself, yet her world view (Literature

Review, p. 32) included seeing herself as incompetent, withdrawn and a loner.

Linda was assigned the task of voicing her opinions and thoughts about things

with her family, especially with Betty, so that Betty could see her mother as the

competent mother that she was. As well, Linda was asked to tackle some of the things

which she had avoided. She was to let me know what she discovered in the process of

doing this task.

Betty was told that by sitting and waiting for a job we were worried that she

would not see how skilful she was at interacting with others. I suggested that she apply

for part time employment as this was something both she and her mother had discussed.

Betty was also asked to try a couple of different things each day so she could see how

socially competent she really was.

The FAM-III Pretest

The results of the Family Assessment Measure pretest (Figure II, p. 65)

confirmed the assessment that this was a dysfunctional family and that Betty and her

mother were having difficulties. Betty scored high in the family problem area for task

accomplishment, role performance and communication. These scores pointed to her

difficulty in organizing herself to achieve basic developmental and crisis tasks. It aiso

pointed to lack of agreement regarding family roles and an inability to adapt to new roles

in the evolution of the family life cycle. Her scores for affective expression and

involvement were also high, indicating an inadequate range of affect and lack of

autonomy. Her score on the communication subscale showed a lack of understanding.
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The mother also scored high in task accomplishment and role performance,

indicating that she had the same difficulties as Betty in these areas. Her scores for

affective expression and involvement reflected her ability to have a range of affect but

not demonstrating this affect with her children. At the outset of my contact with this

family I thought the mother simply did not demonstrate this affect with her children

because she was busy with university, running a farm and being a single parent. I later

learned that this was part of her pattern of keeping busy as a way of avoiding conflict.

The youngest daughter also scored high for role performance, communication and

affective expression. These scores indicated that she too had difficulty adapting to the

new roles in the evolution of the family. Linda and Maureen's scores were close

together, indicating an aligned relationship, while Betty's scores were much higher,

suggesting a disengaged relationship with her mother.

The Family Problem Checklist Pretest

The response on the Family Problem Checklist indicated that the mother's overall

satisfaction with her family was "dissatisfied", while she checked "in between" as the

way she felt about herself. The majority of the responses were in the "dissatisf,red" to

"in between" range.

Betty was "dissatisñed" with her overall satisfaction with her family and how she

felt about herself. Again, the majority of the responses were in the "very dissatisfied"

to "in between" range.

The youngest daughter reported herself as "in between" with her overall

satisfaction with her family, while she checked "satisf,red" with feeling good about

herself. They all checked sharing of responsibilities as "dissatisfied" or "very

dissatisfred".
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The Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents Pretest

Betty scored eight out of seventeen and Maureen scored six out of seventeen on

the hopelessness scale. Betty's score indicated she had a fairly high level of

hopelessness. This score fit with what I saw in the first interview. Higher levels of

hopelessness are connected to higher levels of risk for self harm.

Supervision

In supervision I was told I joined and formed a strong alliance with both family

members; they trusted me and openiy spoke of their issues. It was pointed out that my

strengths were being gentle, supportive and engaging the family with little difficulty.

Prior to the first session I "poured" over the intake information and constructed

several hypotheses of what may be happening in this family. Some of these included:

the mother likety had not worked through the grief over her husband's de¿th as she

moved into a common law relationship within a year of his death. If the mother did not

de¿l with these grief issues then her younger children's ability to grieve would also have

been compromised. The mother identified that the problems with Betty started shortly

after her husband passed away.

I further hypothesized that Linda's first child was born when she was age fifteen,

and this led me to wonder about the relationship Linda had with her own parents. Was

this a way for her to leave home early because of tensions there? My guess was that

Linda deals with conflict and pain by withdrawing and leaving. This f,rts with the

unresolved grief and the manner in which she left home.

In addition, the mother aliowed Betty to go back to the farm community by

herself, to complete her previous school year. This situation suggested a disengaged

relationship. Betty was described as angry at her sister Maureen. I hypothesized that

Maureen and her mother were aligned and this was the reason for Betty's anger at her

younger sister. If the problems could be resolved, the mother would be reinstated to her
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executive position in the family as the parent in charge. The personal and generational

boundaries would be clarif,red and strengthened, allowing for clear direct communication

with a greater likelihood of establishing functional problem solving patterns. The

children would be freed from their preoccupations, and with clear consistent limits and

structure, they could put their energy into developing age appropriate competencies.

I felt I did very poorly with this first interview. It was disjointed. I had thought

a lot about the family before the interview and ended up using the interview to carefully

go through the many hypotheses that I had constructed. Near the end of the session, the

daughter clearly demonstrated their pattern by showing how she felt obligated to take on

the parenting role. The diffuse generational bounda¡y became apparent.

I learned that the hypothesis only gives the therapist a sense of direction even if

it is wrong. It is better to have some direction than flying by the seat of your pants and

guessing as you go. Having a hypothesis and therefore direction helps build confidence

in the family's view of you as therapist.

I learned that once you have an idea of what is going on in the family, then you

should move towards the therapeutic goal. The goal is set by what is happening and

your assessment of the family.

In this case I thought the mother and daughter had unresolved grief issues. As

well, I thought the 17 year old daughter felt obligated to take on the parenting role. The

goal should be to place the mother back in the executive position and to deal with the

grief issue. In this case, this involved both the mother and daughter feeling the pain

involved in mourning, which they had tried to avoid.

The balance of our supervision time was used to explore different ways to work

towards the stated goals, as well as possible tasks that could be assigned to move the

family in the direction of these goals.
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Second Session

In the second session I met with Linda and Maureen. I had Maureen complete

the measurement instruments before starting the session. The mother explained that

Betty had an exam at the end of the day and, therefore, would not likely attend today's

session. In review of the previous session's Lasks, the mother reported that she had put

her foot down with Betty and did not drive her to school one morning simply because

Betty was slow in the morning and would be late without a ride. This had been an

ongoing issue. The mother was congratulated for this decision. As well, she had

considered her options in regards to a large ailing pet dog that they owned. She was

again complimented for taking on a difficult decision and for not avoiding painful things.

After a discussion of her deceased husband I assigned the task of the mother

sining down and doing specific activities which would recall images of her husband with

her daughters. Suggestions included looking through old photo albums, talking with her

daughters about their father while Iistening to some of his favourite songs, recalling a

special event such as a birthday or Christmas gathering or a visit to the grave site. The

mother was to decide the topic. She was made aware that this task could bring forth

powerful emotions and that she should talk with her daughters to see how they would

prefer to be comforted and supported.

Maureen was complimented for being a sensitive caring person as she attempted

to comfort her mother by making her laugh whenever her mother spoke of a sensitive

issue. This was an example of a role reversal and added to our assessment that the

mother was not in charge. Maureen appeared to have been more able to grieve the loss

of her father. She was assigned the task of keeping track of things she would like to see

more of in their family.
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Supervision

In supervision and review of the video tape of the second session, I was told that

I am very respectful of families and do not want to tell them what to do, but I still

influence them and lead them to a point where they make a decision anyway. My

supervisor suggested that I offer more direction and be more decisive with this family.

These things would help clarify my professional boundaries with the family and obtain

the same results more quickly and effectively.

Prior to the second session I had decided that I would focus in on the emotional

aspects of this case partly because the mother had a range of affect but did not

demonstrate this affect with Betty. For example, in the first session the mother did not

comfort Betty when Betty began to cry about the loss of her father. I thought the

mother's lack of demonstrating her affect was somehow connected to the unresolved grief

which appeared to be effecting her ability to be close and more supportive of Betty. As

well, in the f,rrst session I had been drawn into the family system and missed exploring

why the mother avoided the more emotionally laden issues.

When I assigned the mother and youngest daughter the task in the second session

I tried to be clearer as to why emotions are important, while explaining this likely would

be diffrcult and painful. The mother was somewhat apprehensive of the task. At the

time I thought she was being apprehensive because she would be focusing on something

I thought she had avoided and because she was busy and only she would know how much

energy and time she had available. In retrospect, it was not that she was busy. She was

apprehensive because this task did not fit or make sense with what she wanted to gain

from therapy.

My supervisor pointed out that the main issue in this case was not unresolved

grief. The issue was that Betty was stuck and saw herself in a very inaccurate way. She

thought she was incompetent, a loner, and withdrawn. In addition, the mother was not
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helping Betty by not taking charge of the family. The goal should be to get Betty

involved with peers and activities away from home. If Betty had been out working and

more involved with peers, the mother would likely have seen the problem as fixed and

not have come to therapy in the fìrst place. If I assisted the mother to take a firm stand,

it would help Betty get unstuck. The assigned task was supposed to keep the mother in

charge and have the mother and daughter begin to experience the pain of mourning. In

supervision it was suggested this task may set up a battle between the mother and her

daughter because this issue is a sensitive one for both of them. If that battle occurred

it would not further the family along towards the stated goals.

It became clear to me that this family's pattern was what had brought them to

therapy. This was significant to me because, although I had heard the phrase "süart

where the client is at" many times in the past, no one had ever shown me exactly what

that meant. If the main issues were resolved, and the family wanted to deal with the

unresolved grief issues, then this would be an appropriate time to work on these

problems. In other words, if you ask yourself what the family wants when they come

for therapy, do a careful assessment, and do not make any assumptions, you will be on

your way to starting where the client is at.

My supervisor added that I need to deliver the task more powerfully and

succinctly at the end of my sessions. He suggested that I write out what I have to say,

say it clearly to the family, ask if they have questions, then just leave. A suggestion was

made that would help me be clear and more able to give direction. I am to ask myself:

what do these people want when they come for therapy? What information do I need to

know and what sequence of events led to their present situation? I re¿lized that I could

move much faster with this family, but I did not know how to do this.

Linda called to reschedule the third appointment, at which time she commented

that she had been having difficulty with Betty, especially since the weekend. Glen,
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Linda's boyfriend, was over and Betty and Maureen did not like him commenting on how

they treated their mother. Linda was uncomfortable with the tension in the house,

although she felt her boyfriend was right.

The focus of our involvement should be to encourage the mother to be more

firmly in the executive position within the family and to have Betty be more involved

with peers and activities away from home. From the mother's telephone call I knew that

she was continuing to not take charge, so others felt they had to, including her boyfriend.

Third Session

For the third session I met with Linda, Betty and Maureen. In review of the first

sessions tasks with Betty, I found that she had applied to nine or ten places for part time

work. She had also made a resume. In addition, Betty had made a few friends at her

school. She was complimented for all her efforts.

I spoke with the mother separately from the children. She had unsuccessfully

made some attempts at the previous session's tasks. In this session, she agreed that,

although unresolved grief was an issue, she would like to focus on Betty's present

behaviour. Linda demonstrated that she was starting to take steps at being more in

charge. She was assigned the task of pushing herself to take a stand, lay down rules, and

give direction. She was complimented on her abilities to make good decisions. She was

to "fire" her daughter and take charge.

I told Linda that, in the past, her deceased husband had taken care of the

discipline while she had done the nurturing; now she must do both. She was told that

her children were worried that her boyfriend was taking over and that this scared them.

This is what had happened in the past with her previous common-law relationship. The

children had become worried and would not let this man take over the discipline. It was

suggested to Linda that she tell her boyfriend that it would be most helpful if she were

to take charge.
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At the end of our session I met separately with Betty. She confirmed that her

mother did not take charge and that she has filled this role for a long time. She viewed

her mother more as a friend and quite different from her friend's mothers. Betty was

unsure if she was willing to step down and let her mother take charge. I suggested to

Betty that she should "keep at the wheel until her mother can show she can take charge

otherwise it will be too dangerous too let go".

Sunervision

In reviewing the video tape of session three, it was evident to me that I did not

meet my objective of being more direct and taking a firmer leadership position. In

supervision it was suggested I build a strategy prior to session four so that I would be

clearer about what direction to take. In the interview I ended up pushing the mother to

take charge instead of exploring why she was having diff,rculty taking charge. If I

explored her position I would likely learn more information which might be helpful in

building a solution. As well, exploring would create less resistance than pushing.

Fourth Session

As previously arranged, in the fourth session I met with the mother separate from

her children. In review of the previous session's tasks, the mother related that her

children did not like her laying down the rules. She stated that there had been lots of

battles in the last few weeks. The children believed Linda's boyfriend had put her up

to these changes even though Linda had told them it was her own idea. She also stated

she was busy with midterm exams so had not worked at being firmer. Linda described

getting discouraged and complained about the children's behaviour and their not doing

a host of household duties. In this way she was attempting to avoid her duties as a

parent.

Linda was uncomfortable with taking charge. She explained that she was the

eldest child in her family of origin and grew Lrp on a farm. She described her father as
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e¿sy going while her mother was more rigid. She did not feel she had anyone in her

family of origin that she could confide in and talk with. Her mother was described as

preaching or nagging to Linda.

At age fifteen, Linda became pregnant with Cathy and, at age sixteen, married

the father of her child, Ken. Shortly after she married, Linda returned home to live for

several months and look after her younger siblings and help with her parent's farm. Her

mother ended up in the hospital and was seriously ill. Linda felt that, within a short

period of time, she had to move from having to make few decisions to attempting to take

charge. She felt overwhelmed.

Linda's discomfort with taking charge stems from these experiences. She takes

her stance from the position of protecting her children by not controlling.

I explained to Linda that firmness offers protection, is supportive and is freeing

(Literature Review, p. 14). I suggested that the more she takes charge and shows she

is serious, the better. In the long run this will improve her relationship with her

children. In addition, I assigned the following tasks. As explained in session three, she

was to tell her boyfriend that she will take charge of the discipline because if he does it

for her, it is not helpful. In addition, she was to institute a two hour limit as the

maximum amount of time the chiidren could watch television. If they did not follow this

request Linda was to tell her children she would remove the television altogether for a

length of time, such as three or five days. Several other suggestions were made as to

what Linda could do to take charge as we addressed the various concerns which she

raised throughout this session. All of these would clearly demonstrate that she was

taking charge.

Supervision

Prior to session four I had made a strategy, was prepa.red and was clear on what

I needed to do. I came across as gentle but directive and therefore presented myself as
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more confident. I was pleased with the interview for this reason and because the family

was moving along in the right direction.

My supervisor suggested that in the next session I might find it helpful to tie in

the father's death to the present behaviours within the family. The father was the

disciplinarian, the mother the nurturer. When the father died, the disciplinarian role was

not fulfilled. The mother became involved in another relationship. This man tried to

take on the disciplinarian role but Betty would not let him, so it did not work. Betty

over identif,re.d with her father so she would not let her mother take over. The

disciplinarian role still remained empty. The mother needed to fill this role. It was

suggested I address this issue in private with the mother, then see Betty individually to

first comment that she was taking on a grandmother's role by parenting her mother, and

then ask why she would want to do this.

In this case, if the family reached the stated goals, Betty could get on with her

life. The mother would be more in charge, and achieve more satisfaction at being a

mother.

In this session the mother spoke of possibly reducing her work load by dropping

a university course. My supervisor suggested that I not make this decision. He

suggested saying that it is good to look at priorities and what is important. The mother

was to make the decision. This would keep her in control and in charge.

Fifth Session

For the fifth session I met with Linda, Betty and Maureen. I spoke with the

mother separately from the children. Linda was very pleased with herself. She had

instituted a list of chores and rules and her children were cooperating with her. She felt

good about the progress she had been making. The mother was complimented for her

success and encouraged to continue in her current direction.
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I met with Betty and Maureen separately from their mother. Betty was unhappy

because her role as her mother's caretaker was changing. Maureen was actually asking

for more consequences. These changes were signs that the mother was taking

charge.

The two daughters were quite concerned about their mother's relationship with

her boyfriend and what her plans were in terms of their farm, should their mother get

married again. They explained their mother had told them nothing of her plans. We did

not set another appointment as the mother was entering into her exam period at

university.

Supervision

After the interview I thought that this case was not going as well as I expected.

At the time I could see progress but I wasn't sure what I thought should be happening.

I realized in supervision that I was misunderstanding Betty's sadness as a step backwards

instead of a sign that her role was truly being displaced and that the mother \.vas

beginning to take charge. The brief approach states that the therapist should consider any

change as an indicator that things are going in the right direction (Literature Review, p.

36). My supervisor suggested that I see the family one more time to build on the mother

taking charge and to terminate our contract as Linda was feeling more confident.

Sixth Session

For the sixth and final session I met with Linda, Betty and Maureen. On the way

into the interview room the mother told me Betty did not wish to attend today. When

she had picked the children up at school, she had gone down to the office and had Betty

paged. Linda also told me she was taking her landlord to court. This was an issue we

had discussed several times. Both of these activities demonstrated that the mother was

taking charge.
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I met with them as a group for a brief time. They all agreed there were more

good days than there were bad days. Some days were still very difficult. Betty was

socializing more often with two girlfriends and had looked for employment on a few

occasions.

I then met with the mother separately from the children. She was complimented

on how well she was doing and encouraged to continue. I added another justification for

the mother to continue working at taking charge. She was in a career field which

involved business, the more she iearned to be in charge now, the better. I suggested that

she could even think of taking charge at home as training which would also help her later

in her new career.

We spoke of some areas in her life which she should think about separately from

her children and then inform them of her decisions. This included what her plans were

with her boyfriend and her farm. This would keep her in charge and ease the children's

feelings because they were worried about what the future holds for them.

Linda commented that, although Betty was not liking the changes which were

occurring, she was not fighting these changes very hard. I pointed out that Betty's

sadness may also be the result of over identifying with her father and that whenever

Betty gives up her role of mother's carelaker, she is unconsciously mourning the loss of

her father, as well as the loss of his role of disciplinarian. When asked what the mother

would like Betty to do, she responded with watch less television. I said good, take

charge, and make it happen.

Linda commented that her boyfriend found it very hard to sit and take the way

the children treat her. As discussed in sessions three, four, and frve, we again spoke of

how it would be most helpful if she were to take charge of her family. I explained that

if she takes charge now, history will not repeat itself, and they will have a much better

chance of success.
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When I had arranged this interview the mother was informed that it would be our

last session. I suggested that if she felt the need to continue she could contact my

supervisor who was aware of her family and, therefore, if she were to contact him, she

would not have to start from the beginning. She was a little hesitant to stop attending

but then decided it was okay and had no further questions. Alt of the family members

completed the post measures. The session was ended by my telling them they had a very

nice family and that they will do well.

I think they have a promising future.

Results of the Evaluation Instruments

FAM-III Profïles

The results of the Family Assessment Measure post test (Figure III, p. 79) show

some minimal improvement in family functioning. The largest change in Betty's score

was in the roie performance subscale indicating improvement in adapting to new roles

required in the evolution of the family life cycle. Her score also improved slightly on

the affective involvement subscale, pointing to an increase in her sense of autonomy.

These were two key areas in this case and were a good indicator that the intervention was

on target.

Overall, both Linda and Betty's scores indicated a continued problem with task

accomplishment and role performance. Overall, there was a larger improvement from

the family problem area to the average range for the youngest daughter.

I attributed these scores for the mother and Betty partly to the structural/brief

approach which suggests that the therapists limit their involvement to the minimum

required to set in motion the family's own resources (Literature Review, p. 30) and

continue a solution pattern (Literature Review, p. 41). "The Brief Therapy approach

does not look globally. It is more like looking at one rung on a ladder, repairing it, and
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hoping the family wili move to the next rung" (George Enns, personal communication,

December 1990). As well, the FAM-III is designed to pick up on overall family

functioning. It is not designed to pick up on a specific goal, such as changing a

hierarchal role reversal.

Although the family assessment measure does not show it, the mother and

daughter made significant changes. The mother had followed her world view since she

was an adolescent and for her to move from seeing herself as follower to being in charge

is a significant change. As well, Betty was beginning to respond to her mother's new

role within the family. This was the start of this family becoming "unstuck". As stated

in the Literature Review, the intervention only needs to open the way to solution

(Literature Review, p. 31). A change in any one member of the family will lead to

changes in behaviour in the other members of the system (Literature Review, p. 33). It

is a situation where the pattern which created and reinforced the problem no longer

exists. To some extent Betty's behaviour still remained a concern but it was hoped that

the changes which were initiated in therapy would generate further changes (Literature

Review, p. 33, re: ripple effect) so that Betty could move on and begin to follow more

age appropriate developmental tasks.

The Family Problem Checklist

The response on the Family Problem Checklist post-test showed that the mother's

overall satisfaction with her family moved from "dissatisfied" to "in between", while she

moved from "in between" to "satisf,red" about feeling good about herself. The majority

of responses were in the "in between" to "satisfied" categories.

Betty's overall satisfaction with her family moved from "dissatisfied" to "in

between" while she remained feeling "dissatisfied" about herself.

The youngest daughter's overall satisfaction with her family moved from "in

between" to "satisfied". She remained feeling "satisfied" about feeling good about
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herself. The majority of her responses moved to the "in between" to "satisfied"

categories. For an overall review of the outcome results of the family problem checklist,

see Table II, below.

The Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents

On the hopelessness scale, Betty's score improved from eight out of seventeen to

four out of seventeen. Likewise, her younger sister's score also improved from six out

of seventeen to three out of seventeen (see Table III below).

TABLE II

FAMILY ONE

Outcome Results of the Family Problem Checklist

outcome Mother Daughter
Aze I7

Daughter
Aee 13

Positive Chanee ll 8 10

No Chanee 7 6 9

Negative Chanee 3 7 2

Note Question fourteen, relationship between parents, did not apply in this case, as
Family One was a single parent family.

TABLE IfI

FAMILY ONE

Outcome Results of the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents

Familv Member Pre Test Post Test

Dauehter - Aee 17 8 4

Dauehter - Aee 13 6 3
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The Brief FAM and the Client Feedback Form

Approximately two months after my last contact with this family I had a colleague

contå.ct the mother for feedback. On the brief Family Assessment Measure, her score

was sixty-three, indicating that there were still some problems in this family's

functioning. This score was approximately the same as the score on her post-test on the

Family Assessment Measure generai scale, which was sixty-two. As the Family

Assessment Measure general scale did not pick up on the improvements in this case, the

brief FAM was not helpful in showing that the changes which had occurred remained

with the family. However, it did suggest that the family is close to the normal or

average range (forty to sixty), and therefore they are functioning in a healthy way.

On the Client Feedback form the mother reported that there had been

improvement in their family situation as a result of their contact with me and that things

had improved for her personally. When asked what the therapist did that worked for her

family, she stated that "the biggest thing he gave me was the push to do the things I had

to do". She said I made her feel like she wasn't a bad mother, that I gave them

direction, and that they got along better. Linda liked the service and was glad she

attended. While the mother gave me a positive report, she indicated that Betty was still

not feeling good about herself and that she may need a little more help.

The Termination Summary

The key interventions in this case were all aimed at placing the mother in the

executive position within the family as the parent in charge, and encouraging Betty to

develop more age appropriate competencies.

As a result of these interventions, the mother had moved more firmly into the

executive position and taken charge of the family. She consistently made efforts towa¡ds

this goal and was well on her way. This leadership behaviour was generalized to other

aspects of her life, including how she dealt with some diff,rculties with her landlord. As
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stated in the Literature Review (p. 36), applying this approach to solving problems means

that not only would the stated goal be the focus, but so would other behaviours in the

same class of behaviour. Betty had become more involved with two of her peers and had

made substantial efforts at being more involved in activities away from home. She also

began an exercise program. At the point of termination she was still feeling a little

displaced and unhappy.

When I consider the family as a whole, I would assess that things had improved

in each of the FAM-III subscales as a result of the clinical interventions. As well, the

two major presenting problems in this case, the role reversal, and Betty's withdrawal into

herself and her social isolation, had much improved.

Family One taught me the importance of having hypotheses when working with

families and the importance of uncovering the pattern. They increased my understanding

and demonstrated a fundamental principal of therapy, "start where the client is at". I

also learned how to be more economical and efficient by focusing on attitudes and beliefs

versus individual incidents (putting out fires). I found supervision to be a very helpful

experience which greatly increased my skill development as a therapist. In this case, I

learned, like the mother, that I can be more directive and take leadership. These skills

will make me much more functional as a therapist.
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CHAPTER STX

FTJRTHER APPLICATION OF THE INTEGRATED APPROACH

Family Two was selected because there was a fairly dramatic change in the pre

and post measurement instruments pointing to a significant change as a result of the

intervention. It is a good example of building on the family's strengths and resources

to assist the family in finding a solution for a complex problem - incest. The format of

this case presentation was selected to illustrate how I learned and utilized the skill of

reading process to assist in promoting change when working with families. As well, my

intent in this practicum was to apply the structural/brief approach to a range of presenting

problems and, therefore, chose a very different case situation from that presented in

Family One.

Family Two: The Demystifïcation of Process

Nf: t973

BRUCE

Figure IV: Genogram: Family Two
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The Problem

This family was a self referral by the natural mother, Eleanor. She called to refer

her oldest daughter, Leslie, who had been caught stealing from their neighbour's house,

where she had been hired to babysit. The police were not involved, and no charges had

been laid. Leslie believed she had more responsibility than her older brother, Steven,

especially in terms of daily chores. This was the source of conflict between Leslie and

her mother who had been f,rghting quite frequently over the past two years. The mother

was experiencing a lot of stress, including financial stress, raising her three children as

a single parent, looking after their home and working full time. She felt she could not

cope with one more problem and found herself yelling all the time. Iæslie was reported

as eager to attend counselling.

First Session

For the frrst interview I met with Eleanor, Steven, Leslie and Tina to do an initial

assessment and to complete the evaluation instruments. All of the family members

completed the evaluation instruments except Tina, who was too young.

This was a single parent family which included the natural mother, Eleanor, age

37. Eleanor married her first husband, Bruce, in 1973 and had two children by him,

Steven, age 17 and Leslie, age 13. They separated after a stormy relationship. Bruce

was described as having an alcohol problem, staying out late, lying and stealing. The

marriage ended after Bruce was caught and jailed for theft from his employer. In the

same year, 1982, the mother separated from her husband and entered into a common-law

relationship with Rick. The mother had one child from this union, Tina, age 7. This

relationship ended in 1983. In 1985 the mother entered into a common-law relationship

with Brent. They lived together for approximately one month, separated, but continued

to have contact with each other until 1989. There were no children from this

relationship. The mother's last two partners were described as not very reliable,
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immature, and more trouble than they were helpful. The mother stated she would like

to have a man around but views men as more troubie than they are worth. Bruce only

visited the children a few times a year, until about six months earlier, when Steven was

able to get part-time employment on weekends with his father. Rick and Brent had no

contact with this family. The mother had one close girlfriend with whom she had regular

contact.

The mother stated that over the past six or seven years she had held many jobs

to try and support her family. Some of these jobs involved working shifts and weekends.

Approximately six years ago the mother was able to secure and buy a home where they

continued to live. The mother did not drive but was able to commute back and forth to

her job through a car pool. The children attended school in a nearby community.

The mother feit good about having her own home, as prior to this time, the

family moved often, partly due to their f,rnancial circumstances and partly to secure

employment. Although the mother felt good about having her own home, she found it

diff,rcult to keep up with house repairs and daily chores.

The concern over Leslie's stealing became known when the family who hired

Leslie to do babysitting began to notice things missing. The family asked Leslie and

other sitters about the missing items and they all denied being involved. At one point

this family told Leslie they would call the police and take finger prints. This is when

Iæslie confessed. This in turn upset the mother enough that she called a crisis line which

referred her for family counselling at MacNeill Clinic. Eleanor was upset because Iæslie

took approximately two hundred dollars worth of belongings when the mother was

struggling to make ends meet. Eleanor felt pressure and shame at her child's behaviour

because the home that Leslie took the items from was right next door. The mother stated

that she "cannot stand liars and stealers", which is also how she described her first

husband. In response to this incident the mother grounded Leslie for six or seven
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months, restricted her from friends, and arranged for her to do housework to pay off the

value of the belongings. In the past, Eleanor believed she had given in to the children,

and this time she had decided she was not going to do this. She wanted to teach læslie

a lesson. In addition to this concern the mother was worried about Steven, whom she

described as always out with friends.

After the previous information was gathered, a short break was taken so I could

review what I thought were the strengths in this family. I was unclear what they wanted

from therapy, as the two issues they raised were finances and feeling disorganized.

Following the break, they were all told that I saw them as a very caring family,

with the ability to communicate with each other. Each family member was

complemented for what I perceived were their strengths. The mother was complemented

for being a very competent person at arranging and getting things done with little

support. Steven was complimented for his ability to communicate and his willingness

to speak up, even when he knew some of what he had to say would likely upset his

mother. Leslie was complimented for doing a lot of work at home to help her mother

and for trying to do the right things. Tina was complimented for being very well

behaved and not at all disruptive.

Because I saw the mother as very organized and capable, she was assigned the

task of building in a break for herself at the end of each day to collect her thoughts. As

well, she was to work out what she felt the children should do in terms of household

chores and set aside a set period of time for them to complete these chores. They were

unable to describe what life would be like when the problem did not exist. As a result

they were all assigned the task of ranking each day in the morning, using a scale of one

to ten, with one being a bad day, and ten being a good day. At the end of the day they

were to match up how they felt the day had gone. The days with scores five or less were
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to be disregarded as just bad days. On days ranked five or better they were to keep track

of what had gone well.

V/e set a second appointment to complete the assessment.

Second Session

Only Eleanor, Leslie and Tina attended the second session. At the start of this

session the mother burst into tears, stating that the evening before Steven had been

charged and detained for sexually abusing Tina. Eleanor did not feet like attending

today, but came because a social worker from the child protection agency suggested it

might be a good idea.

Through my questioning, the mother described in detail what had occurred and

her reaction. Apparently when Eleanor had spoken with the child protection social

worker, Eleanor had said she would "kill" steven when she saw him. This was

explained to me more as a statement expressing her anger than actually following through

with any intent to harm her son. This statement was relayed to the RCMP, so that when

Eleanor arrived home the police were present and would not allow her to have contact

with Steven. Eleanor described being unable to tell anyone at work what happened, and

not being able to leave work because she had no way of getting home. As time passed,

Eleanor became increasingly frantic, so that when she was finally able to get someone

to drive her home, around mid afternoon, she would likely have been unable to contain

her fear, concern, and anger. Steven was held in jail overnight and was ordered to have

no contact with Tina. He was then placed with his paternal grandparents, Flo and Eddie,

who resided on an acreage just outside the community where Eleanor's home was

situated.

Eleanor was very distraught and vacillated between being agitated and tearful.

She did not know what to do and spoke of selling their home, quitting her job and

fleeing. As the mother deteriorated I stopped the session and requested the children
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return to the waiting room while I spoke with their mother in private. I wanted to place

the mother in charge and control and did not think it was appropriate for the children to

hear some of what needed to be said. The mother was given concrete clear tasks to place

her in charge and control. She was complimented on the way she conûacted the various

professionals and organized herself and her family around this crisis. She was informed

of what to expect regarding the police, court, social services, and the medicat

examination for Tina. As well, it was suggested that she inform her boss, who was a

lawyer and could be viewed as a possible source of support. We spoke of the importance

of Eleanor keeping in contact with her son, even though she was very angry with him.

I explained that her anger was valid and to be expected, but that she should let him know

that she is angry. I further explained that Steven was still her son and that he would feel

she had abandoned him if she did not call. I suggested that seeing him in person would

be better. Once the mother was clear on what to do and what she could expect, we

called the children back into the session. The children were prepared so they would

know what to say if friends or neighbours asked about Steven. The mother left

considerably calmer and more in charge than when she had arrived.

The following day, Flo called our intake services to request counselling for

Steven. She was told that I would be seeing Steven, but that I would have to conf,rrm

this with his mother. This position was taken to again place the mother in charge.

Third Session

For the third session I met with Flo briefly before seeing Steven. She reported

that the family was doing as well as could be expected under the circumstances. Steven

was attending school, visiting his friends and continued to work on weekends with his

father. Flo stated that she was looking after Steven because he did not have any other

place to go. Steven's father was remarried, and his current wife was described as not

liking children. Flo was willing to have Steven live with her and her husband as long
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as he wanted to stay. She described Steven as not a problem and quiet. She told me that

he had wet his bed twice since being in their home and that this had been a problem for

many years. She also said that Eleanor had told her that Steven would have "night

terrors" and scream out in the middle of the night.

I then met with Steven separately from his grandmother. This session was used

to discuss what happened in detail as well as to suggest what Steven could do about this

situation. According to Steven, the sexual abuse involving his half sister, Tina, had

begun a little over one year ago. The abuse had occurr.i on a total of four occasions.

All of these had occurred within a two or three week time span. The abuse had consisted

of fondling, simulating intercourse and having Tina perform fellatio on Steven.

Steven denied penetrating or attempting to penetrate Tina. He said that he

convinced Tina to do it. The first time she said "no" but he continued. The other time

she was unhappy but did not tell him to stop. When asked about what effect this might

have had on Tina he said "she is young, but she is handling it good".

Steven stopped this behaviour because, at one point, his mother talked to him

after they saw a television show that depicted a sexual assault. Steven said his mother

had difficulty watching the program. He thought his mother suspected something was

not right. After this talk his mother never left him alone with Tina.

Steven denied ever being involved with læslie in an inappropriate or sexual way.

Steven stated he never wanted this to happen again. He said he felt "bad" but his affect

was flat. He wanted this whole matter to be over as soon as possible.

Steven stated he had never been abused. He did not know why he had night

terrors and screamed out at night. He said he did not like horror movies and thought

perhaps this was the reason for his night terrors. He said he had no idea why he

assaulted Tina.
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Steven was worried and anxious about court. I explained the court process and

suggested that he couid be placed in jail, put on probation, be ordered to pay a fine or

do volunteer community service. I suggested that a way he could help himself would be

to attend a therapy group at the Clinic (Literature Review, p. 37-38), Constructing

Problems and Goals). I suggested this would help him resolve the sexual abuse

incidents, give him knowledge to protect himself, and help him feel better about himself.

I suggested that sometimes people who engage in this kind of behaviour continue to

sexually assault many others over the course of their life time. If Steven attended the

therapy group he would learn about sex, sexuality and relationships. He was told this

was important information for everyone to know and that he could learn ways to increase

self control to prevent further offending behaviour. He could gain support from the

leaders who would eventually be able to corroborate his understanding of his behaviour.

Steven was informed that the only way he could gain entrance into the group run

by the clinic was if he was convicted or if he admitted his guilt and was charged. As a

result, he would be required to attend. This was partially explained as a way to support

offenders to get help, because some offenders are unwilling to follow through with

treatment. Steven looked like he might consider this option but was uncomfortable with

the group idea. The balance of the session was used to again administer the Family

Problem Checklist and the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents.

While he filled out the checkiist and scale I met with the grandmother separately

and relayed the same information about the therapy group to her. I wanted to gain her

support for this suggestion and I hoped that she too would suggest that Steven attend the

group. The mother was also informed in the next session. This manoeuvring was a way

to place pressure on Steven to attend the group. Prior to Steven leaving the interview

room, he was complimented for being open and talking about this sensitive subject. Flo

and Eddie were told in Steven's presence that he had done very well in this session.
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Assessment

This was an enmeshed family system. They were all sensitive individuals. The

boundaries were poorly defined. The mother was not in the executive position. No one

was in charge. This lack of leadership vacillated between the mother moving in and

taking an overly rigid command and then letting everything go and following a more

laissez-faire stance. This cycle only added chaos and confusion to their lives. This

pattern of being inconsistent and then over reacting may have been how she handled her

relationships with previous partners. This pattern points to lack of communication and

poor problem solving skills.

Eleanor presented as an anxious, well-spoken, depressed individual. She appeared

to be a very emotionally needy woman who had tremendous personal strength to be able

to function and raise her three children mostly on her own. She was trying to be

sensitive to her children's needs and provide for all of them.

Eleanor had very high expectations of herself and of others and, as a result, she

was constantly "let down" because she could never meet her expectations and neither

could anyone else. As a result, Eleanor ended up feeling disappointed. The pattern of

frustration, anger, catharsis and feeling disappointed was a common theme in this

woman's life. An example of the mother's high standards and unrealistic expectations

was her rigid response to the presenting problem with Leslie. These parental reactions

increase the likelihood of parent-teen conflict and non-cooperation, with the possibility

of dishonest or deceitful behaviour on the part of the adolescent.

The mother expects failure and personalizes or blames herself for unsuccessful

outcomes. She then feels guilty, and engages in behaviour that sets up another failure.

This is a dysfunctional cyclical pattern that is influenced and perpetuated by her world

view.
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In the second session, I had become preoccupied with the sexual abuse crisis and

initially thought the mother's upset was related to this disclosure. In reviewing the

session I realized from the mother's reaction that she may have been a victim of sexual

abuse. This needed to be further assessed in future sessions.

The mother and Leslie were too closely aligned. Leslie tried to help her mother

by doing all the right things, working hard at school, behaving well and doing household

chores, but she could never meet her mother's expectations or emotional needs. Eleanor

suspected something sexually inappropriate may have occurred between Steven and Tina

and as a result of this suspicion never allowed Steven to be alone with Tina. This left

Iæslie with more of the child care responsibilities. Leslie was unaware of her mother's

concern and did not understand why her mother made her babysit but not Steven.

Leslie's stealing behaviour and conflict with her mother over having more responsibility

than her older brother were a reaction to this increased responsibility and the stress of

attempting to meet her mother's expectations and emotional needs. This was all

occurring at a developmenøl period which should have been the start of the process of

individuation for Læslie.

There was a strong alliance between the mother and Tina. Tina sensed her

mother's feelings and tried to comfort her when Eleanor was feeling down. The mother

was emotionally needy and, as a result, allowed the child to comfort her. In this way

the pattern was reinforced.

I would estimate Steven's intelligence to be slightly below average. He was a

quiet spoken lethargic individual. His behaviour frt more closely to a younger

adolescent. Steven, as with the other children in this family, was sensitive towards his

mother's emotional state. He was not as involved at home as his sisters, but when he

was home he felt the tension, so he stayed away as much as possible to avoid

confrontations with his mother. He tended to meet his needs through his peers. This in
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turn angered his mother because she felt he should be home hetping more with household

tasks.

The family members agreed to be involved with our service to work on the sexual

abuse crisis. In addition, other treatment goals included: placing the mother in charge

of meeting the children's needs and parenting in a more functional way; working towards

a clear decision with all of the players regarding whether reunification of this family was

possible; engaging the mother in the process of reducing her depression so she could be

more emotionally available to her children; clarifying and strengthening the personal

generational boundaries to assist famiiy members' differentiation; and engaging this

family in the resolution of the presenting problem involving Leslie. A set number of

sessions was not made. Given the situation and the nature of the problems, this famity

would likely be a iong standing therapy case.

The FAM-III Pretest

The results of the Family Assessment Measure pretest (Figure V, p. 96)

confirmed the assessment that this family was having a lot of difficulties with problems

in many areas of their functioning. Generally, the scores confîrmed the observed

impressions that communication, emotional expression, emotional involvement and

control were weak areas for the children. Task accomplishment was a weakness for

Steven as he was not as involved with the family. Both children scored well into the

average range for values and norms, indicating that both children's values were in

harmony with each other. These scores were in large contrast to the mother, whose

score showed there was a large discrepancy between her values and those of her children.

The mother scored high on task accomplishment, as she was overwhelmed and stressed

with attempting to deal with all of the tasks of being a single parent and working full

time. She also scored at the start of the family problem area for role performance,

which pointed to her difficulty adjusting to the new roles required in the evolution of the
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indicatingfamily life cycle. In addition, the scores, when graphed, were all fairly close,

that this was an enmeshed family system.

The Family Problem Checklist Pretest

The Family Problem Check-list showed that, overall, the mother was

"dissatisfied" with her family and did not feel good about herself. Leslie's response

indicated that she was "in between" in both these areas. Steven was also "in between"

with his satisfaction with the family, but checked off feeling "very satisfîed" about

feeling good about himself.

The Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents Pretest

Leslie scored five out of seventeen and Steven scored three out of seventeen on

the hopelessness scale. These scores are within the average range. These results are

consistent with what was observed in the first interview as Leslie was feeling more

dissatisfaction with her family than Steven.

After the sexual abuse disclosure by Tina, I again administered the problem

checklist and the hopelessness scale to Steven. I should have administered all of the

measurement instruments to the other family members but chose not to because they were

in crisis. In general, I have found the measurement instruments to be quite sensitive and

believe they would have picked up a large shift into the problem area. For Steven there

was a number of improvements in the majority of responses on the problem check list

which I attribute to his move to his paternal grandparents' home. There was, however,

a change in his report of feeling good about himself, going from "very satished" in the

first interview to "in between" after the disclosure. In addition, Steven's score on the

hopelessness scale doubled from three out of seventeen to six out of seventeen. This

score is still in the average range but indicates an increase in hopelessness which fits with

Steven's circumstances.
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Fourth Session

In the fourth session I met with Eleanor, Iæslie and Tina. This session was

started with what became a standard question for each of the following sessions. Each

person was asked if things were better, the same, or worse (Literature Review, p. 41).

By asking this question I was introducing the expectation that change would occur. The

previous session's tasks were then explored. When they did anything which placed them

in the desired direction it was explored to emphasize what they did that was useful. As

well, the mother was complimented for being capable, in charge and in control. I then

met with the mother separately from her children.

The mother was upset that Tina did not tell her about the abuse. This was a nice

lead into the question about whether she had been abused as a child. I learned from this

session that the mother had been sexually assaulted as an adolescent. She was very

uncomfortable and ashamed with this topic. She initially responded by saying "sort of".

In further discussion she talked about her own victimization. It was apparent, at the

emotional and cognitive level, that she had not worked through her own assault.

We spoke about the mother's guilt about not being there to protect Tina. She

thought she should have stayed home until the children were old enough to protect

themselves. When I asked how old this would be, she smiled and acknowledged that

there was no age at which she, as the mother, could always be available to protect her

children. I checked to see if the mother had met with Steven and talked with him on the

telephone. She reported she could not force herself to see him because she \r/as angry,

but she did talk with him several times by phone. She reported that he seemed to crave

their time on the phone. She also explained part of the diff,rcutty in seeing him would

be seeing her mother-in-law, whom she did not get along with, and having no place in

private to talk. I suggested they could go for a walk without the mother-in-law.
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We then met with Leslie and Tina, and I had the mother tell Tina she was sorry

she had not been there to protect her from Steven, that Steven was wrong, and that what

happened was not Tina's fault. We spoke of how Steven is older and knows that he

should not have assaulted her. In this interview I could see the pattern of Tina

supporting her mother when the mother felt upset. This needed to be addressed in future

sessions so the mother could be in charge and provide support to the child.

The next part of the session was used to see if the mother believed she had high

expectations of herself and others and if, as a result, she was constantly let down because

she could never meet her expectations and neither could anyone else. We spoke of her

own mother, her previous partners, her children, her expectations of herself, even her

expectations of herself when she attended school. They all fit the pattern.

This discussion led to a discussion of Leslie's grounding and how this, too, was

part of Eleanor's high expectations and a set up fo¡ failure. I initially started this

conversation by asking the mother how she was able to enforce the grounding, expecting

her to say that she herself felt grounded because she would have to watch læslie all the

time. She reported that she was having no difficulty enforcing the grounding. I

attributed this success to Leslie desperately trying to please her mother.

I had a chance to speak with Leslie in private. We spoke of her grounding, and

she disclosed that she had already begun to sneak phone calls and visit with friends.

Through discussion, Eleanor was able to see that her high expectations really were setting

her up for disappointment. As well, we spoke of how children at Leslie's age should be

involved with their peers, as this is partly how adolescents learn about the world and

themselves (Literature Review, p. 13-14). I suggested that it was very appropriate to

ground Leslie and be angry with her for stealing their neighbour's belongings. However,

seeing how Leslie had already served approximately two to three months of her

grounding, it may be more helpful if the grounding was ended. I told the mother that
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I did not wish to make this decision for her and, therefore, she should think about what

is best for her and læslie. It was clear she would drop the grounding. Leslie was all

smiies.

Just after the fourth interview, I spoke with the child protection worker who

explained that Tina had told a friend that "I sucked on Steven's privates,,. This

conversation occuned while Tina was riding the bus to school. The conversation came

about when the other child was talking about kissing. The friend told the bus driver,

who told the school principal, leading to the referral to the child protection agency. Tina

then proceeded to say "l made it all up" which then changed to "I can't remember, it

stopped so long ago". Tina did not make a disclosure to any adult outside the family.

Steven was charged because he admitted to assaulting Tina.

Fifth Session

In the fifth session I met with Steven. I used this session to continue to assess

exactly what happened between Steven and his half sister, Tina. He basically related the

same story with a little more detail. I again encouraged him to request from his lawyer

and the court that he be ordered to attend the therapy group at the Clinic. I explored

why he sexually assaulted Tina. He had no idea. I asked him if, when his mother was

living with his fathe¡ or her common-laws, they had left the bedroom door open and if
he had seen them in a sexual act or if he ever seen pomographic magazines or movies.

He responded "no" to all the questions. He had no ide¿ where he got the idea to be

involved with Tina, in the particular manner in which he was involved.

When asked, Steven said he would be willing to meet his mother at the clinic.

He told me she had called but they had not met in person. Steven was quite

apprehensive of having a meeting with his mother. I suggested that he knew that she

would be angry and that she should be angry. I suggested he might as well get this over
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with sooner, than later. We spoke about what he could say to her. Steven was

cooperative and verbal about his situation.

Sixth Session

In the sixth session I met with Eleanor, Leslie and Tina. The mother reported

when asked if things were better, the same, or worse, that things were worse. Eleanor

was feeling a higher level of stress than she normally experienced due to the sexual abuse

disclosure and the events and people involved with her family. I reviewed with all of

them the pattern I saw last session in which Tina was attempting to meet her mother's

emotional needs. Eleanor noticed that her own moods were up and down. She was

confused by Tina's behaviour because when she felt down, Tina tried to nurture her by

dancing, making faces and generally attempting to cheer her up. On the days Eleanor

felt fine, Tina was feeling down. I reframed this behaviour as the child realizing that her

mother felt alright, and did not need to be cheered up. Therefore, Tina could experience

and express her own emotions.

Since the second interview with the mother and daughters (Session Four) Tina had

been having fits of anger. She was yelling, screaming, and then running into her

mother's bedroom and pounding on the bed. Eleanor did not understand this behaviour

and ended up hitting Tina out of frustration. Eleanor was made aware that hitting was

not appropriate and that Tina's behaviour was reframed as excellent and to be encouraged

as a way for Tina to release her anger. Eleanor was then clearer that she must "fire"

Tina from her role of trying to 'mother her own mother' by attempting to meet her

mother's emotional needs and that she should encourage Tina to express her own feelings

of anger. I suggested to the mother how she could support Tina and give her permission

to talk and express her feelings about the abuse. The mother was instructed to allow

Tina to pound her bed and then lay with her and talk about what she was so upset about.
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We set a date to review the "Feeling Yes/Feeling No" videos with the children and the

mother.

For the remainder of the session I met with Eleanor alone. She was willing to

meet with Steven at the clinic. She had been unable to see him, on her own, for fear of

what she may say or do. The purpose of the meeting with Steven would be for Eleanor

to confront Steven over his behaviour and f,rnd out exactly what had happened, as well

as to ask him what he planned to do about this whole issue. This was a way of

introducing the mother to problem solving.

Eleanor was encouraged to attend court with Steven to show she had not given

up on her son. She was unsure if she could ever allow Steven to return home to live.

She was told Steven himself has said he would like to continue staying with Fto for the

next few years until he completed his high school.

Eleanor could not understand why Tina did not tell her when she was being

abused. This was my lead into a discussion which involved a detailed description of

Eleanor's own assault and how she was unwilling to tell anyone, including her own

mother.

Eleanor's sexual assault occurred not long after her parents separated when she

was employed as a live in babysitter. The father of the children sexually assaulted

Eleanor and led to her being fired. As a result, Eleanor felt blamed. She did not tell

anyone until four years later. She told her mother just prior to her marriage to Bruce

but could not remember why she told her mother, only that it was blurted out in anger.

Eleanor explained that, in her family, they never talked about sex or sexuality. This

discussion was then used to demonstrate why Tina did not tell Eleanor and to ask the

mother what she thought should have happened now that she looks back as a more

knowledgeable adult. This question was another way to introduce problem solving to the

mother and to educate her about how she could deal with the current situation.
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The discussion of the mother's own assault was a way for me to check on the

process levei information which my supervisor had pointed out several sessions earlier.

That is, the mother's world view included the belief that things will not work out and in

addition that she will be blamed when things do not work out.

Eleanor's mother and father separated when she was a teenager. She never saw

her father after the separation. She described him as very strict. Eleanor grew up

quickly and was always around adults. Her mother always openly stated that she was

a "man hater" and constantly told Eleanor that men were "no good". According to

Eleanor, her mother gave birth to a child as the result of a sexual assault when her

mother was an adolescent. Eleanor's mother suffered from depression for most of her

life. During my involvement with this family, Eleanor's mother resided within driving

distance, and they were in contact approximately once a week. Eleanor was clearly not

well differentiated from her own mother. She easily "exploded" with anger and

frustration in her presence. She often expected more of her mother than her mother

could offer as her mother was constantly moving in and out of a depressed and confused

state. Eleanor ended up feeling disappointed. This disappointment was another

confirmation of the pattern described in the assessment.

When asked, Eleanor reported that she was most upset because she felt that all

these years she has had to care for Steven and the other children basically on her own

and now (in tears) when things are down and going poorly she is made out as the "bad

guY", while Bruce and his mother Flo, are made out as the "good guys", helping Steven.

This situation was very unfair to her. We talked about what was really happening and

about how she had held in there, no matter how tough things got, and that this current

situation was not going to change all of the things she did do to try and help her

children. She was feeling guilty, stating she brought her children up to be better than
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this. When asked if she thought Steven could have been abused in the past she was

unsure, but said it was possible because they had many sitters.

We spoke of several things Eleanor could do for herself to reduce the anxiety she

was feeling, inciuding arranging time for a hot bath, making time to visit her friend

whom she had stopped seeing when Tina disclosed that she was being abused and forcing

herself to go for walks no matter how tired she was and continuing to work and not quit

her job. Eleanor was continually shown to be in charge with the mind set that it will

work out, that she will take charge and make it work out.

Seventh Session

In the seventh session I met with Steven to prepare him for his first meeting with

his mother. I prepared him for this visit by going over the questions I believed his

mother would ask and by having him go over his responses. These questions included:

Why did he do it? What happened in full detail? How does he feel now? How does he

think Tina feels now? After some probing, he raised the idea that he should apologize

to his mother. I asked him exactly what he would say in this apology? What does he

plan to do now?

Steven felt isolated at his grandparents. He had nothing to do so he had started

to place some effort at his school work and had brought his average up to seventy-three

percent. He was complimented for working hard at school. He was now requesting to

attend the sexual offender group at the clinic.

We spoke for a brief time about Steven's dreams and night terrors. He did not

remember ever having these night terrors or screaming out at night. He said he could

not remember his dreams. He was only aware that he had these night terrors because

his mother told him that he had them. I assigned him the task of writing the word

"dream" in large letters across a piece of paper and placing it beside his bed, to remind
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him to think about what he had been dreaming about each morning. He was aware that

we would be talking further about these dreams in future sessions.

Eighth Session

For the eighth session I met with Eleanor, Leslie and Tina. The first hour we

viewed Part One of the "Feeling Yes/Feeling No" video tape series. The focus of this

video tape is the importance of expressing your feelings, both good and bad, and is

aimed in particular at children. Expression of feelings is an importånt skill that would

be helpful in this family because the mother tried to hold her emotions in and eventually

exploded, usually in anger. As well, the video tape teaches children the ability to say

"no" in the context of sexual abuse. This ability is an important self protection skill.

For the second hour, I met with Eleanor separately from the children to see if she

followed through on some of our previous suggestions. Eleanor stated that, after our last

session, Tina went home feeling she had permission to hit Leslie and to tell her mother

"no". Eleanor allowed this behaviour to continue for one week feeling that it was

allowing Tina to vent and express her anger. Eleanor finally became angry and said

"enough". I complimented Eleanor for allowing Tina to vent her anger but suggested

it might be better to tell Tina that hitting is not allowed, but that pounding the bed is

alright. We again spoke of Eleanor being in charge and firing Tina from taking on the

job of trying to meet her mother's emotional needs.

Eleanor did attend Steven's couft hearing but arrived a bit late and was in a

fluster because it was over before she knew it. Flo and her son, Bruce, were also

present and they were going to leave without talking to Eleanor. Eleanor described

having a blow up with Flo and realized this blow-up was more the result of her feeling

anxious than anything else. She was angry at Flo because she had not informed her of

Steven's various appointments. She told them that she was still Steven's legal guardian

and mother, and that she wanted to know what was going on. Eleanor was praised for
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asserting herself as in charge. We spoke of alternate ways to get the same results

without her feeling upset.

Eleanor did a number of things to attempt to reduce her anxiety level as suggested

in our last session. She visited her friend seven times, managed at least one hot bath and

"thought" about going for walks.

Eleanor's biggest concern was our future session with Steven. She did not know

what had happened between Steven and Tina and had been thinking about this constantly.

This behaviour fit with her pattern. We reviewed what questions she should ask and

what was acceptable behaviour. Eleanor was concerned that she might lose control,

explaining that I had never seen her really angry. I again told her that I expected her to

be angry and that she should be angry with Steven. I suggested that she really give him

"a piece of her mind".

Ninth Session

In the ninth session I met with Eleanor and Steven. This session was the frrst

time the mother had actually sat and talked with her son since the disclosure, which was

approximately one and one-half months earlier. The mother was able to remain in

control and, with assistance, confronted Steven. Steven broke down and cried. He let

his mother know that he was suffering as a result of the sexual abuse disclosure and was

finding the whole thing very traumatic. Like his mother, Steven stated that he has

difficulty talking about his feelings. He did very well in this session and told his mother

exactly what had happened. Efforts were made by both parties to ølk about what should

happen with Steven. They agreed to meet again.

We also spoke about Steven's night terrors and Eleanor reported that Steven has

had them for approximately nine years. Steven did make attempts to recall his dreams

as part of a previously assigned task without success.
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The next scheduled session, which was to involve the mother and her two

daughters, was cancelled because Eleanor was feeling ill.

Tenth Session

For the tenth session I met with Steven. Eleanor was to attend but misunderstood

and thought our session was the following day. I introduced the therapist who was taking

over the case. Steven was quite worried about his upcoming court appearance. I did not

try to reduce his apprehension but again reaffirmed that what would be most helpful for

him was to request to be ordered to attend the sexual offenders group at MacNeill Clinic.

He understood that if this was not addressed in court, he should make sure that his

lawyer and the judge were aware of his request.

Steven felt his living arrangement was working out satisfactorily. He was playing

hockey and had started attending a youth group once a week. He also said that he now

had a f,rfteen year old girlfriend. His only concern about living with his grandparents

were the rules which he felt he must obey because of his involvement with the court.

One of the rules involved the biological father telling Flo that Steven could not attend a

local indoor skate board park because of the possible exposure to drug abuse. Steven had

been attending the same skate board park for years. As well, Steven did not like the idea

of not being allowed to have his girlfriend over unless his grandparents were home. I

had Steven raise both these issues with the grandmother before he left. I also ensured

that the grandmother was in charge and not taking direction from her son, Bruce, as she

was caring for Steven in her own home. As this was my final session with Steven, I had

him complete all of the post measurement instruments.

Eleventh Session

For the eleventh and final session I met with Eleanor and Leslie. Tina did not

attend because she was tired and feeling cranky. I introduced the therapist who was

taking over the case. I suggested to Eleanor that she encourage Tina to talk about what
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had happened between her and Steven. If Eleanor became frustrated with Tina she was

to teil Tina she was frustrated, but that it was still alright to talk about what had

happened. Eleanor was to give Tina a clear message that she was not at fault. To date,

Tina had not talked about the abuse, and Eleanor was not sure how to encourage Tina

to talk.

I asked Leslie what she understood was the reason she had had to babysit most

of the time in the past, while Steven had not. The mother had told I-eslie that Steven

could not babysit because of what they had seen on television, meaning the show which

depicted a sexual assault. I learned that this had not been a movie, but actually a news

report of a sexual assault. Leslie had not clearly understood what her mother was saying

but had not questioned what was being implied. Now Leslie was clear that her mothe¡

was only trying to protect Tina.

We spoke of how they could aûange Christmas visits with the least amount of

difficulty. In keeping with the court order, Steven was not to have any contact with

Tina.

Eleanor felt that things were much improved and had a few good days. I

complimented Eleanor on her work and her family. As well, I strongly encouraged them

to continue in therapy, stating that I felt they could gain from continued involvement with

the clinic. Both Eleanor and Leslie completed the post measures.

Results of the Evaluation Instruments

The results of the Family Assessment Measure, the Family Problem Checklist and

the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents show that therapy had been effective in bringing

most of the scores down from the family problem area into the average range.
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FAM-III Profiles

The results of the Family Assessment Measure Post Test (Figure VI, p. 109)

conf,trm the assessment that there were signif,rcant improvements in the family's

functioning. There was a large change in the mother's score in task accomplishment,

showing that she was much more able to organize and achieve basic developmental and

crisis tasks. The mother and the children were much closer in their scores for values and

norms, indicating a greater harmony among family members. Steven still scored in the

family problem area for affective expression and involvement. This score likely has to

do with the family's pattern, the nature of the issues, his living circumstances and his

increase in anxiety as a result of his upcoming trial.

As previously stated, the FAM-III is designed to pick up on overall family

functioning. I attribute the large swing into the average range on the FAM-III scale due

to the many targets of the intervention.

The Familv Problem Checklist

The Family Problem Checklist also showed improvement. The mother's

responses all moved to "in between", "satished" or "very satisfied". Her overall

satisfaction with her family and feeling good about herself moved from "dissatisfied" to

"satisfied". Steven's responses remained mostly in the "in between" category reflecting

how unsure he was of his position in the family and what would happen after court.

Leslie's responses all moved into the "satisfr¡ed" or "very satisfied" area. Her overall

satisfaction with her family and feeling good about herself moved from "in between" to

"satisfied". For an overall review of the outcome results of the Family Problem

Checklist, see table IV, p. 110.
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TABLE IV

FAMILY TWO

Outcome Results of the Family Problem Checklist

TABLE V

FAMILY TWO

Outcome Results of the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents

The Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents

The scores on the Hopelessness Scale for Steven remained unchanged from the

third to f,rnal session', at six out of seventeen. Leslie's scores also remained unchanged,

at f,rve out of seventeen. The post test scores for Family Two were within the median

range and, therefore, indicate that hopelessness was not a critical concern in this case.

The Brief FAM and the Client Feedback Form

A few days after my final contact with this family I had a colleague contact the

mother for some feedback. On the Brief Family Assessment Measure her score was

fifty-three indicating that this family was functioning in a healthy way. This score is

approximately the same as her score on her post-test in the Family Assessment Measure,

Outcome Mother Son
As,e 17

Daughter
Aee 13

Positive Chanee t4 9 16

No Chanse 7 9 5

Neeative Chanee I 3 0

Familv Member Pre Test 3rd Session Post Test

Son - Aee 17 3 6 6

Dauehter - Aee 13 5 N/A 5
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general scale, which was fifty-one. The brief FAM was a way to check on the mother's

FAM-III post-test score and indicated that her score is accurate.

On the Client Feedback Form, the mother stated that there had been a great deal

of change in her family situation and that there had been some improvement in their

family situation as a resuit of their contact with me. As well, she stated that things had

improved a fair amount for her personally. She reported that she was not very good with

words but that she had been very pleased with the service and very satisfied with her

therapist. When asked what the therapist had done that worked for her family, she said,

"Despite being male he used a calm quiet approach which was very helpful".

The Termination Summary

As a result of the interventions there was a progression toward attaining all of the

stated treatment goals, with the exception of working towa¡d a clear decision with all the

players regarding whether reunification of this family was possible. In my opinion, this

family was able to deal with the initial abuse crisis, and the mother was progressively

placed more in charge with meeting her children's needs and parenting in a more

functional way. As well, we worked toward the mother meeting some of her own

emotional needs and reducing her depression.

Steven was assisted in making a clear disclosure of the abuse to Tina with his

mother. Eleanor and Steven were both engaged in a confrontation session so that they

could begin to work towards some type of resolution. Efforts were made to have Steven

openly take ownership and responsibility for the sexual abuse. He was convicted of

sexually assaulting Tina and ordered to attend the sexual abuse group at the clinic. He

was open and cooperative. This cooperation is less common for someone his age and,

therefore, a good sign he would follow through with therapy. I was not able to learn

anything further about Steven's night terrors but I suspect that this behaviour, in

combination with sexual offending, is a strong indicator that he has been abused. It may
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also be just a sign of emotional abandonment by a mother who had been told all her life

that all men were bad.

The mother had attempted to support Tina throughout our contact. Some attempts

were made to lead the mother through a discussion of her guilt about not being there to

protect Tina. Tina had not yet talked about the assault, and the mother needed to be

supported and assisted in learning how to get Tina to express her anger and to talk about

the abuse. These efforts would assist Tina in working through her own victimization.

The "Feeling Yes/Feeling No" video tapes were reviewed with the mother and

her two daughters. The process of beginning to assist Eleanor in learning how to discuss

sex and sexuality was started in order to help her be more able to educate and protect her

children.

The mother also began setting more reasonable expectations for Leslie. Leslie

was going out more often and was having more contact with age appropriate peers.

Overall, the family was functioning in a more healthy way. In our final session

I spoke with the mother about continuing in therapy for her children and herself. She

felt better about how things were going and was willing to continue with the new

therapist. Some mention was made of her attending a sexual abuse group for herself.

When I consider the family as a whole, I would assess that there was

improvement in each of the FAM-III subscales as a result of the clinical interventions.

As well, the major presenting problems in this case, the conflict between the mother and

Iæslie over chores, the stealing, and the sexual abuse crisis, were much improved.

Family Two was a very gratifying case to work with. I have had several years

experience working with sexual abuse cases as a social worker employed by Child and

Family Services, but I was never before able to form such a strong connection and gain

such positive results in such a short period of time. I attribute this success to the
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cooperative nature of the structural/brief approach and to iearning how to read process

and utilize this information in therapy.

Supervision and the act of writing about this family taught me about the

importance of process as well as content (Literature Review, p. 29). I have begun to

learn this valuable skiil in working with families. This skill enables the therapist to

assess and work with a family with increased speed, accuracy and, most importantly,

understanding. At my beginning level, when watching experienced iherapists, I found

myself attributing to the therapist an aura of "magical" insight, clarity and understanding

in what seemed like minutes, even in first sessions with families. I now know that what

I was really witnessing was the therapist's skill at reading process, which was developed

from hard work and years of experience.

In this case, the mother and her children never really told me anything about the

major areas in the assessment. As the mother stated in the client feedback section, she

was not very good with words. This statement also applies to her children. The

majority of my understanding was gained through process level information. My

understanding of process was gained through skilful supervision, by watching video tapes

of sessions and, finally, by checking directly with the family. In this way I learned about

the family, and so did they. This increased understanding for all of us and helped them

fînd a solution by using the strengths and resources they atready had (Literature Review,

p. 31). These strengths and resources were highlighted in the very f,rrst session, even

before the family and I were able to set concrete goals. These strengths and resources

were then built upon in each session to assist the family to find a solution.

Due to the presenting circumshnces and the nature of the problem, I did not

follow the approach as closely as I did in the fìrst family example. This will be more

fully discussed in the following section.
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Summary

Family One gives a good description of the therapy process. It demonstrates that,

although the structural/brief approach is a systems based approach, it does not look

globally at the larger ecological systemic view. Once a change has occurred, and the

family looks like it can maintain this new direction on their own, the therapist's role is

completed. As previously stated in the discussion of Family One, "it is more like

looking at one rung on a ladder, repairing it and hoping the family will move to the next

rung" (George Enns, personal communication, December, 1990).

In Family Two there was more emphasis on the structural family therapy

approach as the directiveness of this model lends itself to issues like sexual abuse. The

brief therapy approach is not as appropriate, particularly in the early stages of sexual

abuse cases, because it is less directive and places more responsibitity on the client for

the problem and solution. Some aspects of the brief, solution focused approach were

applied in this case and contributed to the overall effectiveness of the therapy. For

example, the structural/brief approach as presented here was helpful in promoting

change by using the strengths and resources the family already had and building upon

these to reach a solution (Literature Review, p. 31). As well, I successfully connected

the future to the present (Literature Review, p. 37) particularly in the session where I

talked with the teenage boy about how he could do things differently in order to prevent

himself from becoming reinvolved in sexual offending behaviour. This same approach

was used with the mother in order to assist her to protect her children and help herself

out of a pattern which helped make her feel depressed and overwhelmed.

In this case there were also some major departures from the approach. For

example, de Shazer states that an intervention oniy needs to open the way to a solution

which can be done without knowing what is maintaining the problem or without knowing

the person's past. He asserts all that is required is that the client do something different.
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In sexual abuse cases it is very helpful to review history. Discussing the exact details

of the abuse exposes the secret which previously helped perpetuate the problem and often

keeps individuals and families from seeking and obtaining help. As well, discussing the

details of the assault is a way to have the offenders acknowledge what they have done

and is the start of the process of solving the problem. Sexual offenders often do not seek

or attend therapy.

The mother's past unresolved sexuai abuse was influencing the whole family's

lack of appropriate boundaries, lack of communication, påor probtem solving skills and

lack of dealing with crisis issues. These issues require, in my opinion, dealing with the

past in relation to how they effect the present family functioning and how they may effect

the family's functioning in the future.

As well, de Shazer states that according to the concept of wholism (Literature

Review, p. 33) solving the client's complaint does not necessarily mean seeing the whole

family, as a change in one part of the system leads to change in the system as a whole.

Further, de Shazer states that a change in any one member of a family will lead to

changes in behaviour of the other members in the system. In Family Two I could not

see the whole family together because the court did not allow contact between the victim

and the offender. However, I still saw the teenage boy individually and later on in

therapy with his mother. Just seeing the mother and her daughters would not have been

very helpful because it would have meant not dealing with the offender or how the

various members of the family were part of the problem and the solution. This approach

supports the belief that family therapy is an important part of the treatment of sexual

abuse.

Both case examples illustrate how the structural/brief approach is a way to look

at and understand problems, therefore allowing options and alternatives to work with

individuals within the context of their family.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

COMMON FINDINGS

In this chapter I will comment on the commonaiities that I found amongst the nine

families that were a paft of this practicum. This chapter includes discussion of the

family life cycle, adolescence, the structural/brief approach, the evaluation instruments

and the clinic's evaluation of my progress.

The Family Life Cycle

In all nine families, I found that viewing symptoms and dysfunctions in relation

to "normal" functioning, over the period of time of the family life cycle, was helpful.

It increased my understanding of the problem and provided me with direction because

I had a clearer understanding of what should be happening with families in that stage of

the life cycle.

All of the families' difficulties began in the transitional period, most commonly

from childhood to adolescence. This fact supports Carter and McGoldrick's view that

family stress is often greatest when the family changes from one stage to another.

(Literature Review, p. 6) In Family Six, the most stressful famity that I saw, when the

developmental stress met the transgenerational stress, a lot of anxiety surfaced in the

system which is congruent with the family life cycle theory (iterature review, p.8)

All the families lacked time perspective when dealing with problems. The

families often used methods of dealing with issues which, although successful in the past,

proved unhelpful in a new and different developmental phase. Family One was a good

example of this problem.

In families Four, Seven and Nine, where the problems appeared more acute and

ingrained, the adolescents were in triangles with parents who were themselves having

serious relationship difficulties. These triangles appeared to place the adolescents in
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positions in which they had no power, felt frustrated and engaged in behaviour unhelpfui

to them. Other types of triangles existed in the other families, but none as powerful as

the ones in these three cases

Adolescence

In all nine of the families, I found that having some understanding of the tasks

of adolescence helped increase my understanding of the presenting problem. Like the

family life cycle, this understanding gave me direction and, therefore, a clearer

understanding of what should be happening.

In eight of the families, the parents had difficulty balancing nurturance with

encouragement that the identified patients needed to become more responsible for

themselves, a difficulty connected to the task of autonomy in adolescence. This task of

autonomy was an issue easily discernible in each case. In the families where the

adolescent was older, Families One, Four, Five and Six, the issues around autonomy

were more acute.

In all nine families, the parenting styles fit into what Garbarino (1986) calls the

authoritarian or permissive style of parenting (Literature Review, p.2I). According to

Garbarino (1986), there is more conflict in these types of homes, which is congruent with

the conflict in the families seen for this practicum.

I found that, as I worked with the families and encouraged them to move in the

direction of taking on more functional roles, they developed more of what Garbarino

(1986) called an authoritative style of parenting. This development paradoxically

improved the relationships between the parent and child. This finding fits with

Garbarino's belief that, in North America, authoriøtive parents have the best

relationships with their children. (Literature Review, p.22).

I also found that, in every case, the family had a significant role in the presenting

problem. None of the families could be said to have difficulties based simply on the
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developmental stage of adolescence. As well, all of the families' difficulties had been

in existence for a considerable length of time. Only Family Two stated that the onset of

the problem was less than one year. On more careful examination, I found that

difficulties in this family had clearly existed for years.

All of the above findings support a systemic family approach when working with

troubled adolescents and their families.

The Structural/Brief Approach

The brief approach is solution focused and builds on strengths. The more

traditional approach to therapy is problem and dysfunction focused. Minuchin's

structural approach works at changing the system. It uses polver and control and is more

of an oppositional process. De Shazer's brief approach asks the question; Has there been

a time when it worked? - the exploration of the exceptions to the rule. As well, this

approach builds on the client's strengths and works toward the client trying something

different. This method is a less oppositional and a more persuasive one. In this way the

brief approach is nothing magical at all.

For all nine of the families I found that it was critical to have a good assessment

and a clear understanding of the problem and dysfunctional pattern before any

intervention was assigned. Without a good assessment, it was difficult to assign tasks

that fit. De Shazer's concept of fit is central to the process of initiating change. If the

intervention does not fit with the client's complaint, it is unlikely new or different

behaviour will be initiated (Literature Review, p. 34). This was particularly evident in

Family Three where I did not have an accurate assessment and, as a result, assigned

tasks that placed the family in the wrong direction, increased their resistance and nearly

caused the family to withdraw from therapy. The need for an assessment is in contrast

to de Shazer's brief family therapy model, which does not articulate a theoretical model

for assessing families. De Shazer states an intervention only needs to open the way to
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a solution which can be done without knowing what is maintaining the complaint or

without knowing the person's past. All that is required is that the client do something

different (Literature Review, p. 31).

De Shazer states that the therapist makes two maps when designing interventions.

One map is of the client's interpretation of tlie complaint. The second map is of how the

therapist sees the client's interpretation. The difference between the two descriptions or

maps provides the therapist with information which may lead to a solution and provide

the framework for designing the interventions (Literature Review, p.34). These maps

imply that de Shazer does make an assessment and that the intervention is based on this

assessment. It could be argued that, although de Shazer does not articulate a theoretical

model for assessing families, he has been influenced by his education, experience and

other weil known therapists. These influences have effected the way he works and

assesses a family, only he is so practical and experienced that his assessment is done

quickly and intuitively.

De Shazer also states tliat any change has the potential of starting the "ripple

effect" which will lead to expectations of more success and so on (Literature Review, p.

32-33). From my experience with the nine families, particularly Family Three, I found

that not just any change may be enough to be a part of a solution. It has to be change

in the right direction. Without an accurate assessment, the therapist might initiate change

that leads in a negative direction and, instead of creating expectations of more success,

the therapist could contribute to building on a downward cycle in which the client's

expectations generate further expectations of failure, and therefore do not lead to a

solution. Again, this points to the importance of having an accurate assessment as well

as knowing what direction to move toward in therapy.

In contrast to the brief approacli, the structural framework clearly articulates an

assessment by looking at the dysfunctional pattern and context. The therapist can use this
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information to help guide him in the appropriate direction and therefore assign tasks that

ftt. For example, Family Three was an enmeshed family system in which the identified

patient was being smothered by the family. Once the therapist has an assessment of the

family and understands that the family is an enmeshed system he can suggest tasks which

will move the family in the opposite direction, and therefore increase distance between

family members.

An accurate assessment of the family and its dysfunctional pattern is an important

part of constructing effective interventions that point the fámily in the desired direction.

In this way the two approaches compliment each other. The structural model provides

a way to assess a family and therefore provides direction. The brief model provides a

way to utilize this information and promote change.

The name "brief therapy" is a bit misleading. As stated in the Literature Review

(p. 31), brief therapy is not about time frames, it is about an approach which is focused

on solutions. To successfully work through the issues brought to therapy by each of the

families could take a considerable amount of time. For example, Family Two was a very

successful case, but it is important to note that eleven sessions did not solve generations

of unresolved sexual abuse and depression. It is quite possible that this particular family

could be in therapy for several years before they reach a point where they would have

a much better chance of living in a more healthy functional manner.

I found that, in terms of time, many aspects of the structural/brief approach

proved to be efficient and effective in my work with all nine families. The following are

some components, qualities and characteristics of this approach which support this view.

Approximately half way through the internship I realized that setting clear goals

(contracting) with the family as well as having clear objectives of how to attain these

goals were very helpful. These things provided both myself and the clients with clarity

and focus, which in turn gave both the clients and myself a sense of direction, something
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against which to measure change. Alt of these things were very critical. As stated by

de Shazer in the literature review (p. 37), without setting goals therapy can be a never

ending, confusing process.

I found that, for the majority of the families I saw, the structural/brief approach

was supportive and validating. It provided mutual respect between client and therapist.

The families felt hea¡d and understood. Overall, it was a very positive way to work with

families.

When families came to therapy they seemed to expect the worst. They expected

to be told negatives about themselves. When I complimented them by telling them the

things I felt they have done well, it had impact and built a quick working relationship.

The compliments were a nice way to acknowledge the positive things the family had

done. It gave them a boost and helped ensure their return.

Compliments can be viewed as interventions in their own right. I found that, in

the majority of cases, when a family was complimented on one of its strengths, the

family increased its efforts in that direction and, therefore, the compliments could be

used to work toward a solution.

Tasks or suggestions, when they fit with both the problem and the compliments,

supported the family into carrying out what was assigned. As a result, the family

believed I had an understanding, and they were more willing to try something different.

Both the solution focus and the problem focus may provide the therapist with the

same information. The solution focus, however, is much more of a positive experience

for the family and more helpful in the sense that it is more likely to promote change.

In the majority of families the structural/brief approach was helpful in keeping

clearer boundaries between myself and the families. There was less chance of becoming

entangled within the system because I was not focused on exploring the problem. The

responsibility for the problem and the solution was left with the client. As well, there
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was less responsibility on myself for the frames and intervention. These characteristics

of the approach helped keep me from being emotionally drawn into the system resulting

in the symptom being supported and the problem continuing.

The structural/brief approach from the start of the f,rrst session built on the

families' cooperation. This cooperation helped make therapy in the majority of families

a positive experience. As stated in the literature review (p. 35) de Shazer views

resistance as only a concept and that the concept of cooperating is much smoother and

faster in therapy and therefore more eff,rcient. I found this aspect of the approach to be

very signihcant in terms of this approach being effîcient and effective. For example, the

success of Family Two was strongly connected to building on cooperation. Family Three

and Family Six were more resistant families. Applying this approach assisted in building

cooperation to achieve success at promoting positive change with these families, although

I would have previously labelled them as difficult, uncooperative, and resistant.

I found that in the majority of families part of building a supportive context for

change was connected to the choice of words and language used by the therapist: This

skill was particularly evident when watching other therapists who often used the words

"try something different" and "solution" as a natural part of their interviews. These

words are part of what de Shazer calls "solution talk". Reviewing my sessions on

videotape and supervision also demonstrated how important choice of words and language

are when working with people.

Choice of words was of particular importance when designing tasks which fit with

the complaint. As de Shazer says the intervention is based on the same interactional and

contextual description of the complaint as interpreted by the therapist, with the exception

that the therapists' description has constructed the client's problem with a solution in

mind (Literature Review, p. 34). This skill was all part of creating the context for

change and was important to the process of therapy.
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Overall, I found the structural/brief approach not just to be a cluster of

techniques, but rather a way of thinking, understanding and intervening with adolescents

and their families. The attitude of the therapist and the way he sees his clients and their

situations influence their involvement and impact. This was consistent with the theory

on the structural/brief approach (Literature Review, p.28 and p. 43). For example, in

Family Six the approach changed the way I viewed the identified patient which

contributed to building on the client's cooperation and the effectiveness of the therapy.

Does the Integrated Approach Work?

In this practicum the approach was applied to a range of presenting problems and

family forms and was helpful in pronroting change in the majority of cases. Having

stated this, I think that a pure application of this approach was not always helpful in

promoting change in all situations. For example, Family Two illustrated some of the

strengths and weaknesses of the approach and was the one family problem (incest) that

I worked with during the internship which demonstrated a departure from the theory.

I found that overall, it may be more helpful in promoting change when working with a

range of family forms and presenting problems to integrate some of the history and what

is maintaining the problem with the stnrctural/brief approach.

Evaluation Instruments

The use of measurement instruments in my work as a therapist was new to me.

Even though I had taken some course work on clinical evaluation I did not truly believe

they would be helpful. What I founcl was that the instruments were exciting, useful ways

to add to my work with the families. They added in terms of assessment, evaluating

outcome, and in one case, helped to focus and engage people within a given session.

The FAM-III in particular was an accurate sensitive instrument for assessment in

every case. As previously stated the FAM-III is designed to pick up on overall family

functioning and therefore does not pick up on specific goals. For example, in Family
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One it did not show a significant change which involved a hierarchal role reversal. In

this case, the FAM-III was not as helpful in making pre and post test comparisons. In

contrast there were many tårgets of the intervention in Family Two which promoted

change in several areas of the family's functioning. These changes clearly showed up

in the FAM-III post test profile.

In addition, although the FAM-III did distinguish between strengths and

we¿knesses, it took time to score and interpret the results. In this way I did not have

immediate access to the strengths which showed up on the scale and therefore could not

use this information in the first session which was the foundation of my involvement with

the family. In this sense the problem checklist was much more of a useful and

appropriate instrument when applying the structural/brief approach.

The problem checklist was completed quickly by the families and was helpful in

showing change on a pre and post test basis. As well it often showed difficulties which

family members did not raise in first sessions.

The Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents was useful in providing pre and post

comparisons. It appeared accurate in the sense that those adolescents whom I assessed

as higher risk for self harm scored higher on the scale, which is what should happen.

For example, the identified patient in Family Three had the highest score of all the

adolescents I saw and from my initial assessment was the most hopeless about their

situation.

I found myself anxiously awaiting the results of the client feedback form. In each

case, the comments were reassuring in that they f,it with my assessment of how I did.

Overall, I have learned that measurement instruments are helpful and will try to

incorporate them into my future work with families.
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The Clinic's Evaluation of My Progress

My supervisors at MacNeill Clinic pointed out that what seems to drive me to do

this work and organizes my learning is my desire to be competent and attain what I feel

is the best I can do.

My strengths are: my sensitivity, the flexibility to "back offl', good personal

boundaries, my ability to engage with families easily and well, the ability to keep

focused, the flexibility to be supportive, the flexibility to explore sensitive issues, and

a strong desire to learn. I became more aware of patterns, became more competent,

became more aware of the emotional pull a family has on me, and le¿rned how not to

allow this emotional pull to control the interview. I le¿rned ways to maintain

engagement with difficult families who did not wish to return. There was a change in

my view. My child welfare experience told me parents do not have control and could

not gain control. This is false. Parents can gain control and when they do not,

boundaries become confused and there is no structure provided.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Conclusion

In conclusion, applying the structural/brief approach to a variety of presenting

problems and family forms exposed me to a variety of family contexts which increased

my understanding and knowledge of the dynamics of troubled adolescents and their

families. The structural/brief approach was found to be an effective combination. The

structural assessment provided me with a framework to understand what was happening

in a given family. This understanding helped provide me with direction, focus and,

therefore, clarity. The brief approach provided me with the "tools" to achieve my goals

and a framework for understanding how change works.

My skill development as a therapist was primarily guided and assessed through

supervision, seminars, review of video tapes of sessions, both on my own and in

supervision, as well as watching live interviews. I became more competent and skillful.

As well, I learned what to watch out for and was given suggestions to follow so that I

may continue to develop and grow as a therapist.

I increased my understanding of troubled adolescents by examining the context

of the various families, including the developmental and family life cycle stage. Viewing

symptoms and dysfunction over the period of time of the family life cycle, and

understanding the developmental tasks of adolescence, provided a theoretical base for

understanding adolescents and provided direction by increasing my understanding of what

should be happening in this stage of the life cycle. This information was utilized when

assessing families, when making compliments, and when designing tasks which fit with

the interactional and contextual constraints of the situation.

I found the structural/brief approach to be an effective way to work with troubled

adolescents and their families based on the following factors: it is solution focused and

builds on the client's strengths; it is a less oppositional and a more persuasive method
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compared to a more traditional problem focused approach to therapy; it is supportive,

validating and provides mutual respect between client and therapist; it helps the client

feel heard and understood; it is helpful in keeping the boundary between the therapist and

family clearer. In addition, the cooperative nature of the approach is signif,rcant and

contributes to the approach being efficient and effective.

Overall, the structural/brief approach was a very positive, effective way to

empower clients and promote change. The approach promoted change in the majority

of cases in this practicum. I found that, overall, when working with a range of family

forms and presenting problems, it may be more helpful in promoting change to integrate

some of the history and what is maintaining the problem with the structural/brief

approach.

The evaluation instruments were useful in corroborating the assessments;

measuring change in families; and indicating the effectiveness of therapy using the

structural/brief approach.

Near the end of the internship, I worried that I might not remember or be able

to use all that I had gained. I found that it takes time to fit all the pieces together so they

make sense, and to integrate what you have learned. The writing of this practicum

report and my current practice show me that I have met all of my objectives and that I

have not forgotten. This information will stay with me and effect the way I work as a

therapist.
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Yale Universiry

January 4, 1990

Dr. John R. Smyth
l{acilei'll C'linlc
912 ldylryld Drlve l{orth
SASKATO0I|, Canada
s7L 026

Dear Dr. Smyth:

I am writing to respond to your letter that was recentìy forvard to me

from my prior addiess in Þennsyìvanla. You mntloned your use of the
Hopeleisiress Scale rith adolesèents and changes ln the scale that you have made.

At the outset, pìease feel free to use the scale. I cannot corment on
your changes in an infonrpd ray. 0n the one hand, items ln a relatlvel,y new

icaìe perñaps should not be viãred as imrutable or more useful or va'ljd than an

atiereä veriion. 0n the other hand, altering items cormensurately affects the
ionclusions about valldlty and the relatlons-betreen studies of the scale.

If you are interested in
few years have appeared ln the

Caapus aldrcss:
¿ Hillhouc Avmuc

L37

Dqanmt oJ Prychology
P.O. Box ttt Yale Søtioa
Nru Havn, Cømctiut oó5zo-7q7

further rork on the scale, articles in the 'last
and the

. These are
cannot s reprl nts .not papers ln

Good luck'with your work.

Best Hishes,

A]an E. Kazdin, Ph.0.
Professor of Psychology

AEVJS
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6ssessment

GENERAL SCAIT

D'i re cti ons

0n the following pages you wiìl find 50 statements about your family
as q lúhqle. Please read each staternent carefu] ly and deci de how wel I the
sfãænrent ¿escribes your famiìy. Then, make your response beside the
statement number on the separate answer sheet.

If you STR0NGLY AGREE with the statement then circìe the letter "a"
beside the jtem number; if you AGREE with the staternent then circle the
letter "b".

If you DISAGREE with the statement then circle the letter "c"; if you
STR0NGLY DISAGREE with the statement then circle the letter "d".

Please circle only one letter (response) for each statement. Answer
every statement, even if you are not completely sure of your answer.

Copyright 1984, Harvey A. Skinner, Paul D. Steinhauer,
Jack Santa-Barbara
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Please do not write on this Page.
C'ircle your response on the answer sheet.

1. U)e dpend too muaJt ttne angaLng abouL ushaf. ottn pnobl-enø ane.

2. Fanit4 fuLLu aÌLe 6aþLt4 ¿lttanød.

3. UJhen I at[¿ ¡om¿one to øxpla,Ln ut[tøt the4 nean, I gef a. 'sf'uighf an/su)e^.

4, Uh¿n Áomøone in oø døú14 i.t ttpte't, u)z don't lznow id the4 ane ang44,
,5ad, ôeal"zd on wha't.

5. Ue at¿ o¿ we-Il adiuted es anu latniQ eou.U' poadlblg be-

6. Vou don' t gei a ehanc¿ to be an ind'Lviùta't ín ou-'t (aÍrUA.

7. (lhen I a.alz whq wø ltav¿ cuttøLn ru.Lu, I don't gú a good oJ1Åu)8 .

8. Al¿ hav¿ th¿ ¿ane vieuu on wlta,t 'U n'Lgh't. and wnong-

g. I don,t ¿øø how arul {aÍú}4 eouLd ge,t a,Long beü.est thoyt outu.

10. Some dagd we aJL¿ none e.a.aiþ annoqed th.an on othetu.

11. ahen pttobLemr eome up, we þLU di6ó?netf wu¡a od toLving thun-

12. ll,J {ani}.4 expecf.t ne to d.o nonø than nq ¿hane-

13. Ule anguø aboul who ¿øLd u¡hnf in ou daniþ.

14. Ul¿ tetl øach othetz ohou.t LtvLngt tJta.t' bot'he¡ u.

15. I'lU {emi}U eou.Ld be hoppíut tha.n if ¿,¿ .

16. Ule deel Loved. in oun óanUA.

17. Uthen tlou do ¿ome,tlvíng wrLong in ou¡ 6MilA, qou don't lznut wluf to øxpect.

18. It'¿ hand to te-lt wlat th¿ ru.Le¡ ane in ou danúþ-.

19. I don't tlvínÍz anu {emi}-A eou.td. pottlbLg be lwppLett tlu-n nin¿.

20. Some.tÅmu we ah¿ un{a'in to ¿aeh othu-

Zl . lJe n¿ven Lef. tlvíngd piLø up u!¡il thet¡ ane mone tlun we earL handle.

22. clø agnez abouf who ¿hou.td cl.o whol. in ou¡ 6atrr&4.

23. I n¿ven hnow whaf.',s goíng on ín oun damiþ.

24. I can Le.t. mq {aÍt&g t¿nut u¡haf 'tt bothenLng mø.

25. \le nøvut gú angng in ou¡ lanvi]'A.
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Please do not write on this page.

Circle your response on the answer sheet.

26. UU {anila tníu to tt-tttt mq Lide.

27, Td we do ¿ome,tlvLng wrLong, w¿ don't gLt a chancø to zxpLain.

28. Ale at¡uz abowt how muaJt dnzødon w¿ ¿hou.Ld have to mal¿e oun own deci,sion¿.

29. MU þrlij-q avtd I undetutand eaclt othut conpLeÅ.el9.

30. Ule ¿oneiinot lunl. eaeh oth¿ru dzelingt.

3l . Hhøn t[vLngt ah¿n't going we,I-L i,t tahu too Long Ío wonh tlten ou.t.

32. Ul¿ ean't neLq on daniLg nenbe¿u to do thøii patt.

33. Ule ta.l¿e tlt¿ tine. to l,í¿ten to each othett.

34. U)hen ¿oneon¿ i,¿ uptef , w¿ dontt. þínd ou,t. utLtLL much Laten.

35. Some,Linet w¿ avoid eaeh othe¡.

36. U)e deel oJo¿e to eaeh othut.

37 . Puni,¿lmentd ane da,itt ín oun óanv&q.

38. The ru,Le¿ in oun 6an&g don't noþ.¿ ¿eta¿.

39. Somz tlvLngt abou.t mq darrli,La don't enLínøQ pLoa¿e me.

40. \Je neven gef upaeÅ. wi-th each othe'v.

4l . U)e de-al- wif.h oun pnoblutt ¿vwt uhen thu¡'ne óuLLouÁ.

42. )ne dmiþ manbe'z ahwgt tnLu to be the c¿nfite od a.tLetbLon.

43. Uq {aniLg Í.eh ne have nq ôaU, even id theq dita4nee.

44. Hhen oun óaniLA geÅt upte-t, we tahe too long to ge-t ovet i-t.

45. U)e a.fu:aqa a.dni.t ou¡ níttahu wi-thouf tryíng fo lvid¿ angtlvLng.

46. $Je d.on't tøa,l.Lq Lu^6t eaeh othe¡.

47 . An ltand.Lq ¿v?-L do wrla.t i^6 øxpected o ó u.ô wi.thou,t bøLng to!.d.

48. U)e ale dnee to aag whaf. we tlvinl¿ in oun 6arþU4.

49 . l,lu {ani}r1 it not a. put{eet ÁuceeÁ^.

50. 0)¿ lnvø neveJL Le,t dou¡t onothu |anilg mutbut in otq wo.t¡.
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TABLE 3

LOW SCORES (40 and below)
STRENGTH
- basic tasks consistently met
- flexibility and adaptability to change in
developmental tasks
- functional patterns of task
accomplishment are maintained even
under stress
- task identification shared by family
members, alternative solutions are
explored and attempted

FAM Interpretation Guide

1. TASK ACCOMPLISHMENT

2. ROLE PERFORMANCE

HIGH SCORES (60 and above)
WEAKNESS
- failure of some basic tasks
- inability to respond appropriately to
changes in the family life cycle
- problems in task identification,
generation of potential solutions, and
implementation of change
- minor stresses may precipitate a crisis

LOW SCORES (40 and below)
STRENGTH
- roles are well integrated: family
members understand what is expected,
agree to do their share and get things
done
- members adapt to new roles required
in the development of the family
- no idiosyncratic roles

HIGH SCORES (60 and above)
WEAKNESS
- insufficient role integration, lack of
agreement regarding role definitions
- inability to adapt to new roles required
in evolution of the family life cycle
- idiosyncratic roles

HIGH SCORES (60 and above)
WEAKNESS
- communications are insufficient,
displaced or masked
- lack of mutual understanding among
family members
- inability to seek clarification in case of
confusion

EXPRESSION

HIGH SCORES (60 and above)
WEAKNESS
- i nadequate affective communication
i nvolvin g insufficient expression,
inhibition of (or overly intense)
emotions appropriate to a situation

3. COMMUNICATION

LOW SCORES (a0 and below)
STRENGTH
- communications a¡e characterized by
sufficiency of in formation
- messages are direct and clea¡
- receiver is available and open to
messages sent
- mutual understanding exists among
family members

4. AFFECTIVE

LOW SCORES (40 and below)
STRENGTH
- affective communication characterized
by expression of a full range of affect,
when appropriate and with correct
intensity
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5. AFFECTIVE IT.N/OLVEMENT

LOW SCORES (40 and below)
STRENGTH
- empathic involvement
- family members' concern for each
other leads to fulfilment of emotional
needs (security) and promotes
autonomous functioning
- quality of involvement is nurturant and
supportive

LOW SCORES (40 and below)
STRENGTH
- patterns of influence permit family life
to proceed in a consistent and generaìly
acceptable manner
- able to shift habitual patterns of
functioning in order to adapt to changing
demands
- control style is predictable yet flexible
enough to allow for some spontaneity
- control attempts are constn¡ctive,
educational and nurturant

7, VALUES

LOV/ SCORES (40 and below)
STRENGTH
- consonance between various
components of the family's value system
- family's values are consistent with
their subgroup and the larger culture to
which the family belongs
- explicit and implicit rules are
consistent
- family members function comfortably
within the existing latitude

HIGH SCORES (60 and above)
WEAKNESS
- absence of involvement among family
members, or merely interest devoid of
feelings
- involvement may be narcissistic, or to
an extreme degree, symbiotic
- family members may exhibit insecurity
and lack of autonomy

6. CONTROL

HIGH SCORES (60 and above)
WEAKNESS
- patterns of influence do not allow
family to master the routines of ongoing
family life
- failure to perceive and adjust to
changing life demands
- may be extremely predictable (no
spontaneity) or chaotic
- control attempts are destructive or
shaming
- style of control may be too rigid or
laissez-faire
- characterizúby overt or covert power
struggles

AND NORMS

HIGH SCORES (60 and above)
WEAKNESS
- components of the family's value
system are dissonant resulting in
confusion and tension
- conflict between the family's values
and those of the culture as a whole
- explicitly stated rules are subverted by
implicit rules
- degree of latitude is inappropriate
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FAMILY PROBLEM CÍIECKLIST

in each area. Put a check (X) in the box that shows your about each area.

Below is a list of family concerns. lndicate how satisfied you are with how your family is doing NOW

1. Showing good feelings (ioy,

2. Sharing feelings like anger, sadness,

hurt, etc.

3. Sharins oroblems with the famil

4. Makins sensible rules

5. Being able to discuss what is right and

7. Handlins anser and frustration

8. Dealing with matters concerning sex

10. Use of discipline

11. Use of ohvsical force

12. The amount of independence you
have in the famil

13. Making contact with friends,
relatives, church, etc.

14. Relationshio between

15. Relationshio between children

16. Relationship between parents and

children

17. Time familv members

18. Situation at work or school

19. Familv finances

20. Housins siruation

21. Overall satisfaction with mv famil

Make the last ratins for

22. Feeling good about myself

NAME: DATE:
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HSA

The following statements are about how some young adults feel about their lives.
Your answers let us know about how young adults feel about things.

I'd like you to tell me if the sêntence is true for you or false for you. If the
sentence is how you feei, you would say it is like you or true. If the sentence is not how
you think you feel, you would say it is not like you or false.

There are no right or wrong answers. Please circle the "T" (true) or the "F"
(false) if the sentence is like you or not like you ... "True or False".

T F 1. I want to be an adult because I think things will be better.

T F 2. I might as well give up because I can't make things better for myself.

T F 3. When things are going badly, I know that they won't be bad all of the
time.

T F 4. I can imagine what my life will be like when I'm an adult.

T F 5. I have enough time to finish the things I really want to do.

T F 6. Some day, I will be good at doing the things that I really care about.

T F 7. I will get more of the good things in life than most other young adults.

T F 8. I don't have good luck and there's no reason to think I will, when I am
an adult.

T F 9. All I can see ahead of me are bad things, not good things.

T F 10. I don't think I will get what I really want.

T F 11. When I become an adult, I think I will be happier than I am now.

T F 12. Things just don't work out the way I want them to.

T F 13. I never get what I want, so it's dumb to want anything.

T F 14. I don't think I will have any real fun when I am an adult.

T F 15. Tomorrow seems unclear and confusing to me.

T F 16. I will have more good times than bad times.

T F I7. There's no use in really trying to get something I want because I probably
won't get it.

NAME DATE
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THE BRIEF FAM

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

1. Family duties are fairly
shared in my family. I

2. My family expects me to do
more than my share. I

3. We feel loved in our family. I

4. When things aren't going
well, it takes too long to work
them out. 1

5. I never know what is going on
in our family. 1

6. We deal with our problems
even when they are serious. I

7. When you do something
wrong in our family, you
don't know what to expect. I

8. We tell each other about
things that bother us. I

9. It is hard to tell what the
rules are in our family. I

10. My family tries to run my
iife. I

11. We take time to listen to
each other. I

12. Punishments are fair in our
family. I

STRONGLY
DISAGREE AGREE AGREE

234

THERAPIST:

FAMILY:

In this part of the questionnaire we would like to know how you see your family NOW.
The following is a list of slatements about family life. Think about your family as I read
each statement and tell me if you strongly disagree, disagree, agree or strongly agree.

4

4

3

3

2

2



STRONGLY
DTSAGREE

When someone in our family is
upset, we don't know if they
are angry, scared or what. I

We are free to say what we
think in our family. 1

1,51

STRONGLY
AGREE AGREEDISAGREE

T3,

14.
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IEER.APISTS

FA¡,ÍILY:

f am intereeted in your honest opinions of the service you received from
your Èherapist. This information will be helpful to the therapist in
future work with other families. Please respond to the ans\¡rer which fits
closest to your feelings.

1. To what extent did the therapist meet the needs of your family?

ALMOST ALL OF MOST OF OUR ONLY A FEW OF NONE OF OUR
OUR NEEDS WERE NEEDS WERE OUR NEEDS 9IERE NEEDS WERE

MET MET MET I4ET

2. To what extent were you satisfied with your therapist?

\/ERY

DISSATISFIED
DISSATISFIED SATISFIED VERY

SÀTISFIED

3. To what extent did your famity eltuation change?

A GREÀT DEAL A FAIR AI{OUNT VERY LITTLE NO CI{ANGE

4. Did your family situation improve?

tfucH sot{E No MoRE oF
IMPROVEMENT IMPROVEI.IENT IMPROVEMENT A PROBLEM

5. Did thinge geÈ better for your pereonally?

NOT AT AI,L VERY LITTLE A FAIR AMOUNT A GREAT DEAI,

6. ff you r^¡ere to seek help again, would you use the earne therapist?

DEFTNITELY I DON'T I THINK DEFINITELY
NO THINK SO SO YES

7. What did the therapist do thåt worked for your family?



8. What did the therapiet do that didn't help? L54

o Do you have any other cornments or
make?

suggestions that you would like to
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TERMINATION SI.]MMARY

WORKER:

FAMILY:

Wlat would you identify as the key interventions that were tied to change in the child
and/or family system?

During the course of therapy, were there any important iife circumstances that could have
negatively or positively affected the family system? (That is, in the home,
worþlace/school, or community setting.)

We¡e there any circums[ances tied to this agency setting or its procedures that you
believe could have affected the progress of this case?



When you conside¡ the family as a whole, how would you assess change that was
result of your clinical intervention, within these domains?

L57

the

Task Accomplishment

Role Performance

Communication

Control

Affective Expression

Involvement

Values and Norms

What were the major presenting

unchanged worse

unchanged _ worse _
unchanged _ worse _
unchanged _ worse _
unchanged _

better

better

better

better

better

better _
better _

unchanged _
unchanged _

worse _
worse _

worse

problems that were addressed in this case:

As a result of the therapy. were they

better unchanged worse

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Other comments:
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WEDNESDAY MORNINq SEMINAR

Therapist Feedback Outline

1. Please comment on how well the therapist performed the following tasks:

a) Therapist's engagement of the family:

b) Clear problem definition:

c) Exploration of family's logic:

d) Exploration of family's structure and approach to problem solving:

e) Is there an exception - was it explored?

Ð Miracle question - was it appropriate?
- were solutions clearly and concretely defined?

g) Delivery of compliments and task:
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FAMILY THREE

Family Three was an intact family comprised of Roy, age 46; Krysta, age 43;

Karen, age 16; and fraternal twins Ba¡bara and Debbie, both age 14. A fifth daughter,

Sandy, age 24 was married and resided away from home.

Krysta had contacted the clinic at their family physician's suggestion, when she

discovered Debbie began to smoke and abuse alcohol to build her self-esteem. Debbie

was described as very unhappy, was overly sensitive to comments from family and peers,

had escaiating anger and hostility towards her sisters and friends, as well was very

sensitive at being a little overweight. Many of these concerns had existed for seven or

eight years. This family was seen for a total of four sessions.

The father in this family took more than twice as long as the other family

members to complete the Family Assessment Measure pre test and this initially made me

wonder about his comprehension and reading ability. After I scored the Famity

Assessment Measure the results indicated that he was attempting to answer the questions

the way he felt I would like to hear instead of how he truly saw his family. The

mother's and father's score normally would indicate a healthy functional family. This

was not what I saw in our first session. I found it helpful to interpret the results of the

Family Assessment Measure with the family as it helped enlist their cooperation and

brought the family back into therapy.

This case taught me how to work with and keep involved with a resistant family

which was made more resistant because of my own misunderstanding.

I learned that the first session is very important because it sets the stage for

therapy and, therefore, is helpful in assessing the family accurately and assigning tasks

that "f,rt" (Literature Review, p. 3a-35).
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As well, this family was an example of how a teen can be smothered by an

enmeshed family system which, in this case, increased the adolescent's risk for self

harm. Debbie scored ten out of seventeen on the pre test of the Hopelessness Scale for

Adolescents. Out of the nine families, the identified patient in this family scored the

highest on the Hopelessness Scale for Adolescents, conf,rrming my concern for the risk

of self harm.

After my involvement with this family was over I initially thought there had been

little or no change as a result of the intervention and would have said the identified

problems remained the same. After a more careful examination, I believe that there were

several improvements as a result of our contract, including an increased level of

understanding, improved communication and a more functional hierarchy. Our contact

brought attention to the whole family. This attention minimaily took the pressure off the

identified patient who appeared much happier and less depressed. Her self esteem and

self-image also improved.

This family's score on the Family Assessment Measure Post Test, included with

this appendix, suggested that they wanted to present themselves as more functional than

they actually were (even more so than on the pre test) and may have tried something

different in working toward a solution simply because they wanted to show me things

were better. As well, almost all the responses improved on the Family Problem

Checklist and the Hopelessness Scale, with the identifired patient's score going from ten

out of seventeen to two out of seventeen. This improvement suggested that the identified

patient felt much less hopeless and there was much less risk of self ha¡m.
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FAM GENERAL SCALE
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FAMILY THREE

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST

Outcome Mother Father Daughter
Aee 17

Daughter
Ase 15

Daughter
Aee 15 û.P.)

Positive
Chanse

15 4 11 9 13

No Chanse 6 15 10 t1 I
Negative
Chanee

I ) 1 ) I

Familv Member Pre Test Post Test

Daushter - Aee 17 1 0

Daushter - Aee 15 4 3

Daughter - Aee 15 û.P.) 10 2
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FAMILY FOUR

Family four was a two parent step-family consisting of the natural mother

Michelle, age 32 and her husband Paul, age 35. Michelle and Paul had been together

for thirteen years. Michelle was previously married to David, age 35. She had two

children from this union, Neil, age 16 and Annie, age 14. Both children resided with

their mother and stepfather. Paul had previously lived common-law and had one child

by that union. Paul's previous common-law partner and child resided in another

province. Michelle and Paul's relationship bore two children; Ben, age 9 and Alexis

age,2.

This case was a self referral by the natural mother. She was concerned about her

oldest son, Neil. Since the birth of Alexis, age2, Neii's personality had changed. He

had taken on a rebellious appearance and was withdrawn from the family. He spent all

his time alone in his room or watching television. The school had reported aggressive

behavior on the school grounds. He had been involved with some stealing at home, and

the mother suspected he might have been involved in drug abuse. She was worried that

Neil had suicidal thoughts as he often said "I'll be gone from here soon". I saw this

family for a total of f,rve sessions.

Family Four was a struggle for me. I found myself attempting to rescue the

mother by doing the work she needed to do. The parents were not united, and the

identified patient was falling through the gaps. I took responsibility for getting the

husband involved. This was not nearly as helpful as if I had worked at getting the

mother to get her husband involved. My approach enlisted the mother's cooperation, but

did little to resolve the problem. Near the end of my contact with the family I realized

through supervision what was happening and was able to have a more helpful interview

in our final session. My supervisor pointed out that I can be vulnerable to taking

responsibility for others; I let them "hire" me instead of letting them struggle. It was
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suggested to me that it is alright for them to feel some pain and discomfort, in order to

maintain motivation to solve problems.

There were a number of improvements as a result of our contact. Neil felt better

about himself. His statement "I'll be gone from here soon" was more an indication of

how uncomfortable he was at home than his intent to harm himself. Overall, there was

an improved level of communication in this family. The parents made attempts at

developing a more equal share in their parenting roles especially in regards to discipline

for the older children. This minimally increased the fatúer's understanding of how his

wife was feeling. The parents began to more openly acknowledge they were having

some relationship difficulties. They began to have a minimal understanding of how they

triangulate Neil into their relationship difficulties and how this was unhelpful to them and

to Neil.

The Post Test FAM-III profile included with this appendix confirmed the

assessment that there was improvement in the identihed patient's functioning. All of his

scores on the subscales improved, except in two areas which remained unchanged. The

most significant change was in the control subscale. This score points to a change in the

patterns of influence in this family which would allow family members to be more able

to master the routines of ongoing family life, as well as allow more flexibility to change

and adapt to demands. It indicates a control style which would be more predictable,

constructive, educational and nurturant. There was also a significant change in affective

expression for the identihed patient and both his parents. This change indicates an

increase in affective communication. Improvements in these areas are a good sign that

the intervention was on target. Overall, the family's scores indicate continued problems

in many areas of their functioning.

As the parents began to focus more on their relationship difhculties this

appropriately increased the level of tension and conflict within the marital system where
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many of the issues belonged. This was likely the reason for the negative changes

indicated by the family problem checklist and the continued problems indicated on the

Post Test of the family assessment measure.
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FAMILY FOUR

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE HOPELESSNESS SCALE
FOR ADOLESCENTS

Outcome Mother Father Son
Aee 16

Daughter
Aee 14

Positive
Chanse

4 I 12 l4

No Chanee 12 t2 8 7

Negative
Chanse

6 9 2 I

Familv Member Pre Test Post Test

Son - Ase 16 9 5

Dauehter - Ase 14 I I
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FAMILY FIVE

Family Five was an intact family comprised of Henry, age 4L; Helen, age 38;

Shawn, age l7; Claire, age 15, and Quentin, age 13. This family was closely involved

with the children's paternal grandparents Harold, age 77 and Ann, age 74.

This case was a self-refer¡al by the natural mother. She was concerned about her

seventeen year old son who was diagnosed as epileptic and had two Grand Mal seizures

approximately one year prior to their first contact with the clinic. Around the same time

the seizures began, his school marks dropped from above average to failing or just

passing. Shawn became upset when he could not get his driver's licence due to his

seizures and began feeling ill over his school performance. The mother stated that

Shawn felt tired and wanted to sleep, but couldn't sleep at night. She believed her son

was so scared of tailing that, at times, he would become physically sick. I saw this

family for a total of three sessions.

Family Five was a good example of problems that can develop when the

boundaries around a family are not strong enough and extended family become intrusive

in the family. In this case the issues that forced the family to seek counselling were

resolved while they were on the clinic's waiting list.

Therapy was terminated because the reason they came to therapy was resolved,

although the pattern which helped create the initial presenting problem continued.

Therefore, it was likely that this family would continue to develop problems. A situation

like this one can be frustrating for therapists because training and experience tells them

the family will likely return in the future. Unless they are willing to recontract and set

new goals you have nothing with which to work with.

The outcome results of the measurement instruments are included with this

appendix.
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FAMILY FIVE

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE HOPELESSNESS SCALE
FOR ADOLESCENTS

outcome Mother Father Son
A,s.e 17

Daughter
Ase 16

Son
Ase 13

Positive
Chanee

5 4 4 5 5

No Chanee l4 18 15 15 10

Negative
Chanee

3 0 3 2 7

Famiiv Member Pre Test Post Test

Son - Aze I7 2 2

Daushter - Ase 16 2 3

Son - Ase 13 1 2
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FAMILY SIX

Family Six was a two parent blended family consisting of the natural mother,

Heather, age 32 and her husband Gury, age 32. Heather gave birth to her first son

Gordon, age (16) when she was in high school. The birth father was not involved with

this family and Gordon resided with his mother and stepfather. Gary and Heather had

been together since Gordon was an infant. Heather and Gary's relationship bore two

children, Grant, age 4 and Andrew, age 2.

This case was a self-referral by the natural mother. She telephoned to request

counselling for Gordon. He had been "acting out" for approximately two years with his

behavior progressively getting worse since her husband had been diagnosed with life

threatening cancer. The mother had been aware of her husband's diagnosis for

approximately six months prior to her first contact with the clinic. This family was seen

for a total of four sessions.

I learned from this family that I have very good personal boundaries. As a

therapist I was drawn into the family system and within the same interview able to

remove myself from the system and place the mother and son in their appropriate roles.

I was told this is a sign of a very skillful therapist as once you are drawn into a family

system it is very difficult to get out. It was suggested to me that at times people "hire"

me to do their work. I need to be more sensitive to this and not get trapped.

I learned something about working with the older adolescent. Prior to this

internship, I had many years of experience working with adolescents who at times were

non-volunüary clients. These teens were often difficult, manipulative and uncooperative.

I developed a belief that change would be difficult if not impossible with these

individuals. I discovered that I might not have truly listened to what they had to say.

I discovered that just labelling them difficult or manipulative was a barrier to my hearing
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what they had to say. I did not build on cooperation because I did not see any. As well,

I did not pick up on their strengths because I focused on their problems.

I had some very successful interviews with the adolescent in this family and found

that the solution focus, as well as de Shazer's ideas about cooperation and resisüance,

were helpful. In this case I was able to help a stubborn adolescent make some decisions

for himself by making sure he understood as well as knowing how he could follow

through. Rather than seeing him as resistant, I kept these two positive thoughts in my

mind. As a result, I was able to build a more cooperative working relationship.

Family Six taught me that parents can have the power to be in control of their

teens. Prior to this internship my work experience had taught me incorrectly that teens

are often out of control, and that their parents have no control. I had been influenced

by parents who feit they had tried everything and had become hopeless about their

situation. In a sense these statements were true, but I did not acknowledge that parents

can gain control and be in charge and that the therapist can also be very influential in this

process. This was a change in my belief system.

I learned through supervision that when someone disagrees with me I end up

explaining my position. It would be more helpful if I explored their position first,

because this is more neutral, then introduced a reframe. This way I would be more

helpful because I would learn more from the family and not alienate them as much.

I also le¿rned that when I provide an explanation for the client, it might be more

helpful to be less direct and more gentle. For example, instead of saying "you will feei

such and such", it would be better to say "you might feel this way" or "in my experience

others in this kind of situation feel this way". Because I really do not know how they

will feel or what the outcome may be, I can only give an educated guess. These may

be small differences, but they will likely make my approach smoother and more skillful,

and build more cooperation.
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I learned through supervision that when you brainstorm with a family and they

come up with nothing, it is better to leave them hanging and tell them they should think

on it. This way you leave the responsibility with them to come up with something,

which is far more helpful than providing them with your own ideas of a solution.

The results of my efforts with this family were reported by me as unknown. A

lot of information was provided to them, but they were in such a stressful situation it was

difficult to say what effect I had. It would be interesting to see what this family is like

in a year's time.

The results of the Family Assessment Measure Post Test showed a significant

improvement for both the mother and identified patient in some areas of their

functioning. The outcome results are included with this appendix.
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FAMILY SIX

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST

Outcome Mother Son
Age - 16

Positive Chanee 5 5

No Chanee I 13

Neeative Chanee 7 4

Family Member Pre Test Post Test

Son - Aee 16 3 3
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FAMILY SEVEN

Family Seven was an intact family consisting of Donna, age37; Joe, age 44and

their son, Kevin, age 13.

This case was a self-referral by the natural mother. She was concerned that her

son was bright but a chronic underachiever in school. Kevin had been tested by the local

university's department of education and no learning disabilities were found. The

university's education department recommended that Kevin attend counselling as he was

described as passive resistant towards learning. This family was seen for a total of five

sessions.

Like Family One, Family Seven helped operationalize the phrase "sûart where the

client is at". All the intake information focused on their only child who was reported to

be very bright, but having difficulty in school. In the first session I learned that the

father had a serious long term alcohol problem, and that the mother wanted to separate

from her husband. The parents clearly identihed that they only wanted to work on their

son's school problems.

In the past I likely would have seen these other issues as far more influential in

this family's functioning [which they were] and attempted to address these issues first.

In this case, under supervision, I did not follow my old path but remained focused on the

presenting problem of their son's school difficulties. The parents had triangulated their

son into their marital problems. The father told me of a time when they were able to get

their son to follow through. The mother was quite successful in the business world and

therefore demonstrated her abilities to make good decisions. Following the solution

focus, I built upon her good decision making abilities and explored the exception which

the father introduced. These strengths were used to get the parents to take charge of

their son and perform their executive tasks. In a sense the parents needed space to gain
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perspective. Paradoxically, my approach gave the parents tasks which forced them to

spend more time together. This approach helped them to look at themselves and their

relationship.

This approach also helped the mother realize she would have to take charge of

her personal life, which might lead to the parents' separation. If the mother takes charge

of her personal life the identified patient would no ionger be triangulated into the parents'

marital problems and she would be able to provide the necessary structure so that her son

could achieve at school.

In the f,rrst session with this family my presentation of the tasks did not go well.

This was an interview observed by the Team, who came up with tasks which were long

and involved. Although I felt I understood the tasks, I could not deliver them with the

clarity and conviction that was required. For this approach to be successful you must

truly believe in the strengths you see in the family (Literature Review, p.28, 43). My

supervisor ended up delivering the tasks in a very convincing manner. He pointed out

that using one's own thinking and wording for a task enables the therapist to deliver the

task in a more convincing way. Being observed by a team means you can use the

various team member's maps of the situation to come up with what Bateson calls the

bonus or the difference that makes a difference (Literature Review, p. 34). This is one

of the advantages of working with a team. The disadvantage for me was it meant I was

not the sole author of the tasks and, therefore, in this case unable to deliver the tasks in

a convincing manner. It was suggested to me that, in the future, when working with a

team that I not present the task until I believe it will work and it makes sense to me.

The outcome results, included in this appendix, indicated that there continues to

be problems in this family. On the Family Assessment Measure Post Test, the father and

son's denial, subscale scores increased significantly, indicating that they were becoming

aware that the mother would likely leave the relationship.
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FAM GENERAL SCALE
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FAM GENERAL SCALE
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FAMILY SEVEN

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST

OUTCOME RESUI-TS OF THE.IIOPEI.ESSNESS SCALE
FOR ADOLESCENTS

Outcome Mother Father Son
Age 13

Positive
Chanse

2 3 4

No Chanee I4 7 8

Negative
Change

J l0 8

Family Member Pre Test Post Test

Son - Aee 13 2 I
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FAMILY EIGHT

Family Eight was a recently separated family consisting of the natural mother

Nancy, age37. She separated from her husband Peter, age39, approximately one month

prior to her first contact with the clinic. Peter and Nancy had been married

approximately seventeen years. They had two natural children Oliver, age 11 and Kelly,

age 13. The children resided "half time" with each parent (three or four days each week

with each parent).

This case was a self referral by the natural mother. She was concerned that their

recent separation might have a negative effect on their children. In particular the mother

was concerned about Kelly whose behavior had been a problem since she was age four

or five. Kelly's behavior was described as more problematic since the separation and

included increased anger, lack of communication, inesponsibility and being

untrustworthy.

This family moved to their present location approximately two years earlier and

both children were having trouble making friends and "fitting in". Kelly was tested and

had a slight learning disability. The mother believed there was some controversy over

this testing and tended to believe that Kelly's difhculties in school were more the result

of negative family dynamics. I saw this family on two occasions and was able to make

a good assessment.

I learned that this case was an extreme example of how people will often behave

in certain ways out of the sensitivity and the desire to protect significant others

(Literature Review, re: world view/belief system, p. 32). In this situation the mother

had waited to separate from her husband for nearly ten or eleven years. She sacrificed

herself in order to protect her husband and her children from the pain of separating.

When she finally did separate she was confused and felt guilty about her decision.
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Through all the years and the act of separating, she never told her husband or her

children that she was unhappy or why she was unhappy. The children rarely saw their

parents fight and did not know why they had separated. This behaviour was very

confusing for the children and their father. At termination, the mother held strong to her

belief of protecting others much to the detriment of her and her children's well being.

As this family declined to complete the post test measurement instruments, only

the pre test of the FAM-III profile is included in this appendix.
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FAM GENERAL SCALE
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FAMILY NINE

Family Nine was an intact family consisting of Howard, age 49; Kathy, age 42,

and their three natural children, Todd, age 15; Brian, age 12, and Lisa, age 10.

This family was referred to the clinic by a school social worker. All of the

children were reported as displaying rebellious behaviors, in both passive and aggressive

ways. The parents belonged to a fundamentalist church and believed that part of the

cause of their difficulties with their children was the result of their children being

physicalty and emotionally abused by the minister and his wife.

The parents had focused on their son Brian as their main concern. They

described him as unhappy and withdrawn and, therefore, found it diff,lcult to understand

what was bothering him. Brian had no close friends and although he was described as

bright, he had no special interests. He was skipping school, had been caught smoking

at school and was ignoring his responsibilities at home. When the parents attempted to

talk with Brian, he would either refuse to speak or run out of the house and not return

for hours. Brian had stomach pains for a length of time, but the family physician could

not frnd any physical reason for these pains. I saw this family for a total of four

sessions.

In supervision and review of the tape of the first interview, I could see that the

family was keeping a secret or secrets. There was no clarity for me or for the family

because some issues were not being discussed. These issues needed to be brought out

on the table. I could sense there was something more but did not know how to ask and

was not sure how intrusive the questions might be.

It was suggested to me that information is important. How you ask is just as

important, but you must ask. By asking you give the family permission to talk which

is what they want. In the second session I followed these suggestions. In supervision
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I was told my gentle persistent manner was very helpful in having this family openly talk

about a long term secret - the parents' marital problems and depression. This opened up

the family to solution.

This was the last family I saw at the clinic, and it was transferred to my

supervisor after the internship ended.

The outcome results of the measurement instruments are included with this

appendix. They show significant improvement for the identified patient indicating that

the intervention was on target.
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FAM GENERAL SCALE
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FAM GENERAL SCALE
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FAMILY NINE

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE FAMILY PROBLEM CHECKLIST

OUTCOME RESULTS OF THE HOPELESSNESS SCALE
FOR ADOLESCENTS

Outcome Mother Father Son
Age 15

Son
A,ge 12

Positive
Chanee

3 2 4 L4

No Chanee 11 t6 t4 4

Negative
Chanse

8 4 4 2

Familv Member Pre Test Post Test

Son - Aee 15 I 0

Son - Ase 12 8 8
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PROBLEM FORMATION

1. What is the structure of the family?

2. What is the dysfunctional pattern?

3. What is the purpose of the symptom?

4. How does each person's behavior maintain the system?

5. If the problem is a metaphor for another behavior, for what does it stand?

6. Who else in the family has a similar problem?

7. (a) What interaction is not possible because the present interaction is taking
place?

(b) Where does this lead?

8. Discuss what effect the family's pattern has on each individual in the family?

9. What would happen if the family got unstuck?


